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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Lesotho's economy is characterized by its high degree of dependence on 
that of South Africa. Its economic growth has been significant, averaging an 
annual 5.2 percent increase in real per capita GNP between 1965 and 1988. 
Annual real GDP increased at 4.9 percent in 1990, exceeding the 3.4 percent of 
the 1980s. The quality of life has also shown steady improvement for the 
expanding population. Nevertheless, the growth achieved thus far is fragile and 
has been accompanied by increased budget and external deficits, resulting in the 
country's entry into a structural adjustment program in 1988. In its quest for 
sustained, broad-based growth, the country faces numerous challenges: limited 
and degraded natural resources, low domestic productivity, rising inflation, reduced 
employment opportunities for Basotho miners in South Africa, uncertain foreign 
inflows and accelerating social demands. Medium-term prospects for growth 
depend on several factors, including the recovery of the world and South African 
economies in order to facilitate export expansion, the country's ability to take 
advantage of major political and economic changes occurring in South Africa, and 
its improved management of the economy. The International Monetary Fund (IMFJ 
projects an average annual real GDP growth rate of 6.9 percent for the 1991192 - 
1995196 period. 

The country must also address a number of political challenges, such as 
maintaining political stability as it establishes democratic rule in 1992, transforming 
the role of its military, providing viable leadership for structural adjustment, 
improving relationships between business management and labor, and decreasing 
government centralization. Success will depend on the ability of its leadership to  
counterbalance social demands and economic restraint while maintaining a 
mutually beneficial relationship with South Africa. 

The USAlD program for FY 1992-FY 1996 will address a number of critical 
constraints to  growth, including deteriorated land resources resulting from 
overgrazing and overstocking, participation by the government in selected 
agriculture and agro-industry sub-sectors, weak private sector support 
organizations, limited business management capacity, the lack of a secure supply 
of cheap energy, and a weak human resource base for participation in the 
development of the national and regional economies. 

AID has been providing assistance to  Lesotho since the late-1970s. It is 
now the lead donor in agriculture and has successfully helped the government 
develop prototype range management areas, improve its staff capacity and initiate 
privatization reforms. In education it has assisted the aovernment to  expand 
gccess t o  education, improve instructional materials a i d  establish technical 
capacity. Involvement in the health and population sector has contributed to  
improved levels of immunization and reduced infant mortality. USAlD is now 
completing its activities in the health and population sector and will be focusing its 
efforts in fewer sub-sectors in education and agriculture. 

The gpp! of the U.S. development assistance program is to  achieve broad- 
based, sustainable growth. USAlD has also identified N o  sub-aoals--to increase 



or sustain income and to improve the human resource base. These sub-goals 
reflect the need to provide, on the one hand, opportunities for income 
enhancement or sustainability and, on the other, Basotho with improved basic skills 
to facilitate their participation in economic, social and political development. 

The program focuses on aree . . . The first objective, to 
sustain or improve output and productivity of selected agricultural sub-sectors, 
represents continued and focused efforts in the agriculture and natural resource 
sector where Lesotho has comparative advantages and where USAlD has 
experience and established counterpart relationships. Tarnets supporting this 
strategic objective emphasize increasing the sustainability of rangeland resource 
use and increasing business activity in selected agriculture-related areas. 

The second objective, to reduce the future cost of energy, contributes 
directly to economic growth by providing cost savings for the GOL budget. Lower 
costs also make energy more affordable for consumers and contribute to increased 
profitability of enterprises. contributing to this objective focus on 
developing operations and maintenance capacity, building infrastructure and 
establishing appropriate pricing and distribution policy. 

The third objective, to improve the quality and efficiency of primary 
education, reflects continued support in basic education where USAID has the 
comparative advantage of long experience and established relationships. Tarnets 
reflect government implementation of reforms to increase government financial 
resources for primary education, expand and upgrade the primary education 
teaching force, improve the quality and availability of curriculum and instructional 
materials, enhance the classroom environment and improve educational 
management. 

Overall, the strategy reflects USAID's recognition that the current 
environment, with recent leadership changes and upcoming democratic elections, 
is not conducive to initiating sharply diverging policy reforms or project 
interventions. The current policy agenda under USAlD interventions is broadly 
supported by the structural adjustment program. As the implementation of these 
reforms proceeds and government directions and capacity become evident, the 
Mission may need to make appropriate adjustments in the out-years. The proposed 
hydropower project, implemented by an autonomous authority, has widespread 
support and is unlikely to be affected by impending political uncertainty. The 
proposed agricultural enterprise initiative broadens efforts in the sector and 
provides an opportunity to support small-scale enterprise development leading to 
increased income and employment. 

All of the bilateral and nearly all of the regional program for Lesotho will be 
financed by Development Fund for Africa resources. The United States and 
Lesotho' have maintained friendly relationships for many years. By continuing to 
provide the country with needed development assistance, the United States 
demonstrates its support for the country's performance on economic and social 
reforms and its move to establish a viable democracy. 

vii 



A. Introduction 

The Kingdom of Lesotho is a small mountainous country of 30,444 
sq. km. completely surrounded by South Africa. The eastern two-thirds of the 
country is occupied by the rugged Maluti mountain range. It has the highest low 
point in the world and is the only country with all its land situated more than 1.000 
meters above sea level. The climate is temperate with well-marked seasons and 
the vegetation is predominantly grassland, with almost no natural forests. The 
inhabitants, called Basotho, speak Sesotho and English. Presently the country is 
divided into 10 administrative districts and is under military rule. 

This section provides an overview of the potential for the country's 
growth. Section l.B deals with the evolution of political, economic and social 
development; Section I.C, with economic progress, equity issues and the political 
economy of structural adjustment; Section l.D, with major economic, social and 
political challenges to achieving growth; and Section 1.E with medium-term 
prospects for growth. 

8. Develouinent: Backaround and S w  

1. Historical and Political De-t 

Lesotho's political development reflects its geographical location 
and broader political trends in the southern Africa region, especially in South 
Africa. The Basotho nation emerged in the early 19th Century as an ethnically 
homogenous group when Chief Moshoeshoe consolidated tribes fleeing west from 
Natal into the Caledon Valley and Maluti Mountains. From the 1830s until the 
Basotho requested and received British protection in 1868, conflict ensued among 
the Basotho, Zulu, British and Boers. By 1868 the territorial boundaries of the 
Basotholand protectorate were confined mainly to the Maluti Mountains. 

Under the British Cape Colony initially, Basotholand came under 
direct British colonial administration in 1884. Authority became increasingly 
centralized under colonial rule. Lesotho's agricultural production originally supplied 
settlers in the Caledon Valley area; however, as settlers established a government 
and introduced agricultural subsidies and low wages to reduce production costs. 
the Basotho farmers were more and more unable to compete in the market. At the 
same time, the colony became increasingly a source of labor for the expanding 
South African economy, especially the mining sector. Development was left 
largely to churches, beginning with the first amval of the Paris Evangelical 
Missionary Society in 1833 and followed by the Roman Catholics and Anglicans 
throughout the colonial period. The churches contributed greatly to the colony's 
education and health services development. Indigenous political development 
under colonial rule evolved from the establishment of a Basotholand Council in the 
early 1900s to an electad Legislative Council in 1965 headed by Chief Jonathan. 
In 1966 Basotholand gained full independence as the Kingdom of Lesotho, a 



constitutional monarchy under King Moshoeshoe II, a direct descendant of Chief 
Moshoeshoe. 

Shortly after independence, a Constitutional crisis ensued and 
King Moshoeshoe II had to accept a non-political role as constitutional monarch. 
The role of the monarch in Lesotho politics has remained controversial to the 
present time. Lesotho's political leadership forged closer ties with South Africa 
during this period. When Chief Jonathan's party appeared to be losing the 
elections in 1970, he suspended the Constitution and subsequently declared a 
state of emergency to quell the erupting violence. Violence broke out again in 
1974 and intermittently throughout the 1970s as opposition groups called for 
multi-party elections. 

Opposition to apartheid accelerated across the border in 1982- 
1983 and South Africa began conducting raids into Lesotho, charging that the 
country was harboring outlawed African National Congress refugees. In late 1985 
South Africa closed its borders with Lesotho, making it impossible for Lesotho to 
get food to address the emergency resulting from the drought. The South African 
Government threatened to deport Basotho working in South Africa. In January 
1986, the Lesotho military intervened, ousted Jonathan, set up a Military Council 
and subsequently banned political activity. South Africa re-opened the border and 
violence dissipated when the Military Council reached an agreement with South 
Africa that neither country would allow its territory to be used for attacks on the 
other. The governments agreed to proceed with the Lesotho Highlands Water 
Project (LHWP) in late 1986 to transfer water from the Lesotho highlands to South 
Africa. While continuing to support the dismantling of apartheid, the government 
maintained a mutually beneficial relationship with South Africa. 

In February 1990 conflict between the Military Council and King 
Moshoeshoe developed when the latter refused to rubber stamp Military Council 
decrees. The Council suspended the monarch's executive and legislative powers 
and subsequently dethroned the King (self-exiled in London), replacing him with his 
son Kina Letsie Ill in November 1990. Meanwhile. the Militarv Council had formed 
a Task Force on Democratization and set up a National ~oni t i tuent  Assembly to 
prepare a new constitution. A Constitutional Commission is currently seeking 
ratification for the draft document through village assemblies and the government 
plans to hold democratic elections in May 1992. 

Recent events suggest that political transition may not come 
easily. In April 1991 Lesotho army elements agitated for a pay increase and called 
for the dismissal of the Finance and Foreign Affairs Ministers because of alleged 
corruption. The Military Council Chairman refused to comply and junior officers 
forced him to resian. ShoRlv thereafter the new Chairman agreed to a 20 percent 
pay raise for all g~vernmentemployees, including the military, repealed the 1986 
Order No. 4 banning party politics and reconfirmed the Council's intent to move to 
civilian rule in 1992. ln early June 1991, some high-ranking military officers 
resisted authority and were subsequently dismissed. 



2. Economic and Social Environment 

Lesotho's annual real per capita GNP grew at 5.2 percent 
between 1965 and 1988, a rate which only five countries in the world, including 
Botswana, exceeded. Annual real GDP increased at 4.9 percent in 1990 compared 
to 3.4 percent in the 1980s. GDP has been much smaller than GhP because of 
large remittances from Basotho migrant workers in South Africa; in 1990, 
remittances were about $41 6 million (Maloti 1,077.5 million), constituting 43.7 
percent of GNP and 77.4 percent of GDP. 

Despite the increasing share of manufacturing and construction 
in GDP, agriculture-related activities and migrant work remain the largest sources 
of employment and income. (With more than 20,000 new entrants annually, the 
labor force numbers an estimated 637,000 (1990)). Unemployment, estimated at 
about 25 percent (1991 ), would be higher but for migrant employment. Migration 
of Lesotho labor to South African mines has recently started to decline 
precipitously: recruitments by the two largest sources for mine employment will 
decline from 107,000 in 1990 to an expected 97,000 in 1991 and about 85,000 
in 1992. These large reductions are exacerbating unemployment. 

The Government of Lesotho (GOL) is currently narrowing 
budget deficits by limiting expenditure under structural adjustment. Foreign 
borrowing is now the major source of deficit financing. Growth of net credit to 
GOL turned negative in 1990. The shares of the private sector and production 
credit of total domestic credit were 45.5 percent and 11.1 percent, respectively, 
at the end of 1990. But, private sector borrowing could increase given the high 
liquidity ratio of commercial banks. Banks now have a greater incentive to increase 
private sector lending since interest on Treasury bills is now taxed. Interest rates 
move broadly in line with those in South Africa, but the saving deposit rate is 
currently negative in real terms. 

The balance of payments is generally negative, but turned 
positive in 1988 due to an improved current account balance. Exports began 
expanding rapidly in 1986, and manufactured goods, especially textiles, now 
dominate. The share of exports to the southern African region has declined while 
that to Europe and America has increased. Of the total public debt ($462.5 million 
in 1990). external sources hold 77.2 percent. most of which is concessional. 
Consequently, debt service as a ratio of export revenue is only 4.7 percent. In 
1988 total net disbursed aid was $108 million, and aid per capita was the third 
highest among low-income countries in the world. 

The quality of life has steadily improved for Basotho. Life 
expectancy has risen from 41.6 years in 1960 to 57.3 years in 1990 while the 
under-five mortality rate has dropped from 20.8 to 13.6 percent. Access to safe 
drinking water has also increased, from 17 percent in 1975-80 to 48 percent in 
1988. The overall level of education has improved; the adult literacy rate increased 
from 62 percent in 1970 to 73 percent in 1985 and primary school enrollment has 
become one of the highest in Africa. Nevertheless, rapid population growth slowed 



progress in social development. The population doubled from 0.9 million in 1960 
to 1.8 million in 1990, with annual growth increasing from 2.3 percent in 1965-80 
to 2.7 percent in 1980-88. The urban population has increased even more rapidly. 
from 7 to 15 percent over the 1971 -91 period, and is now growing at an estimated 
5.5 percent annually. 

GOL began implementing an IMF-supported three-year 
Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) in 1988189, followed by a three-year 
Enhanced Structural Adjustment Program (ESAP) beginning in 1991192. Both 
programs aim to reduce budget and externa! deficits, achieve price and monetary 
stability, diversify the productive and export base and enhance the private sector's 
role in the economy. So far, the program has facilitated increased GDP growth by 
improving internal and external balances. 

External factors largely determine the environment for 
sustainable growth because of Lesotho's high dependency on foreign markets and 
investment, especially those in South Africa. The level of national income is 
greatly dependent upon labor income from a single South African industry, mining. 
Within the Common Monetary Area (CMA), the Maloti is circulated a t  par value 
with and is fully backed by the South African Rand. The Southern African 
Customs Union ISACU) provides for free exchange of goods and pooling of 
customs and excise duties for sharing among members. SACU receipts constituted 
53.5 percent of total GOL revenue, excluding grants, over the period 1986187- 
1990/91. South Africa is providing partial financing and guaranteeing debt service 
for $2.4 billion to finance the LHWP, which will become a major source of GOL 
revenue after 1997. Lesotho also relies on trade with South Africa, especially for 
food and energy imports and labor export. In 1990, 59.7 percent of all 
merchandise exports and 94.1 percent of merchandise imports involved the SACU 
area, mainly South Africa. Prices in South Africa determine the general level of 
domestic commodity and factor prices. Further, the recent depreciation of the 
Rand has increased the Rand value of Lesotho's foreign debt. 

Dependence on South Africa is part of a wider reliance on 
overall foreign trade, development assistance, investment capital and technical 
skills. Foreign participation in domestic businesses, especially in industry and 
distribution, is pervasive. ~ d n o r s  play a key role in domestic financing: 82.8 
percent of the 1991/92 cbpiia~ budget comes from donor funds. Expatriates 
supply several critical skills, in such fields as medicine, engineering, agricutture and 
economics, required to manage the economy. 

As consumption exceeds real GDP, the country is living beyond 
its means. GDP growth has been achieved at the cost of increased budgets and 
balance of payments deficits. Migrant workers' remittances and other foreign 
transfers finance the dissaving gap. However, reliance on foreign resources has 



declined since 1980 because of reduced demand. High GDP growth has not 
resulted in adequate employment. The growth achieved so far is fragile because 
of the limited domestic resource and market base. Furthermore, inadequate saving 
and investment levels impede the generation of sustainable growtn. Weather 
fluctuations affect agricultural and national output. Food security is precarious. 
Manufacturing growth is not linked sufficiently to domestic resources. The growth 
rate of manufacturing value-added has also fallen significantly. Furthermore, a 
major part of manufacturing growth has been linked to sanctions against South 
Africa and, therefore, is even more fragile. The public sector role in the economy 
remains large, while the productive private sector faces several obstacles to 
expansion. 

Lesotho's dependency on external markets and capital results 
from many factors, including its small geographic area, its completely landlocked 
location surrounded by a more developed economy and its small domestic market. 
The GOL has little control over the international value of the Maloti and limited 
scope for direct money and credit policy because of its participation in CMA. 
Similarly, it has limited control over budget revenues because of SACU and, hence, 
manages its deficit through expenditure control. Because of indirect restriction on 
the supply of Maloti under CMA membership, the GOL can finance its budget 
deficit only by borrowing or reducing foreign assets. Thus, with the high import 
dependency of the economy, public expenditure expansion negatively affects the 
current account without necessarily increasing output. The restriction on the 
Maloti supply should promote fiscal and monetary discipline; instead, it fuels the 
need for foreign resources and indirectly contributes to public borrowing. On the 
positive side, the Maloti is stable and convertible because it is underwritten by the 
Rand. Lesotho also receives more trade revenue under the SACU arrangement 
than it would from direct collection of duties. 

2. Eauitv and Pditical Economv of Reform 

Real per capita GNP was $420 in 1988, compared to an 
average of $320 for all low-income countries. However, most Basotho are poor, 
due partly to inequitable income distribution. Sixty-seven percent of all households 
(71 percent of rural ones) were classified in 1986187 as low-income (receipt of 
Maloti 86 or less per month), although 75 percent possessed farming fields and 
livestock. Approximately, 78 percent of the population has access to health 
services, but 50 percent and 83 percent had no safe water and sanitation. 
respectively (1990 figures). About 74 percent of males participate in the paid 
labor force compared to 29 percent of women. 

Given the skewed income distribution, higher income groups 
may have benefitted disproportionately from the long-term increase in national 
income. To address this, the GOL has exempted some basic foods and other items 
on which the poor spend a large portion of their income from the general sales tax. 

Structural adjustment reforms affect various sections of the 
population, including livestock farmers. Some livestock owners perceive the 



national grazing fee, about to be levied, as a form of land tax. Successful 
implementation of this program is expected to enable Basotho to derive sustainable 
output from rangeland, since the fees are to help reduce the imbalance between 
carrying capacity of degraded rangeland and national herd size. Successful 
implementation of land reforms should distribute gains from land more equitably. 
Legalized land leasing is expected to promote increased private sector investment. 
However, its impact on private sector lending is likely to be tardy without 
improvement in leasing administration. 

The GOL has eliminated the direct fertilizer subsidy as part of 
the program to privatize agricultural input marketing. Also, Coop Lesotho, the 
agriculture input supply parastatal, is unable to procure and distribute adequate 
inputs in a timely manner. In the short term, until private sector outlets gain an 
increased foothold, these factors may reduce fertilizer use and increase production 
costs. Thus, crop yields and output may suffer, leading in turn to reduced 
domestic supplies and higher food prices. This situation may contribute to higher 
inflation, thus compounding the adverse impacts of adjustment, especially on the 
poor. However, the overall direct impact of the adjustment reforms per se on the 
poor is difficult to assess mainly because the price of food, the major wage good. 
is determined by food prices in South Africa. Nonetheless, basic food prices have 
risen in real terms since 1989. 

The GOL has reduced government employment, partly through 
retrenchments. However, it has markedlv increased aovernment salaries this year 
(including those of teachers and the military), although not sufficiently to match 
cumulative inflation since the last increase in 1988189. Henceforth. the GOL will 
review salaries and minimum wages regularly in order to minimize value loss from 
inflation and sharp production cost increases. Miners are now paying a recruitment 
levy. As an offset, they now send home 30 percent of their income as deferred 
payment, instead of 60 percent, and receive higher interest on these payments. 

Real social recurrent expenditure has virtually stagnated under 
adjustment. The education recurrent budget increased in real terms, but mainly to 
pay for increases in teachers salaries, while expenditure on other social services 
have barely risen since 1988. Meanwhile, however, cost-recovery has been 
enhanced through higher user fees. Social spending is programmed to increase 
under the ESAP, especially to protect the most vulnerable groups. Unless 
efficiency and targeting of social service delivery visibly improve, however, the 
poor are likely to suffer. 

Higher utility charges resulting from increased cost-recovery in 
economic services and increased labor costs from higher wages have contributed 
to higher production costs in manufacturing, slowing employment generation in the 
sector. However. higher costs are partly offset by increased bank lending to the 
private Sector, including concessionary export finance. 

Progress in implementing reforms will depend on the GOL's 
ability to address the needs of various interest groupsand the growing employment 



demands. The political costs of adjustment are high, particularly in an era of 
political change. Adjustment fatigue may set in as GOL employees resist further 
retrenchments and together with the military and low-wage formal sector laborers 
demand improved salaries and benefits. To stay the course of adjustment and 
improve the environment for broad-based, sustainable growth is a major challenge 
for the future civilian government. 

The development challenge is to sustain and broaden long-term 
growth in the face of limited and degraded natural resources, low domestic 
productivity, reduced employment of migrant workers in South Africa, rising 
inflation, uncertain foreign inflows and rising social demands. The key is to 
maintain a stable macroeconomic environment, a system of incentives that 
encourages efficient resource allocation and use in productive enterprises to create 
employment and a growth pattern that distributes benefits broadly. 

Reforms in land access and improved land management are 
required to sustain and improve agricultural productivity. Successful completion 
of all phases of the LHWP will ensure that Lesotho exploits optimally its key natural 
resource, water. It is essential to implement macroeconomic and structural 
reforms and promote private sector expansion to generate employment. Improved 
budget management will reduce unproductive expenditures, minimize borrowing 
and maintain foreign reserves. Long-term growth depends on improved 
mobilization, allocation and utilization of domestic savings, including miners' 
deferred payments and LHWP revenues. Opportunities must be identified to 
increase financing of productive enterprises. Given economic dependency, 
increasing labor-intensive exports and diversifying markets are important vehicles 
for future growth, but success depends on the identification of niches of export 
competitiveness in external markets. Since Lesotho cannot cut economic links 
with South Africa, it must continue to develop a mutually beneficial relationship 
and take full advantage of regional opportunities. How the relationship will evolve 
is difficult to assess. Foreign private investment in Lesotho may decline as foreign 
investors respond to an improved South African climate and the removal of trade 
and other sanctions. Basotho migrant workers could face increasing competition 
from South African labor. Furthermore, South Africa's readiness to share revenues 
through SACU payments could diminish as it addresses its backlog of social needs. 
What is clear, however, is that Lesotho must generate as much productive 
employment as possible through domestic economic growth. 

Expanding social participation in development requires shifting 
public spending from unproductive job creation and social welfare for a privileged 
minority to basic social wrvices provision for all. Accordingly, financial support for 
social services in health, safe water, sanitation, family planning and acquired 



immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) management must increase, public sector 
service delivery must become more efficient and private sector delivery must be 
promoted. Increased private delivery, however, depends on the Basotho's ability 
to pay higher fees. Improvements in the overall human resource base are 
important to enable Basotho to compete more effectively in the national and 
regional labor markets and to raise their overall quality of life. Lesotho has no 
option but to continue to export labor; the major challenge is to improve the quality 
and efficiency of the education system to further increase literacy rates and expand 
access to appropriate occupational, technical and managerial skills. 

Lesotho faces major political challenges over the next few 
years. First is maintaining stability while moving toward elections in May 1992 
and installing a democratic government. Encouraging peaceful party politics will 
be an important government task in the coming months. Stability will be especially 
important for encouraging and sustaining Basotho and foreign investment in the 
country. Second is promoting a smooth transition of the military's role as 
democracy emerges and issues of its changing role, size and salaries surface. 
Third is the new government's need to provide the vision and will to implement 
structural adjustment and further the development of the country's resources as 
unemployment continues to rise. Staying the course will be difficult unless the 
leadership can convince government employees and the population alike of the 
need to increase productivity and efficiency in the face of limited financial 
resources. Fourth is the ability of business management and labor to negotiate 
reasonable work environments and benefits without resorting to crippling strikes 
and violence. Recent strikes by Standard and Barclays Banks' employees in 
Maseru and their eventual dismissal has disrupted financial activity in the country. 
Strikes in foreign-owned textile factories have also contributed to an image of labor 
problems in Lesotho. As miners are retrenched and unemployment increases, the 
potential for continued explosions among the population exists and must be 
effectively addressed. 

Longer term challenges for Lesotho are the establishment of an 
effective participatory democracy and a more decentralized government. 
Encouraging greater participation in decision-making at all levels is important not 
only for increasing accountability but also for generating popular support for 
economic and social reforms essential for developing the country's resources and 
decreasing its dependence on South Africa. Traditional local chiefs retain 
considerable influence among their local constituencies, but they have little 
authority to make decisions on the use and implementation of government or donor 
development resources. USAID has been supporting government initiatives in the 
Ministries of Agriculture, Health and Education to build local capacity and increase 
responsibility for implementation at the district and lower levels. While these 
efforts have led to some deconcentration of responsibility from the center over the 
past five years, they are only initial steps in the decentralization process. Local 
Village Development Councils have little authority over development resources and 
their implementation at the local level. The plan for implementing nationwide 



grazing fees calls for Village Development Councils to collect the fees locally for 
use by villages for local development projects. This procedure is now under review 
as its implementation appears to be inconsistent with statutes regarding revenue 
collection. The outcome of this issue will be an important indication of the 
government's commitment to increase responsibility and authority at the village 
level. 

One can only speculate on how well the country will meet these 
challenges. Success will depend on the ability of the present and future leadership 
to continue to counterbalance economic restraint with social demands over the 
next several years while maintaining a mutually beneficial relationship with South 
Africa. 

E. Growth 

Medium-term piospects for economic growth in Lesotho depend on 
several factors, including recovery of the world economy, especially that of South 
Africa, to facilitate increased exports; ability to take advantage of major regional 
political and economic changes that will accompany the demise of apartheid; and 
improved economic management. The IMF has projected sustained medium-term 
growth based on these major assumptions: migrant mineworkers' remittances will 
fall in real terms; the LHWP will be implemented as planned; both exports and 
imports will rise in real terms; and expenditures on goods, services and transfers 
will increase. According to ESAP projections, real GDP and GNP growth will 
average 6.9 and 2.7 percent, respectively, over the period 1991192-1995196. 
Also, the fiscal deficit should turn to a modest surplus, the balance of payments 
should generate surpluses, and the debt service ratio should decrease. If 
sustained, these medium-term prospects could generate broad-based and market- 
oriented growth for the next generation of Basotho. To sustain growth, the 
country must address critical constraints to development as discussed in detail in 
Section II. 

11. CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORNNmES FOR GROWTH 

1. Natural Resources 

The amount, quality and utilization of the natural and social 
resource base determine the feasible set and efficiency of economic activities. 
Lesotho has few exploitable non-renewable natural resources, with water in river 
systems being a major natural resource. Diamond mining has been dormant for a 
decade while other minerals are not available in commercial quantities. Only 13.6 
percent of the land area is suitable for crop cultivation and approximately 80 
percent is suitable only for extensive grazing. Arable land has decreased from 
370,000 HA in 1975 to 300,000 HA in 1988 and an additional estimated 4.000 
HA will be lost under the LHWP. Despite limited arable land, nearly one-third 
remains unutilized each year through fallowing. Grazing land is fragile d l e  to steep 
slopes, shallow soils and low vegetation cover. Soils are degraded and virtually no 
forests exist, a situation exacerbated by the communal land tenure system that 
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encourages overstocking and overgrazing. Carrying capacity of the grazing land 
has deteriorated to a point where urgent action is required to restore balance with 
livestock numbers. 

Lesotho's mountainous topography rendersthe development of 
centralized grid infrastructure technically demanding and expensive, except in 
accessible lowland areas. Onlv 2,775 KM (1986) of orimarv roads exist. with 17 . . 
percent tarred; many rural areas, especialli in the mountains, have no roads and 
horses and donkeys are still important means of transport. Despite its limitations, 
the road network fits population distribution. Rail transportation is limited to a 
short link between the capital and the South African network. Air transportation, 
supported by 31 airfields, is costly. Telecommunication links exist only between 
16 major population centers. The topography raises rural electrification costs for 
rural areas: only 0.7 percent (1989) of rural households are connected to the 
national grid. The unavailability of cheap rural electricity also limits rural 
industrialization. The lack of marketing centers is an obstacle to increased 
commercial agricultural production. 

3. Human Reswrce~ 

The high and increasing population growth rate 01 2.7 percent 
erodes gains in income growth, contributes to increasing unemployment and 
severely limits the availability of social services. Efforts to address population 
growth are inadequate, as family planning and sex education programs have only 
recently started. The GOL also lacks a coordinated national population policy and 
implementation plan. 

Human resource development is the key to higher rates of 
economic growth and equity. Many Basotho have access to basic and secondary 
education, but quality is low. Secondary education is costly and technical training 
is inadequate. These factors contribute to reducing the relative competitiveness 
of Basotho in the domestic and regional economies. Twenty-one percent (1986) 
of the labor force (36 percent of males and 12 percent of females) have no formal 
education, while 55 percent have not completed primary education or have only 
informal training. Women receive more formal education than men, but men 
receive more technical training and, thus, are better able to obtain wage 
employment. The inability of the National University of Lesotho to produce 
business, science, and engineering graduates further limits human resource 
capacity. Better job oppomnities in South Africa amact the more qualified and 
experienced workers, especially professionals, thereby limiting the government's 
ability to manage the economy and encourage private sector expansion. 

Health factors limit the potential for long-term improvement and 
utilization of human resources. Alcohol abuse is prevalent; about 22 percent of the 
population over 14 years have a problem with alcohol and household expenditures 
on alcohol and medicine appear equal. The male labor force, especially in rural 



areas, is also debilitated by widespread incidence of acute respiratory infection, 
especially tuberculosis. The infection level of sexually transmitted diseases is high 
and HIV infection is a potential major detriment to human resource utilization. HIV 
cases are presently believed to be low but are rising and will reach epidemic levels 
unless Lesotho takes advantage of the current 'window of opportunity" to address 
the problem. 

The demographic structure retards rapid economic growth: the 
population is young with 41 percent in the 0-14 age group. With high male 
migration, females form a high proportion of the resident population but have a 
lower formal sector employment rate. 

Few output linkages exist between domestic agricutture and 
industry, partly because of the low productivity and output of domestic agriculture 
and the dependency on South Africa. Hence, most industries use imported inputs. 

Most major agriculture-related enterprises in Lesotho are 
parastatals. The Lesotho National Development Corporation (LNDC), the 
governmental equity partner, dominates the investment arena. The public sector 
also plays a major role in agricultural product pricing and marketing. Lesotho has 
an open economy but few indigenous private sector productive enterprises, except 
for basic agriculture and services. The industrial base remains narrow despite new 
investment promotion initiatives such as industrial parks. Further, the formal 
private sector is small because of limited indigenous entrepreneurial skills. 
insufficient investment capital, inadequate technical and managerial skills, limited 
infrastructure contributing to high transport costs, and lack of inputs. The small 
domestic market, lack of marketing infrastructure and systems, especially in 
agriculture, and intense competition from South African firms further limit private 
sector expansion. Some legal and administrative impediments also exist--e.g, tardy 
investment approval by LNDC and the Pioneer Industry Board increases enterprise 
start-up times. The nascent land market has yet to facilitate the securing of credit 
using land title as collateral. The country's landlocked location also contributes to 
its international competitive disadvantage. The informal private sector, including 
small-scale agriculture, is the largest source of employment but receives relatively 
little resource support. 

Most essential formal-sector financial services are available in 
urban areas but lacking in rural areas. Formal financial markets are highly 
segmented as each bank focuses on a particular niche with littie inter-institutional 
competition. Few linkages exist between informal and formal financial markets. 
Finally, the local financial market is limited to treasury bills purchased by banks to 
finance GOL borrowing. 



Economic activity is centralized in very few population centers 
although the government is now actively promoting the formation of village and 
district development councils nationwide. Excessive state involvement in 
production contributes to reduced efficiencv of national resource use and increased 
budget deficits while at the same time sends negative signals to the private sector. 
Parastatals still set several output prices and provide input subsidies, especially to 
the agriculture and agro-industry sectors (e.g., subsidies on tractor service charges 
and producer prices for dairy milk). Despite its stated commitment to a free 
market-based economy, which is supported by the existing economic policy 
framework, the government continues to support parastatals and has taken little 
action to liquidate, commercialize or privatize them. This tardiness discourages 
private sector expansion. 

Policies are often developed at the sectoral level with limited 
prioritizing at the national level, as occurred with the Fourth Development Plan. 
Additionally, several sectors, including agriculture, are without comprehensive 
sector plans. Nor did the government base its macroeconomic policy on a 
comprehensive macro-framework prior to entry into structural adjustment. 

While having many advantages, Lesotho's close relationship 
with South Africa has a major shortcoming: it seriously restricts policy freedom, 
especially in the monetary, fiscal and external sectors. For example, Lesotho 
cannot revalue its currency without forfeiting the benefits of CMA membership. 
The government has also had difficulty diversifying revenue sources, especially to 
improve the enforcement of existing taxes to reduce its reliance on SACU revenue. 
GOL expenditure restraint through financial controls and monitoring is weak, 
contributing to overspending. The resulting budget deficit contributes to the 
excess liquidity positions of banks. Excess liquidity has been invested in 
government securities, increasing the cost or reducing the supply of credit to other 
sectors. The GOL's recent introduction of a tax on interest earned on GOL debt 
should help address this problem, however. The asset policy of banks favoring 
increased asset holding in South African Rand has contributed greatly to a 
reduction in domestic credit availability. Finally, several factors, including the lack 
of bankable projects and bankers' reluctance to finance term lending, limit lending 
for productive activities, especially for small-scale firms. 

Public sector administration, planning, budgetary control and 
accountability are weak, due in part to the lack of skilled manpower. Development 
planning remains fragmented without an effective central coordinating policy group 
to integrate planning and finance functions across sectors. Thus, plans, 
investment requirements and impacts are seldom linked. While substantial 
progress has been made in building institutional capacity in various ministries, more 
needs to be done to improve planning, technical, evaluation and financial 
management capacity. Low institutional capability limits the capacity to absorb 
donor aid, with the result that donor program implementation often requires 
technical advisers. 



In general, private sector representational institutions, such as 
the Lesotho Chamber of Commerce, do not provide marketing information and 
relevant service5 for their members, have weak analytical capability and do not 
play a significant role in influencing policy formulation. Institutions providing 
economic services and utilities, such as finance, seem adequate although delivery 
systems for technology, skill training, risk management and social services are 
inadequate. Lack of coordination between public and private sector health services 
contributes to ineffective service distribution and fee differentials. Further, 
ineffective village health committees impede primary health care system 
development. 

The low level of technological adoption is a major cause of low 
agricultural productivity. Furthermore, crop and livestock agriculture activities are 
inadequately integrated nationwide. The mechanism for determining national 
research priorities, while recently strengthened, remains weak because of the 
absence of a comprehensive agriculture sector and national technology policy. The 
Research Division of the Ministry of Agriculture cannot retain research specialists 
because of inadequate budgets and staff incentives. Capacity for maintenance 
research to  ensure the continued relevance and productivity of improved 
technologies, inputs and management practices is not available. Funher, efforts 
to extend existing technologies are inadequate. Greater attention needs to  be paid 
to extending technologies appropriate to the needs of small farmers within specific 
agro-ecological zones. Research-extension linkages are especially weak and need 
to  be improved to  facilitate extension staff participation in planning, design. 
implementation and evaluation of research. 

In the small-scale and rural industries sector, prospective 
entrepreneurs lack access to technological packages. The key institution for 
delivering technical advice for small-scale industrialization, the Basotho Enterprise 
Development Corporation, has been unable to  meet its mandate. 

8. African Factor 

Lesotho's membership in SACU and the openness of the 
economy require producers to  compete wim those in South Africa with i ts 
advantages of natural resources, infrastructure, managerial and technical skills, 
credit subsidies, transport rebates and a vastly more developed, albeit distorted. 
economy. In promoting export-oriented growth, Lesotho must also compete with 
attractive investment incentives offered by South African homeland governments. 

The general economic situation in South Africa may improve but 
reluctance to  hire migrant labor will likely increase. The competitiveness of 
Basotho in the regional labor market will likely diminish over time as South Africa 
raises the education level of its labor force. Additionally, changes in South Africa's 
fiscal policy will likely erode Lesotho's revenue base. The recent introduction of 
value-added tax in South Africa could have adverse impacts on Lesotho's revenue 
base unless she counteracts the effects through fiscal reforms. Modifications in 



SACU arrangements may also be disadvantageous to the smaller member 
countries, especially if South Africa discontinues the enhanced payments under the 
revenue-sharing arrangement. A major driving force behind the growth of foreign 
investment in Lesotho over the last decade has been the desire of some foreign- 
owned firms to escape sanctions and consumer boycotts. The removal of 
sanctions as apartheid ends is likely to encourage these 'footloose" firms to 
relocate in South Africa and to discourage investment by new firms. 

One factor that constrains agricultural expansion is Basotho's 
perceptions of agriculture. Partly as a result of the availability of jobs in South 
Africa or in the government in the past, Basotho have not viewed agriculture as 
offering attractive employment opportunities. 

The communal land ownership system has contributed 
extensively to the depletion of grazing resources by permitting open access to 
grazing lands. Only now are communities beginning to organize to improve 
rangeland management. The traditional land tenure system also prevents the 
establishment of a land market. Programs to initiate land leasing have not yet 
begun. Customary land laws encourage fragmentation of land into small plots. 
In theory, land resources should not constrain agricultural development, given the 
communal ownership system, but access to land is difficult for a growing 
population and landlessness is increasing; an estimated 30 percent of households 
are without land. 

Discrimination against women is based in culture, religion and 
law; for example, women are classified legally as "minors" and cannot enter into 
contracts without the expressed or implied consent of their husbands. Since 
women play a dominant role in small- and medium-sized enterprises, the 
requirement that a married female borrower must obtain her husband's approval 
is an obstacle to increasing private sector lending. Discrimination against women 
significantly reduces efficient utilization of the better educated half of the 
population. 

Attainment of broad, sustained economic growth in the foreseeable 
future is a major challenge because of the above-discussed constraints. 
Nonetheless, as discussed in Section I, the prognosis for future macroeconomic 
growth is favorable. Discussed below are some significant opportunities for 
growth in income and employment. 

Despite resource and other constraints, agriculture offers considerable 
potential. Agriculture and agriculture-related business are basic to the economy 
and, despite the falling share of agriculture in GDP, still offer the best opportunity 
for increasing incomes and generating employment for the majority of the 
population that lives in rural areas. Potential exists for improving productivity of 



traditional crop production, increasing value-added from livestock production, 
expanding production and processing of high- value export crops, and expanding 
processing of lower-value crops and other agricultural produce. 

While Lesotho's topography limits the scope for large-scale irrigation, 
great potential exists for small-scale schemes. Water resources abound and need 
to be tapped to facilitate small-scale irrigation development. Successful 
development of irrigation schemes will improve both land and labor productivity, 
increase labor demand, reduce yield variability and support expansion of 
horticultural crop production. Abundant potential exists to produce high-value 
horticultural crops for export. The recent significant growth in asparagus 
production suggests that other high-value crops may also offer opportunities for 
growth. Provided management and marketing constraints can be eased. Lesotho 
may be able to gain from its advantage to produce and market high-value crops in 
the northern hemisphere in the off-season. In addition to export production, 
Lesotho has a comparative advantage to produce vegetables for domestic 
consumption. Expansion of this labor-intensive activity holds significant promise 
for increasing rural employment and incomes. 

Livestock production is now the dominant agricultural activity, 
surpassing crop production. Wool and mohair still offer opportunities for 
employment and income generation given their high levels of financial and 
economic profitability. However, yields are low and sustaining or improving them 
is dependent on the more efficient management of rangeland and livestock 
resources. Intensive livestock production in the lowlands, such as stall-feeding of 
cattle and lamb fattening, are potentially profitable. Other animal-based activities 
with high demand include poultry raising, piggeries and dairy. 

Development of selected agriculture-based industries offer potential 
for employment and income. In recent years, exports of processed goods, mainly 
tapestry and mohair yarn, have increased significantly: the average annual nominal 
value of these exports increased by 78 percent between 1988-1 990, constituting 
14 percent of total commodity export earnings in 1990. Another opportunity is 
hide and skin processing, which is currently not done. 

The rapid growth in manufactured exports in recent years indicates 
that Lesotho can generate significant growth from manufacturing. However, it is 
essential to improve productivity in order to halt the declining trend in 
manufacturing value-added. Generating future growth in this sector depends on 
successful investment promotion and improved labor relations, including the 
continued exploitation of opportunities related to a changing South Ahica and the 
creation of a more supportive environment for new investment, especially for 
export. 

At the broader level of national development, vast opportunities exist 
for the development of Lesotho's water resource to generate export revenue and 
energy, as is being done under the LHWP. Several associated activities, including 
agriculture and tourism, need to be developed to enhance employment generation 



associated with the project. Although Lesotho may not have as many avenues for 
growth as do other African countries with larger resource bases and more 
independent economies. Lesotho can sustain growth. The challenge will be to 
utilize available opportunities effectively and efficiently while continuing to nurture 
an advantageous relationship with South Africa. 

111. PUBLIC SECTOR. PRIVATE SECTOR AND OTHER DONORS 

A. public Sector 

The GOL budget for the 1991192 fiscal year totals M957.3 
million ($337.1 rniilion at current exchange rate), of which 59.9 percent is for 
recurrent expenditure. Among all categories, recurrent expenditure is lowest for 
economic services (e.g., agriculture, industry, transport), averaging 14.4 percent 
of total recurrent budget annually between 1985186-1990/91 compared to 34.6 
percent for central government services, including the military. Agriculture 
received a 40.7 percent share of the annual expenditure for economic services and 
5.7 percent of the total recurrent budget, while industry and mining accounted for 
1.2 percent of the total. Social and community services received 32.7 percent of 
the annual recurrent level, with public debt interest and other transfers accounting 
for 18.3 percent. 

On the other hand, economic services receive the bulk of capital 
spending: at least 71.1 percent (1986-92) of the total capital budget has been 
allocated to economic services, including agriculture, industries, power and water. 
Government revenues account for only 17.4 percent (1989-921 of capital 
expenditures. 

The GOL recurrent budget as a share of GNP averaged 32.3 
percent between 1986187-1990191. Excluding LHWP flows, public investment 
(about 25 percent of GNP currently) is lower than private investment. The public 
sector contribution is also lower--estimated at 35 percent in 1988. With respect 
to employment, the government is small at 5 percent (1986) of the labor force 
(excluding all parastatals). Total government employment (1 8,908) in 1990 was 
marginally higherthan that of manufacturing (18,693). Further, almost 25 percent 
of paid employees in manufacturing are in food processing and beverages, which 
are dominated by parastatals. 

Despite its lower contribution to growth, public sector 
participation in the economy is considerable, as the GOL owns at least 50 percent 
of the equity in more than 35 enterprises, including financial institutions. The GOL 
participates principally through LNDC, which holds shares in most large formal 
sector commercial enterprises. 



Public sector contribution to agriculture is mainly in marketing 
and processing. The GOL dominates agricultural input marketing through Coop 
Lesotho, now being divested. It also engages in output marketing through several 
state-owned enterprises (SOEs). SOEs dominate the agro-industrial sector--e.g., 
Lesotho Brewing Company and Basotho Fruit and Canners. Government 
participation in manufacturing is concentrated in pharmaceuticals and non-metal 
products. Although private construction firms predominate, the GOL finances a 
substantial portion of construction, especially under LHWP. The government 
dominates the communications, public utilities, finance and insurance services and 
has at least 50 percent equity shares in the major large-scale trading enterprises. 

GOL strategy for promoting private sector development aims 
includes: operating a market-oriented economic system, providing investment 
incentives and support services, supporting export-oriented and efficient import- 
substitution industrialization, encouraging foreign investment and actively 
promoting indigenous small-scale business development. 

Lesotho has no history of nationalization. Further, the Maloti 
is easily convertible under CMA, foreign exchange can be accessed freely, trade 
policies are relatively free and private sector credit has increased. The GOL is also 
developing financialand money markets and exploring the establishment of a stock 
brokerage. It has initiated a program to privatize or liquidate selected parastatals. 
The government also has an 'nstitutional structure to support private sector 
development and a well-functioning, but under-capitalized, comprehensive export 
finance scheme. GOL is also re-assessing the feasibility of establishing an export 
processing zone. 

In spite of considerable progress in promoting private sector 
growth, some policies militate against this objective--e.g, a biased credit policy, 
low utilization of financial Maloti facility. LNDC equity participation requirement, 
cumbersome and tardy investment approval, continuing support for inefficient 
parastatals, work permit requirements, and consumer and producer subsidies. 

To help improve the environment for private sector growth, the 
GOL initiated an adjustment program aimed broadly at correcting policy and 
structural defects, including re-aligning public and private sector roles, to lay the 
basis for sustained growth. 

SAP objectives were to restore a viable balance of payments 
and domestic balances and to maintain stable price levels. Other objectives were 
to improve land tenure, expand and diversify agricultural production, further expand 
manufacturing by encouraging private investment, reduce budget support for SOEs. 
increase cost recovery and SOE divestiture, limit total domestic and government 
credit, retire outstanding government debt, and pursue appropriate interest rate 



policies. To achieve a viable balance of payments, the GOL planned to contain 
import demand, expand the export finance scheme and increase remittances. 

On the whole, economic performance improved under the SAP: 
the real GDP annual growth rate averaged 9.1 percent over the 1988-1991 period. 
Inflation also fell and the current account improved, but neither met programmed 
targets. The budget position improved, with the deficit meeting programmed 
targets by 1989190. Similarly, the growth of monetary and domestic credit 
aggregates were within targets. But, the government delayed implementation of 
a number of structural reforms, including tile civil service, review of SOEs, land 
reform, taxation of migrant workers' income, creation of the investment promotion 
unit. 

The GOL is continuing its adjustment process over the period 
1991192-1 995196 through an Enhanced Structural Adjustment Program, with tfm 
objective of institutionalizing and consolidating gains made towards achieving 
domestic and external balances under the SAP. Programmed targets include 
average annual GDP and GNP growth rates of 8 and 3 percent, respectively, and 
increased aggregate annual investment of 53 percent of GNP. Agriculture reforms 
include the introduction of the national grazing fee and legalizing land leasing. 
Industrial reforms will focus on continued expansion of productive capacity through 
exports. Public sector reforms focus on improved performance and privatization 
of selected SOEs and on enhanced civil service performance. Financial and capital 
market development efforts will continue. 

Most foreign investment reflects a response to internal and 
external economic distortions, mainly internal protection and a high-level of 
government concessions, and external distortions inherent in the South African 
economy and created by sanctions. Successful adjustment will facilitate the 
transformation of Lesotho into a competitive base for efficient export industries, 
rather than an escape from sanctions, quotas or high protectionism. 

9. Private Sector 

1. Status 

Both the formal and informal private sectors were minimally 
developed at independence: only four small-scale industrial enterprises operated, 
employing about 300 workers, By 1989, the LNDC had assisted the establishment 
of more than 60 major enterprises in various sectors. including manufacturing, 
agro-industries and services. A 1990 survey indicated the existence of more than 
100,000 non-farm micro- and small-scale enterprises (MSEs) (employing less than 
50 people each). At least 80 percent of all MSEs and 75 percent of MSE- 
employment are in rural areas. Women constitute 75 percent of all MSE owners 
and employees. Beer brewing, garment manufacture, services and vending 
predominate. 



The private sector dominates agricultural production, 
manufacturing, electronics and specific service industries, such as construction and 
building, roadtransport and touhsm. Joint private-publk firms dominate trading 
services. Foreigners own most major formal sector enterprises: of the 60 major 
LNDC-supported ones, only 20 percent are wholly-owned by Basotho and 21 
percent are owned jointly by Basotho and foreigners. Foreigners own the 
remainder, concentrating in clothing and leather products. Basotho own all MSEs. 

2. to Growth 

The USAIDILesotho MAPS Report (1989) estimated that the 
private sector accounts for about 65 percent of GDP (1988). Considering the 
major role of workers' remittances in the GNP, private sector contribution to GNP 
is likewise substantial. Private sector investment is about 21.8 percent of GNP and 
50 percent of gross domestic investment (1989190). While the private sector 
(including miner deferred payment deposits) accounts for 81.3 percent of total 
commercial bank deposits (end of 1990), it receives only 45.5 percent of total 
credit. Business enterprises received 66.5 percent of total private sector credit, 
while the distributive services received 34 percent (1990). 

The private sector is the largest source of employment, with the 
informal private sector accounting for 90 percent (1985186) of all domestic 
employment. The private sector also accounts for 43 percent of the remaining 
formal sector employment. The 60 major formal private sector companies employ 
1 1,430 workers. MSEs em~lov  more than 150,000. makina them the second . . 
largest single source of employment next to agriculture. 0espiG the larger number 
of enterprises in the small-medium category, employment creation per enterprise - .  

is much~higher in the large enterprise group, at 187.i compared to an average of 
1.5 for the smaller group. Large textile firms and agro-industriesgenerate the most 
employment per enterprise, 320 and 241.3, respectively. 

The private sector also accounts for almost all export earnings, 
dominated by wool and mohair which are also the major sources of recent export 
earnings growth. However, it plays a limited role in relieving the natural resource, 
policy, institutional and technological constraints discussed in Section 11. 

1. and -. 
Lesotho has received substantial assistance over the pan years 

from a variety of donors. Table 1 summarizes assistance levels by the top ten 
donors for the past three years: 



Table 1 

Summaw of TOD Ten 
External Assistance bv w r s e m e n t  

DONOR 
I .  M U L l u A m  
m A 
IMF 
WFP 
AFDB 
AFDF 
F.Ec 
TOTAL 

2. pnNmN. 
OmhmNY 
SMDEN 
utinm m a w  
UNITED STATES OF AMEIIICA 

ORMmTOIAL 62.1% 76.072 

Source; DNDP/Lesotho, except for U.S. assistance 

Total donor assistance averaged $100 million annually over the 
1982-88 period. Recent figures indicate an upward trend (estimate of total for 
1990 is 8 155 million), due in part to increased investments associated with LHWP. 
The bulk of the recent assistance has been given as technical or project assistance, 
with an increasing level of program or budgetary assistance provided since 1988. 
The majority of assistance (approximately 60 percent) is provided in the form of 
grants, with the remainder provided as concessional loans with grace periods of 5- 
10 years, fixed interest rates of 0.75-5 percent and 30-year debt-amortization 
periods. All assistance from the African Development Bank (AFDB). World Bank 
and IMF and about half of the European Economic Community (EEC) assistance is 
in the form of loans. 

Distribution of assistance by sector was as follows in 1988 
(UNDP, 1989): agriculture (including food crops, livestock, agricultural college, 
natural resources, aaro-industrv). 41.9 oercent: human resources develo~ment - 
(including education, training and food =id for schools), 25.5 percent; 
transport and communications, 10.1 percent; health and population, 8.2 percent; 
economic planning and management, 6.1 percent; and other. 8.2 percent. See 
Table 2 for sector concentration by the top ten donors. 

Lesotho relies on donor assistance to finance a large podon of 
its capital expenditures. Over the 1989190.1 991 192 period, donors financed 82.6 
percent of GOL capital expenditures. 



2. Donor Coordination 

The Ministry of Planning, Economic and Manpower 
Development is responsible for aid coordination. However, the volume and 
diversity of assistance, together with weaknesses in government planning systems. 
hinder effective coordination. USAID, among other donors, has been urging GOL 
officials to assume a lead role in donor coordination and some donor assistance 
targets weaknesses in the planning and financial management system. Resident 
donor representatives meet monthly and generally share their plans and 
experiences with other donors more informally at the sectoral level. 

USAlD has increasingly coordinated its assistance at the sector 
level with that of other donors. For example, coordination among the World Bank, 
EEC, the British, other donors and the Ministry of Education resulted in the 
development of a sector plan in 1991 which sets priorities and resource needs for 
donor contributions. Under the plan, USAlD and the World Bank are providing 
parallel financing for jointly supported reforms in primary education and will jointly 
review and evaluate progress over the plan period. USAlD has also worked closely 
with other donors in the health and population sector in recent months as USAlD 
projects have been completed or phased out and other donors have picked up 
selected activities. Continued coordination on AIDS-related initiatives will be 
important to integrate USAID's small activities with those of other donors as well 
as to encourage improved government policy formulation. In agriculture, USAlD 
is increasingly coordinating its range management area development activities with 
those of the EEC. A final area is the joint support by USAlD and the IMF for policy 
reforms in agriculture--for example, current benchmarks under the structural 
adjustment program include USAID-supported actions to privatize Coop Lesotho 
and institute national grazing fees. 

IV. ASSESSMENT OF USAID'S PAST ROLE AND EXPEWENG 

This section discusses USAID's experience in the agriculture and natural 
resource sector, private sector, education sector, health and population sector and 
training. Annex D includes bibliographic references. 

A. Aariculture Sector and Natural l&m#dhm 

I work. USAlD has been involved in the agriculture sector 
in Lesotho since 1973 and has been the lead donor in the sector in recent years. 
Serious USAID-sponsored analytical work began in 1974 when REDSOIESA 
specialists undertook a sector assessment. Subsequently, the Lesotho Agricultural 
Sector Analysis Project (1 977-82) produced, among others, a 300-page landmark 
report (Eckert et al., 1982) which extensively analyzed the rural and agriculture 
sectors and became a foundation stone for subsequent USAlD interventions. 
Analytical work continued under the Agricultural Planning Project (1 980-go), which 
had a modest impact on building planning capability in the Ministry of Agriculture. 



In mid-1 989, USAlD re-evaluated its role in agriculture and natural 
resource development, reviewing 12 agriculture sub-sectors to identify lessons 
learned. A more formal sector analysis in early 1990 focused on five specific sub- 
sectors offering the greatest potential for effective interventions (Howes, rural 
roads; Guenette, agri-business; Eubanks, high-value crops; Sollod, rangenivestock 
management; and Barren, financial markets). These analyses form the principal 
basis for the strategy (see Section V). 

Gmzs. USAIDILesotho experience in the crops sub-sector began with 
the Thaba Bosiu (1 973-79) and Land and Warar Resources Development (1 974-82) 
Projects, which emphasized training, land conservation practices, physical 
conservation structures, agriculture input supplies and cropping systems. Work in 
crops continued with the Farming Systems Research Project (1 978-86) and certain 
elements of the Lesotho Agricultural Production and Institutional Support Project 
(LAPIS) (1985-92). These projects demonstrated considerable success in 
developing human resource capacity and fair success in institutional development, 
but only limited impact on production. Lessons learned included: 

- Traditional extension may be effective in organizing communities and 
helping individual farmers plan production improvements. but only 
demonstration of impressive short-term benefits leads to significant adoption 
of new practices; 

- Subsistence farming in Lesotho does not provide sufficient incentives to 
farmers to make major labor investments in production improvements, as 
compared to the cash incentives of wage labor in South Africa; and 

- Conventional conservation works are problematic because annual 
productivity of the land is so low and f a n s  so small that returns are too 
meager to repay the capital investment and maintenance costs. 

Until about mid-1 980, crop projects focused on field crops, with a 
heavy emphasis on land conservation. Analysis (Eckert et al, 1982) indicated that 
Lesotho had no comparative advantage in field crop production, given the large- 
scale, mechanized, and efficient production of such crops in neighboring South 
Africa. Emphasis then shifted to labor-intensive high-value crops (mainly fruits and 
vegetables), where Lesotho's comparative advantages are clearer. 

Beginning in 1986, the LAPIS Project supported increased vegetable 
and fruit production, successfully demonstrating technical feasibility and potential 
profitabl;. However, ~asomd farmers were generally ~ n f a ~ i l i a r  kith the 
management-intensive commercial production techniques required for vegetable 
and fruit growing, thus slowing adoption. Further, some design and 
implementation shortcomings affected the credit and direct production support 
components. Another problem was the GOL strategic approach to high-value crop 
production, especially its investment in costly group production schemes rather 
than the individual approach of LAPIS. USAlD made a mid-course correction and 



shifted efforts away from direct production toward the institutional capacity 
development to sustain activities. 

Aaricultural e d u w .  Through LAPIS, USAlD has also made 
substantial investments in agricultural education (Lesotho Agricultural College). - 
agricultural research and marketing with some notable -successes: e.g., 
development of the highly acclaimed Student Enterprise Program whereby 
Agricultural College students run an agricultural business in their final year. Impact 
on production of these investments is difficult to quantify. Nevertheless, one 
USAID-sponsored agricultural research success stands out: the adoption by 
farmers of pinto beans, promoted by the LAPIS Project for their higher yield over 
traditional varieties. Sales of seeds have gone from zero, when LAPIS began. to 
more than 100 tons in 1991. 

Natural resource ma--. USAlD involvement in the 
sub-sector began with the Land Conservation and Range Development (LCRD) 
Project (1 981-89). This project successfully initiated anddeveloped the prototype 
Range Management Areas (RMAs) and local Grazing Associations (GAS), which 
empowered livestock owners to manage rangelands and adopt technical 
innovations to reverse severe dearadation. GAS use rotational arazina patterns, - 
along with other management techniques, to check overgrazing, thereb; greatly 
improving animal nutrition, health, and value. LAPIS continued RMA development 
from 1988 and the newly obligated ten-year Community Natural Resource 
Management Project will expand this effort. 

Food aid. USAlD has also provided significant Title II food aid during 
the past CDSS period (food for work and maternal-childcarelschool feeding 
programs), but phased out its program in 1990. 

Lessons learn. USAlD has learned many lessons over its 15-year 
involvement in agriculture. One, in particular, is the importance of addressing 
policy constraints. Consequentiy, USAlD initiated the Lesotho Agricultural Policy 
Support Program (LAPSP) in 1988, a $1 5 million sector reform program aimed at: 
(1) reducing overgrazing by introducing national grazing fees and improving 
livestock marketing, and (2) developing a competitive agricultural input supply 
market by ending the monopoly of and eventually privatizing the national input 
supply parastatal as well as ending fertilizer subsidies. While direct fertilizer 
subsidies have ended and more private firms are engaged in selling agricultural 
inputs, the sector clearly needs more private suppliers. Ultimate program impact 
has yet to be determined, due in pan to delays stemming from GOL reluctance to 
make and implement tough policy decisions at a time of political instability and 
impending elections. 

Another clear lesson is that investments in human resource 
development have paid off. USAlD has sent more than 200 agricultural 
professionals for long-term training since the mid-1 970s. Lesotho has an excellent 
Lack record of acadimic participants' completing their degrees and returning home 
to positions of influence. Because of the well-trained staff, the USAlD program is 



moving sharply away from the large technical assistance teams of the past, in 
favor of smaller teams of local expertise. 

Yet another lesson learned is the need to focus the agricultural 
program in a few areas where Lesotho can demonstrate a comparative advantage 
and reasonable prospects for success. Past efforts, while not without impact, 
have clearly been too diverse, spanning a broad range of sub-sectors and sub- 
activities. Future investments will be more limited, focused on livestocklrangeland 
management and the promotion of agriculture-related private enterprise 
opportunities, including high-value crops, where comparative advantages are 
clearer. 

B. Private Sector 

YSAlD involvement. USAlD has decided to  limit its future support for 
private sector development mainly to agricultural activities and support industries 
(see Section V for rationale). USAlD involvement to date has been limited to  its 
policy reform under LAPSP, small-scale efforts under other projects !LAPIS and 
Human Resources Development Assistance (HRDA)) and some consultancies from 
the International Executive Service Corps. 

Anahrtical work. Notwithstanding limited project experience, USAlD 
has conducted considerable analvtical work in the sector. which forms the basis 
for the small-scale agri-business strategy (see Section v).. The centrally managed 
Gemini Project conducted an extensive survey (24,000 households) of micro- and 
small-scale-enterprises (MSEsl in Lesotho, which confirmed the important role such 
enterprises play in Lesotho's economy. Thirty percent of all households were 
found to be engaged in some form of non-farm MSE activity, providing employment 
to more than 160,000 people. A large portion of MSE activity relates directly to 
agriculture (e.g., beer brewing, leather goods processing, mohair weaving, 
fruitlvegetable marketing). 

The 1990 agricultural sector analysis (Guenette; Barren) examined 
selected private sector constraints and opportunities, including those related to  
agri-business and financial markets (both formal and informal finance). While 
noting several constraints, these studies confirmed the presence of opportunities 
for greatly increased private sector activity, particularly related to agriculture, and 
suggested approaches that USAlD could take to assist the private sector. In 
1989190. USAlD collaborated with AFRlMDl in  a Lesotho MAPS (Manual for Action 
in the Private Sector) exercise which recommended that USAID emphasize 
commercial agricultural production, marketing and related support industries. 
USAlD also financed a descriptive analysis of the private sector (ME Consultancy, 
1989) which documented increasing contributions to  GDP by agro-industry. Other 
analytical work dates back to 1983 when USAlD conducted its first private sector 
survey (hlccarthy and Cohen). 

USAlD also employed a Private Sector Officer in 1989-90 to  assess 
private sector issues and recommend areas for USAlD support. 



C. Education Sector 

USAlD involvement. Various trendscharacterize USAID'sinvolvement 
in the education sector over the past 15 years: (1) from discreet project 
intenrentions to a sector reform approach, (2) from bilateral project to coordinated 
multi-donor approach, (3) increased focus on basic education, and (4) decreased 
levels of technical assistance. Details follow: 

USAID/Lesotho supported several discreet projects in university 
extension (Institute of Extra-Mural Studies or IEMS). vocational education (Lesotho 
Opportunities Industrialization Center) and basic edlcation (Instructional Materials 
Resource Center and Lesotho Distance Teaching Center). USAID's major effort 
during 1984-92 has been the comprehensive Basic and Nonforrnal Education 
Systems (BANFES) Project, which supported work in education management, 
primary education, vocational education and literacy. The newly obligated Primary 
Eduction Program represents a new approach: it is a sector reform effort to 
improve primary education. 

In contrast to earlier projects where donor-initiated programs 
overlapped (e.g., Instructional Materials Resource Center versus National 
Curriculum Development Center), the Ministry of Education led a multi-donor 
review of the education sector in 1991 to prepare a five-year Education Sector 
Development Plan (1991-1996). The resulting plan provides the framework for 
coordinated donor efforts. 

Earlier projects reflected donor interests in university and vocational 
education rather than primary education, which was then viewed as a social 
expenditure. International studies and experience leading to the 'Basic Education 
for All" world conference in 1990 influenced donors and GOL officials alike to 
direct efforts toward primary education. The World Bank and USAID, major donors 
in the sector, are providing the bulk of their funding for primary education where 
greater economic and social returns may be realized. 

USAlD has moved from large numbers of long-term advisers (27 under 
BANFES) to minimal level (4 under the new program). BANFES advisers played a 
larger than normal role in implementation because many ministry staff (34) were 
away on long-term study. The success of this and other projects in building 
national capacity is demonstrated by the ministry's ability to assume major 
direction of USAID's Primary Education Program with fewer advisers. Further, the 
ministry will administer most training in Lesotho and only seven long-term study 
programs will be financed. 

m. Past education projects have helped expand access to basic 
education--from 220,000 primary school pupils in 1975 to 351,000 in 1990, now 
1 18 percent of the age group. Primary school completion rates have increased 
from 28 to 46 percent,. and the equivalent years invested per completer have 
declined from 17.7 to 14.1. Further, the number of primary schools have risen 



from 1050 to 11 90 (with seven grades, from 38 to 69.6 percent). The portion of 
qualified teachers has likewise increased, from 69 to 81 percent. Positive results 
in expanding access and enrollment in basic education are reported in the 1990 
Assessment of Program Impact and other donor reviews. The World Bank (1 989) 
noted that Lesotho had achieved notable successes over the past decade in 
providing access to primary education, but many professionals had become 
concerned that quality was declining. 

The major lesson learned by USAID and other donors was the need 
to address policy reforms for continued improvement in education. However 
positive the improvements in education, policy errors of the mid-1 980s had begun 
to seriously affect system quality and efficiency. The under-financing of the 
education sector, in general, and of lower primary education, in particular, during 
the mid- to late-1980s led tc low quality, which in turn lowered efficiency and 
finally, resulted in declining completion rates. The recently prepared sector plan, 
supported by USAID's sector reform program, targets reforms to correct past 
errors and halt declining quality and efficiency. 

D. Health and Powlation Secw 

USAID invdvement USAlD has sponsored these activities in the 
health and population sector: Rural Health Development (1978-84). Rural Water 
and Sanitation Services (RWSS)(1979-89), Combaning Childhood Communicable 
Diseases (CCCD) (with a Health Communications sub-project) (1984-901, and 
Family Health Initiatives (FHI) (1 987-92). Additionally, a centrally funded District 
Management Initiative Project (1 987-91 ) has developed and introduced 
management strategies for the Ministry of Health and the Private Health 
Association of Lesotho. USAlD also initiated a small condom social marketing 
activity in 1991. 

w. These programs have contributed to the improved health 
status of Basotho and strengthened public and private sector health services. 
RWSS completed 605 water supply systems serving 322,140 people in rural areas. 
trained engineers and village water minders and strengthened the Village Water 
Supply Service, which still constructs water systems. The CCCD Project has 
contributed to increased immunization coverage: of children aged 12-23 months, 
coverage for six target diseases rose from 50 percent in 1984 to more than 80 
percent in 1990. Oral rehydration units are open in most hospitals and health 
centers, with the result that childhood diarrhoea admissions and deaths have 
decreased by 75 percent. The percentage of diarrhoea cases receiving oral 
rehydration treatment rose from 42 percent in 1987 to 69 percent in 1990. FHI 
assisted the Ministry of Health and Lesotho Planned Parenthood Association to 
expand their family planning programs, including information and education 
programs, but brain-drain of trained and qualified personnel is now limiting rapid 
expansion of activities. Other donors are picking up most FHI-initiated activities, 
including the successful radio drama. 



Overall, USAID's work in this sector shows an increased emphasis on 
private sector delivery systems which offer greater possibilities for efficient 
operations. In 1991, USAlD began a Social Marketing Program for condoms 
(SOMARC) and will limit its future efforts to this and related small activities. 

E. Training 

YSAlD involvemen& USAlD has financed participant activities since 
the late 1970s. In addition to training numerous Basotho in many fields, USAlD 
developed in-house administrative capacity and an effective management 
information system. USAID's longest term employee (17 years) is the training 
specialist whose understanding of human resource development in Lesotho enables 
USAlD to respond quickly to various training requests and assess training 
programs. USAlD also has one of the best Participant Training Management 
System data bases in Africa, maintaining data on more than 700 participant 
trainees (see Annex C for a training summary). 

USAlD has moved from a broad human resource development 
approach to emphasizing selected technical areas to support strategic efforts. 
Greater emphasis is being placed on short-term, in-country technical training, with 
reduced levels of academic training. The recently approved education and 
agriculture projects reflect this trend. 

Imoact. Participant trainee data shows that USAlD projects helped 
build the human resource base for many institutions in Lesotho. USAlD 
"graduates" are found throughout the public and private sectors. USAID-funded 
participants have also helped improve local training capacity--0.g.. IEMS now 
carries out a variety of adult education programs and its Business Training Division 
conducts various in-country business training activities under HRDA. Further, 
leaders in the Ministry of Education are using training received under USAlD 
projects as are many staff working in agriculture and health. 

The Southern Africa Manpower Development Project (1 978-88) also 
provided 1,936 months of long-term training in various fields and 1,142 months 
of operational expen personnel for in-country institutional development in 
manpower planning, agriculture, engineering and roads construction. Eighty 
Basotho received training in similar areas. HRDA (1988-92), continues capacity 
building efforts but in private sector development areas; training is usually of short 
duration and is held in Lesotho or the region. More than 50 percent of trainees 
have been women. HRDA has also conducted training for the Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry and numerous small- and medium-sized entrepreneurs. 

V. C OUMRY DR/ELOPMENT ASSISTANCF STRATEGY FOR 1992-1 996 

A. Goal and S u b q ~ &  

USAID's program goal for the PI 1992-FY 1996 period is to achieve 
broad-based, sustainable growth in Lesotho. While the country faces a number of 



economic and political challenges over the next few years, prospects for continued 
growth as discussed in Section I are good, especially in light of Lesotho's progress 
on its structural adjustment program. The Mission is optimistic that the country 
will indeed be able to continue its growth. USAlD will use the following indicators 
to measure progress toward goal achievement: (1) real per capita GDP, (2) real per 
capita GNP and (31 human develo~ment index (UNDPI. (See Annex A for a detailed 
program logfrarne and objective tree.) 

USAlD has identified two sub-goals that reflect the need to provide. 
on the one hand, opportunities for income enhancement or sustainability and, on 
the other, improved capacity of Basotho generally to take advantage of 
opportunities and participate more effectively in economic, social and political 
development. The sub-goals and their respective indicators are: 

7 - Sustain or i m o v e  incomg: to be measured by increases in income 
differentials between range management areas and the national 
average and by increases in income from agro-enterprises; and 

- lmorove human resource base: to be measured by changes in the 
percent of population completing primary, secondary and university 
education. 

. . fselecredwricuttud Sustained or imroved W u t  and wodumwv o 
wb-sectors (strategic objective) is expected to contribute to increased or sustained 
income from agricultural-and rangeland resources. The income effects will in turn 
contribute to sustained economic growth. The inuoved audhr ad effiderm of 
primarv education (strategic objective) is expected to contribute to general 
improvements in human resources for more effective participation in all aspects of 
development. An improved human resource base contributes to sustained growth. 
Reducina the future cost of ~ ~ Q C Q Y  (strategic objective) is expected to contribute 
directly to broad-based, sustained growth by providing a secure supply of 
electricity at cost savings to the government and customers. These objectives are 
discussed in detail in latm sub-sections. 

The Mission has assumed the following conditions will prevail over the 
program period for successful achievement of the strategy and goal: 

- General economic conditions will remain relatively stable; 

- No major catastrophes will occur, such as continuing drought or civil 
strife that the GOL will not be able to manage; 

- In-migration of mineworkers will not accelerate to a level or at a 
pace that government programs and the private sector cannot 
respond; and 

- GOL will continue to successfully implement its structural 
adjustment program, which includes AID program priorities. 



In framing its strategy, USAlD recognizes the somewhat weakened 
status of the government resulting from recent leadership changes and 
preoccupation with upcoming elections Therefore, it is not proposing sharply 
diverging policy initiatives or project interventions beyond those under preparation 
at the present time. The policy agenda under USAlD interventions is broadly . - 
supported by the structural adjustment program. As implementation of reforms 
proceeds and government directions and capacity become clearer, USAlD will be 
more able to judge what additional reforms may be pursued. The proposed 
hydropower project has widespread support and is unlikely to be affected by 
impending political uncertainty. Furthermore, the Lesotho Highlands Authority, an 
autonomous agency with strong implementation capacity, will be the implementing 
agency for the project. The FY 1993 proposed new start in agricultural enterprise 
will broaden USAlD efforts in the agriculture sector. The challenge here will be to 
develop an approach that provides supportive services for small-scale enterprise to 
meet income and employment objectives. Over the longer term, policy initiatives 
in agro-industry may be initiated. 

B. U.S. Inter- 

USAID's continued efforts to provide development assistance to 
Lesotho serves U.S. interests in various ways. Most importantly, USAlD provides 
development assistance to Lesotho to help the country develop its natural and 
human resources to Drovide for the basic needs of its ~ e o ~ l e .  Secondlv. the . . . . 
program will provide opportunities for U.S. business participation, including 
participation as suppliersfor commodities financed under the program (Hydropower . - 
Project) or as pa&ers in joint ventures in agricultural enterprises (e.g:, tha U.S. 
company that has actively marketed in Lesotho a pinto bean tested undera USAID- 
financed project). Thirdly, Lesotho is committed to move to a democratic 
government and continued U.S. support could help encourage the country to 
remain committed to this challenge during the difficult transitional stage. Finally, 
the government performed well during the past two years of its structural 
adjustment program. This demonstrated performance increases the likelihood for 
successful implementation of the enhanced structural adjustment program, which 
includes many actions directly related to the USAlD program. 

C. Aaricutture and Natuef V OtaamQ . . 

The agriculture and natural resource sector in Lesotho is 
characterized by: 

- Steep mountainous terrain covering two-thirds of the country, which 
is suitable primarily as rangeland for extensive livestock production; 



- Limited arable land for crop production; 

- Long-term degradation of the natural resource base resulting from 
overgrazing and other causes of severe soil erosion; 

- Predominance of low productivity in rainfed agriculture with 
declining production and yields of basic grains; 

- Good water resources with potential for small-scale irrigation; 

- Relatively little indigenous value-added activity such as processing 
and marketing, in spite of a large number of micro-level informal rural 
enterprises; and 

- A high degree of dependence on miners' remittances as a key 
source of income for rural dwellers (although large-scale 
retrenchments have recently occurred at South African mines). 

The serious constraints to agricultural development in Lesotho 
are discussed in Section II. Time series data show a clear trend toward increased 
food imports and decreased contribution by agriculture to GDP (although the latter 
is in part a normal aspect of economic transformation and development). 
 onet the less, the agriculture sector can respond to improved conditions, as 
evidenced by the dramatic 26.5 percent annual increase in growth in the sector in 
1988. 

Some recent positive trends for the agriculture sector in Lesotho 
include: 

- The successful development of prototype range management areas 
(RMAs), which have had visible and measurable impact on reversing 
environmental rangeland degradation (within their limited areas); 

- Increased interest in high-value crops, intensive livestock schemes 
and other commercial and entrepreneurial activity, including progress 
in the promotion of export crops; 

- Increased GOL commitment to agri-business, including the 
privatization of input supply under the USAlD policy program; 
Impressive progress is also being made by a joint U.S.-Basotho seed 
company and local entrepreneurs are now starting to enter the input 
supply market; 

- GOL development of a private sector-based marketing plan for 
agricultural crops; and 

- Significant improvements in human resource capacity in agriculture 
and agriculture-related areas in both the public and private sectors. 



2. Rationale for USAlD I n v o l v m  

USAID/Lesotho has been working in the agriculture sector since 
1973 and has a number of reasons to continue this work: 

- Agriculture remains a key contributor to GDP and is the single 
largest contributor if forward and backward economic linkages are 
considered; for example, agriculturally based industries make up more 
than half (1 988) of the value in manufacturing, currently listed as the 
most important contributor to GDP; 

- Agriculture and agriculture-related businesses are by far the largest 
sources of domestic employment (at least 60-70 percent, although 
not necessarily full-time employment) and more than 80 percent of 
the population live in the rural area; 

- As employment opportunities in South Africa decline, domestic 
agriculture and agriculture-related enterprises may provide the best 
opportunity for future employment and income. While manufacturing 
has grown rapidly in the past several years, this growth has resulted 
largely from investments in the highly mobile textile industry (mainly 
foreign-owned cut-and-sew operations that move easily into and out 
of LNDC-provided factory shells). Since this industry is not based 
upon the domestic resource use (other than labor) and since some of 
these firms have located in Lesotho in part because of sanctions 
against South Africa, these firms may not remain in Lesotho over the 
long term, thereby raising a question on the extent of future sector 
growth; and 

- USAlD has been the lead donor in agriculture for a number of years 
and, consequently, has considerable influence. USAID's past 
involvement has also considerably strengthened host country 
institutions and staff as well as provided a number of lessons learned. 
Therefore, current and future investments in the sector are building 
upon past interventions and experience, thus increasing the chances 
for success. 

The central focus of USAID's agriculture, natural resource and 
private sector strategy is to build opportunities for people, thereby increasing 
income, employment and economic growth. (See Figure 1 for sector objective 
tree.) 

To sharpen the program focus, USAlD will limit private sector . - 
development efforts prjOcipally to agriculture-related enterprises. This rationale 
reflects USAID's interest in concentrating its limited resources on a 'manageable 
piece" of the total private sector in- order to realize measurable impact. 
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focus on improvements in capital and labor productivity. USAlD plans to conduct 
baseline work in 1992 to determine current levels of productivity and projected 
improvements over the planning period. The Mission will also carry out specific 
studies to quantify links between increases in output and productivity at the 
strategic objective level and increases in people's incomes at the sub-goal level. 

4. Taraets and Sub-taraeg 

Taraet 1.1 : Increase a n a b i l i  of ranaeland resource use. 
Continued work on solutions to the severe problem of overgrazing is vital to the 
protection of Lesotho's mountain rangeland, which is an important natural resource 
and essential to livestock ~roduction. Economicallv. wool and mohair ~roduction . . 
is the country's second largest export and cattle are important for draught power, 
milk, meat, and cash income. Equines provide critically needed transport. 
Protecting the mountain rangeland also offers potential for tourism and slows 
erosion of downstream crop land, thereby positively affecting crop production. 

Ecologically, protection of mountain rangeland may be even 
more important to reduce direct soil erosion in the mountains and help protect crop 
land in the valleys, preserve plant and animal species diversity (several endangered 
flora and fauna species exist in the highlands), reduce water siltation (important for 
LHWP) and improve water quality generally, and increase global biomass. 

Sociological impacts are also important. The rangelands form 
the economic as well as the natural resource base for the mountain population. 
Continued severe erosion of the base raises the sDecter of large-scale - 
unemployment and out-migration to urban and peri-urban lowland areas. 
Resettlement of large numbers of mountain dwellers in lowland and urban areas 
will not only great& increase pressure on overcrowded lowlands but will also 
contribute to a variety of other social problems. Urban migration is already 
changing land-use patterns from agricultural to residential use, and Lesotho can ill 
afford further reductions in its limited crop land. 

At the target level, the focus is on improvement of the natural 
resource base, the mountain rangelands. Impact will be measured in terms of the 
amount of Lesotho's rangelan& put under improved management and the 
effectiveness of the improved management programs in reversing rangeland 
deterioration caused by overgrazing. ~ ~ ~ r o x i m & l y  130,000 hectares, or 6 
percent of Lesotho's total rangeland, is under an RMA program. This figure is 
expected to double over the program period. A range-condition index will provide 
a quantitative biophysical indicator of range improvement and rangeland 
management effectiveness; this index has been in use for several years. 

The recently authorized, ten-year Community Natural Resource 
Management (CNRM) Project will continue the successful work of previous USAlD 
projects in developing and, geographically extending RMAs and local Grazing 
Associations (GAS), the mechanisms by which improved rangeland and livestock 
management are implemented. Indicators for sub-target 1.1 A will measure the 



number of improved management programs established (rotational grazing plans 
are the key element in reducing overgrazing). While the emphasis is on rangeland - 
management at this level, direct hestock improvement- programs (breeding, 
marketing and culling) are also implemented through the RMAs and GAS to permit 
participants to realize benefits in a shorter time frame than that required for 
improving the natural resource base. The sub-target indicators also measure the 
number of these livestock improvement programs implemented. 

National level policies are also important to improve range 
management (sub-target 1.1B). The most prominent (and controversial) policy in 
this area is the proposed implementation of a nationwide grazing fee, a key policy 
condition under both the USAlD LAPSP sector reform program and the structural 
adjustment program. Livestock owners currently incur relatively few costs when 
they graze their animals on the country's commonly owned rangelands, a practice 
that encourages overgrazing and overstocking of animals. The national grazing fee 
(on a per animal basis), with the revenues collected to remain at the local level for 
community development and livestock improvements, is designed to reduce 
overstocking by requiring livestock owners to pay at least part of the social costs 
of overgrazing. While this plan poses some difficult implementation questions, the 
GOL continues to express commitment to its implementation. Indicators of 
achievement include the amount of fees collected and the number of stockowners 
paying fees. 

Another USAID-supported national policy encouragesimproved 
livestock marketing. particularlv efficiencv improvements at the state-owned 
National Abattoir and ~eedlot cdmplex to enable it to cope more effectively with 
the increased numbers of animals resulting from destocking. Subsidies to the 
abattoir allow for inefficient management to continue and therefore USAlD plans 
to use the reduction of subsidies as the indicator to measure progress. 

In addition to the RMA program and national policy 
improvements, USAlD indirectly supports a number of nationwide programs aimed 
at restoring the balance between the national herd size and carrying capacity of the 
rangelands (sub-target 1.1 C). Local currency generated through the USAlD LAPSP 
program funds these programs, which involve animal culling, exchanging poor 
quality animals for fewer high quality animals, market information systems to assist 
private sector marketing and definitionladjudication of individual grazing rights to 
specific areas. Indicators focus upon the number of outputs from these programs. 

The Range Management Division of the Ministry of Agriculture 
serves as the implementing agency for the abovediscussed sub-target activities 
and their corresponding USAID-financed projectslprograms. Although operating 
since 1980 only, this Division has well-trained, motivated staff that now have nine 
years of experience in RMA development. Further, the Division receives a solid 
share of the government annual budget, which bodes well for the future of the 
organization. 



The above-outlined strategy is a high priority for the 
government. Reversing rangeland degradation is also the number one priority of 
the National Environmental Action and National Livestock Policy Implementation 
Plans. 

Dmet 1.2 
. . - I- in -nure- 

~8 la td  areas. Many opportunities exist for enterprise development related to 
agriculture, both off-farm and on-farm. Agro-industry activity is also expanding. 
In input supplies, for example, private sector opportunities have expanded as the 
GOL has lifted the parastatal monopoly, and additional opportunities should occur 
as privatization proceeds. Processing and marketing also present many 
opportunities that are currently exploited only to a limited degree--for example, the 
lack of a functioning tannery means that  hides and skins in Lesotho are simply 
discarded or sold for a nominal value in raw form, while at the same time local 
leather goods manufacturers must travel long distances into South Africa to obtain 
leather. Potential also exists for expanding domestic processing of agricultural 
crops for export and domestic markets. Lesotho has steadily increased its exports 
of canned asparagus to Europe through the parastatal canning company and now 
exports nearly 1,000 tons annually. With solid private sector management and 
some additional investment, production and processing could be quickly expanded 
in response to high demand in European markets. 

Under-exploited opportunities for commercial on-farm 
enterprises that fill niches in domestic and regional markets also offer potential for 
growth. Lesotho's high altitude and climate provide a clear comparative advantage 
for certain crops (f3.g.. some vegetables and deciduous stone fruits that require a 
high chill factor. etc.). Certain types of intensive livestock production operations 
(C3.g.. lamb fattening, stall-fed beef, dairy) also show great potential for 
profitability. 

These opportunities are being exploited only to a limited degree 
for various reasons. Business and management skills are weak. Despite a highly 
liauid financial svstern, access to finance is limited bv inadeauate financial 
intermediation, lack of "nderstanding by potential borrowers of financial lending 
criteria, and lack of know-how to develop and present business plans. Competition 
from South Africa for markets, both domestic and regional, is strong and 
promoted technical packages have often not considered marketing, economic, 
finance, and sociological issues. Past GOL policies have also been a constraint, 
with government financial and human resources directed to costly, unsuccessful 
group production schemes and inefficient parastatals that have crowded out private 
sector activities. 

USAlD will address these issues over the program period by 
developing a new project (currently at the pre-PID analysis stage) which will target 
micro- and small-scale enterprise related to agriculture and by continuing 
implementation of its LAPSP sector reform program, which is helping to establish 
a competitive agricultural input supply system by parastata! privatization. 



lndicators of success at the target level will include the numbers 
of new enterprises and expansion of existing enterprises (measured in terms of 
sales volume and employment). 

With respect to sub-targets 1.2A and 1.2C, the future project 
will be the key vehicle. This project will first identify and address specific policy 
constraints, after which it will promote "enterprise opportunities' by linking 
potential entrepreneurs with needed resources and business skills. Prior USAlD 
and other donor projects have already generated much of the technical information 
needed to identify the most potentially profitable agricultural enterprises. In 
addition, USAlD has identified some target groups of potential entrepreneurs (many 
with experience in agri-business) as well as possible institutions to serve as 
delivery channels for needed technical resources, finances and skills. The term 
"agricultural enterprises" is used here to include commercial operations 
encompassing input supply, production (e.g., irrigated high-value crops and 
intensive livestock), processing and marketing. 

USAlD expects that most entrepreneurs targeted will be micro- 
and small-scale businesses (less than 50 employees) who have some requisite 
qualifications to succeed kg. ,  some experience with small-scale agri-business or 
a commercial orientation. access to a minimal level of start-uo caoital and a site). 
These businesses will be targeted since only a few large-scale businesses operate 
in Lesotho (i.e., in a survey of 24,235 households, the Gemini report found only 
25 large-scale businesses as against 7,267 smaller firms) and larger firms can 
qualify for assistance from LNDC and other resources. Further, fore~gners often 
own large businesses. Finally, USAlD already has some experience working with 
the micro- and small agricultural entrepreneurs. 

lndicators of progress for sub-target 1.2A are services utilized 
(management, technical, marketing) and loans provided. 

To promote micro-level agricultural enterprise in an area where 
Lesotho has a comparative advantage, USAlD will continue its successful activity 
to promote high-value crop production through small home plots, implemented 
under LAPIS since 1989 with Peace Corps assistance. A small follow-on project 
will be obligated in FY 1992. 

As noted above, LAPSP addresses sub-target 1.26, the 
establishment of a competitive agricultural input supply system. The most 
straightforward indicator of achievement is the number of firms operating in the 
sub-sector. 

USAID's agriculture, natural resource, and private sector 
strategy relates to some extent to all four strategic objectives of the Africa 
Bureau's Development U n d  for Africa (DFA) Action Plan. The strongest, most 
direct relationship, however, is to strategic objective three: 'developing the 



potential for long-term increases in productivity." As discussed above, DFA targets 
3-1 ("improved natural resource management") and 3-3 ("expanded skills and 
productivity on the job") under strategic objective three relate closely to the USAID 
program strategy. DFA strategic objective one: "improving management of 
African economies by redefining and reducing the role of the public sector and 
increasing its efficiency," also relates directly to USAID's strategy, particularly to 
sub-target 1.28 and me livestock marketing aspects of sub-target l . lB.  In 
addition, the strategy respondsdirectly to Congressional interests and earmarks for 
natural resource management and micro-enterprise, as well as more specific Africa 
Bureau sector strategies such as the 'Plan for Supporting Natural Resource 
Management in Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Other donor programs in the sector complement USAID's 
current and planned activities. In rangeland management, both the EEC and LHWP 
have indicated intentions to follow USAID's lead and finance additional RMA 
development. Relatedly, the IMF structural adjustment conditionality strongly 
features livestock destocking and improved marketing policies that directly 
complement the USAlD LAPSP program. British and German aid is also directed 
to livestock and includes a grassroots animal health training program which is 
parallel to USAlD efforts in improving RMA livestock productivity. Donors are also 
active in the areas of high-value crops. Both the EEC and Germans are financing 
high-value crop production, with EEC emphasizing irrigation schemes. The Food 
and Agriculture Organization works closely with USAlD technicians on marketing 
and agricultural information. 

Several donors have small programs in the agricultural 
enterprise sub-sector. The World Bank, however, funds a sizeable agro-industries 
project and provides loans to LNDC for financing joint ventures and building factory 
shells. The British also provide loans to LNDC and several other donors provide 
minor support to agriculture-related business. The U.N. Capital Development 
Facility has a loan guarantee fund through the Lesotho Bank to promote new small 
business, including agri-business. Finally, EEC is contributing to an Export Finance 
Scheme which provides support for export transactions. 

Lesotho meets most of its energy needs by traditional fuels 
such as dung, agricultural residue and some local vegetation, but expanding 
availability is difficult. The country has been virtually treeless for several decades, 
and reforestation is difficult because of overgrazing, rough terrain, poor soil and 
inhospitable climatic conditions. Prospects for production of commercial energy 
are limited. Some petroleum exploration has been undertaken but available data 
does not encourage further exploration. The existing coal and peat deposits cannot 
be exploited commercially. 



Development of hydropower is the only promising possibility for 
Lesotho to expand the supply of locally available energy. Lesotho is completely 
dependent on imports from South Africa to supply its growing energy needs. The 
countrv imports all petroleum, all coal, practically all commercial fuel wood and 
approximately 90 percent of all electricity. 

Only about 2 percent of the population, located largely in 
Maseru and the few towns sewed by the transmission network, have access to 
electricity. Most high-income households have electricity. Thus, lower income 
households with lower average consumption levels constitute much of the future 
market. Including domestic users, commercial demand is projected to increase at 
5.5 percent per annum. 

2. Rationale for USAID In- 

The main rationale for USAID involvement in hydropower 
generation is that the 'Muela Hydropower Project makes good economic sense for 
Lesotho as part of the large water transfer project, LHWP, to convert water into 
export revenues. The supplies of upstream water in Lesotho's highlands provide 
an untapped source for power generation, and the LHWP is already building the 
infrastructure to exploit this renewable resource. The total cost of the first phase 
of LHWP construction approximates $2.4 billion. The project is attractive to 
Lesotho not only for the revenues gained from the sale of water to South Africa 
but also for the considerable hydropower generation potential for meeting 
Lesotho's energy needs. The 72 MW 'Muela Hydropower facility, a component 
of LHWP, is the first project to develop this hydropower generating capability to 
enable Lesotho to meet energy needs at lower costs. A 32 MW hydropower plant 
is planned for the second phase. Further, a future potential may exist to produce 
2000 MW of power for export from pump storage generation. 

The LHWP, the largest capital project in sub-Saharan Africa, is 
the major development priority for GOL. The Lesotho Highland Development 
Authoritv was established to assure aood donor coordination and rnanaaemant of - 
the various components of the LHWP. 

In addition to the development rationale, the energy project 
would provide opportunities for U.S. business to become involved in a regional 
hydropower project by supplying the electrical and mechanical equipment for the 
'Muela hydropower plant. 

Reducing future energy costs is essential to achieving broader, 
sustainable growth in Lesotho. (See Figure 2 for sector objective tree.) The 
availability of cheaper power, or power at lower rates than those in South Africa 
could give Lesotho a competitive edge in amacting increased numbers of 
manufacturing and agro-industries. Furthermore, Lesotho must import almost 100 
percent of its electricity and reducing energy costs will result in cost savings for 
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me tiUL budget and reduce Lesotho's dependency on its neighbor. Because 
Lesotho is at the end of the electricity grid, it is more vulnerable to power failures 
from equipment breakdowns and storms. Lesotho clearly has no control over its 
supply or cost of this vital energy source at the present time. 

The 'Muela Hydropower Project, the principal vehicle for 
addressing this strategic objective, would enable Lesotho to begin meeting its 
future electrical power needs at lower costs. South African power costs will 
almost certainly increase as the government moves to reduce and eliminate 
subsidies, as well as make the capital investments to meet increasing 
environmental concerns. Although South Africa now has surplus power with its 
35.000 MW peak capacity, its projected 5 percent annual growth in demand 
requires that it start building additional generating capacity by 1995 to meet its 
increased demand by 2000. 

USAlD has tentatively selected these indicators for measuring 
impact at the strategic objective level: (a) relative consumer price of electricity in 
South Africa and Lesotho and (b) GOL budget cost savings realized from generating 
electricity locally rather than importing it. 

USAID has identified the targets discussed below asconstraints 
that need to be addressed in order to accomplish a reduction in future energy 
costs. 

Taraet 2.1: Develo~ and mainmnance m. 
Achievement of this target will be measured at two levels: first, at the 'Muela 
generating plant, which will be under the supervision of the Lesotho Highland 
Water Authority (LHWA); and second, at the electricity transmission and 
distribution level, the Lesotho Electricity Corporation (LEC). 

After commissioning in 1996, the LHWA will manage and 
operate the facility. Generated electricity will be sold to LEC for transmission and 
distribution to consumers. AID plans to define indicators for this target in detail 
during project paper development. However, factors such as the effectiveness of 
operations, staff and services will be areas for indicator development. For LEC, the 
initial emphasis is likely to be on measures of staff recruitment and training, 
installation of improved management operations, and improved maintenance 
capacity. Over time, measures of operational efficiency would likely include tariff 
rationalization, improvement in collection rates, containment of cost increases, 
reduced hook up costs, and categories new users. 

2.2: DevelnP_infi36911lEPuLB. Plant construction. 
equipment installation, grid connections and transmission system development are 
components of this activity. Indicators will measure progress in preparing systems 
for operation. 



Taraet 2.3: Establish -na and distribution &icy. . . 
The formulation and implementation of appropriate pricing and distribution policies 
will be important for increasing the number of consumers and sustaining 
operations. For example, an appropriate policy of graduated rates could enable LEC 
to deliver power at financially competitive prices for small enterprises and low level 
users. Indicators will likely focus on the structure and trend of consumers and 
prices. 

This objective supports DFA strategic objective three: 
"developing the potential for long-term increases in productivity.' This focus also 
supports the GOL objective of improving the security of energy supply at the 
lowest economic cost. A secure s u ~ ~ l v  of electricitv at a comDetitive cost would . .  . 
provide a necessary element for increasing long-term sustainable productivity in 
Lesotho, especially for small agro-industries. A secure supply is best supported by ~. ~ 

reducing the dependence on- imports through the harnessing of local energy 
potential. A first step to accomplishing this objective is through the 
implementation of the 'Muela Hydropower Project. 

The DFA also includes special Southern African Development 
Coordination Council (SADCC) provisions to provide assistance in the energy sector 
(including the improved utilization of electrical power sources which already exist 
in the member states and offer the potential to reduce dependency on South Africa 
for electricity). Although the 'Muela Hydropower Plant is a new source, a 
substantial portion of the infrastructure will exist as a result of another capital 
project (LHWP). The further development of this potential capacity will enable 
Lesotho to become self-sufficient in electrical power and relieve its almost 100 
percent dependency on South Africa. 

Development of the hydropower potential in Lesotho also falls 
within the framework of the Agency Energy Policy (dated July, 1984). A guiding 
principle of that policy is that AID will conduct programs that affect beneficiaries 
directly as well as those that affect the entire economy if they have important, 
even though indirect, effects on the poor. Because of the pervasive role energy 
plays in all economic sectors, AID policy encourages the development of 
indigenous energy supplies -- fossil fuels and -. A long-term objective 
of AID'S energy program is to replace higher cost imported energy wherever 
economically justified with that produced from economic indigenous energy 
sources. 

A number of donors are contributing to the 'Muela Hydropower 
Project. USAlD is considering financing the electromechanical equipment and 
installation. The European Development Fund has provided grant financing for the 
design contract, the LEC investment and tariff study, environmental studies and 
financial advisory services. The European Investment Bank has given concessional 



loan financing for geotechnical investigations. The French Government has also 
contributed grants and loans for transmission lines, sub-stations and other LEC 
network improvements. Other donors include the EEC and AFDB, which together 
with the European Investment Bank, will finance the bulk of civil works contracts 
and engineering supervision. Multiple donors have also participated in financing the 
LHWP, including South Africa, EEC, World Bank, France, Germany, Ireland, UNDP 
and USAID. 

Lesotho's achievements in education rank among the highest 
in sub-Saharan Africa. Since the mid-1 970s. Lesotho has greatly expanded access 
to education, especially prirnary education. Primary school enrollments jumped 
from 244,000 to 351,652 in the 1980s. completion rates increased and years for 
completion decreased. Further, more girls than boys have completed primary 
school. 

But GOL financing has not kept pace with expanded 
enrollments. In fact, education's share of the GOL budget decreased from 17.9 
percent in 1980 to 13.9 percent in 1986. Furthermore, GOL investment was 
skewed, expanding upper primary without providing sufficient investment for the 
lower prirnary level. Consequently, quality and efficiency began deteriorating and 
by 1990 completion rates had dropped significantly. 

USAID. the World Bank and the Ministrv of Education WOE) 
jointly conducted analytical work for preparation of the Education Sector 
Development Plan for 1991 192-1 995196, identifying these key constraints: 

- Inadequate sector financing and inappropriate allocation among sub- 
sectors to the detriment of primary education, especially lower 
primary. Parents pay a substantial portion of educational costs at 
primary and secondary levels while university education has been 
heavily subsidized; 

- Deteriorating quality and efficiency of primary education because of 
too few well-trained teachers, inadequate curriculum and pupil 
assessment materials, an adverse school environment, inappropriate 
pre- and in-service teacher training, an overloaded cuniculum, limited 
instructional materials, and overcrowded classrooms (average 
pupi1:classroom size of 100:l) exacerbated by large numbers of over- 
age pupils and high repetition rates; and 

- Weak educational management at all levels, inadequate supervision 
of teachers, and lack of clarity on roles of churches, MOE, 
headmasters andparents in school management. 



2. Rationale for USAID lnvohretnent 

The Mission decided to continue work in the primary education 
sub-sector for the following reasons: 

- Importance for Basotho to acquire basic skills to participate 
effectively in social, economic and political development; 

- Willingness of the government to move ahead with critical policy 
and institutional reforms necessary to improve the quality of primary 
education in the context of an overall sector plan; and 

- USAID's long-term involvement in the sector as a major donor, 
which eilhances understanding of the sector and increases credibility 
for engaging in policy dialogue on sector issues. 

Despite USAID's successful contributions to the development 
of the education system through numerous projects, the quality of primary 
education had deteriorated because of inappropriate policy pursuits and institutional 
constraints. Accordingly, MOE, World Bank and USAlD officials jointly concluded 
that a broader sector reform approach was necessary to ensure that a priority area 
such as primary education received the necessary investment and attention. 

USAID's Primary Education Program (PEP), a six-year non- 
project assistance effort, was obligated in September 1991. This program 
addresses the key constraints to improve primary education identified through the 
extensive analysis undertaken in the development of the sector plan. USAlD and 
the World Bank will jointly review reform progress with the ministry as well as 
conduct joint evaluations over the plan period. PEP includes an impact monitoring 
system that will provide USAlD with most of the data to measure results in this 
sector. MOE officials will play a major role in Program implementation and 
monitoring, with limited technical advisory support to assist with selected technical 
and policy areas. 

3. Strstea ic w t i v e  3.0: Lmpto ve Qual~tv and 
E- of Rimafv ~~ 
USAID identified this strategic objective as being within the 

Mission's 'manageable interest' to demonstrate people-level impact over the 
program period. (See Figure 3 for sector objective tree.) Achieving improved 
quality and efficiency of primary education is expected to contribute to the 
improved human resource base (sub-goal) as more pupils complete the improved 
primary education program and participate in economic, social and political 
development. Education quality reforms take time to implement and thus the 
results for individual pupils are realized over a long term. Nevertheless, the Mission 
expects to show progress during the program period on these indicators [see 
logframe in Annex A for more detail): (1) increase in the percentage of completers 
of standards 1-7 from 46.3 percent in 1991 to 46.8 percent by 1997, (2) 





sustained or improved standard 3 achievement tests scores through 1997, (3) 
decrease in the number of years of investment required per completer from 14.1 
years in 1991 to 13.0 years in 1997, and (4) decrease in the cvcle cost for cohorts 
of completers from $56.8 million in 1991 to $49.2 million in 1997 (1991 prices). 

Taraet 3.1: Increase GOL financiel resources for witnary 
education. This target addresses the constraint of inadequate financial resources 
for education, especially primary education. Increased spending for prirnary 
education will enable the MOE to provide reasonable salaries and benefits to 
teachers, thus reducing the attrition rate to other sectors or jobs in South Africa. 
Further, increased funding will permit the employment of additional teachersfor the 
especially over-crowded primary classrooms. Indicators to be tracked and 
expected results include: (1) increase in the MOE recurrent budget of 80 percent 
in real terms between 1991 to 1997, and (2) 70 percent of annual MOE recurrent 
budget increases allocated to primary education. 

Tamet 3.2: bwand and w k n a ~  teachina force. 
Effective teachers are a keystone to effective education. Consequently, actions 
to address teacher quality are an important part of improving the quality of prirnary 
schooling. Not only will teacher training programs be upgraded but teachers 
themselves will also obtain improved skills through training and decentralized 
~rofessional su~oort  networks. Further. additional teachers will be allocated to 
iower primary education and provided with skills to teach effectively at that level. 
The Mission plans to use these indicators to measure results under this target: (1 ) 
increase in primary education teaching posts of 1,300 (900 for standards 1-31 
through 1996, and (2) completion by at least 450 prirnary teachers of in-service 
qualification training between 1991 -1 996. 

Taraet 3.3: I m v ~  aualitv avsibbilitv of 
in -1 materials. While text availability is relatively good for primary 
education overall compared with most other sub-Saharan African countries, texts 
for lower primary are of poor quality and limited length. USAID financed 
supplementary reading, radio English and math materials under a project now 
nearing completion. However, additional and improved materials are needed to 
enable pupils to increase their reading and knowledge competencies. This target 
supports this objective. USAlD will use the following indicators to measure 
progress: (1) full implementation of a revised curriculum by 1995 for standard 1-3 
core subjects, and (2) increase in standard 1-3 text per pupil ratio from 3.8 in 1991 
to a higher ratio (to be determined). 

3.4: Increasing pupil 
achievement reauires a supportive classroom physical environment in addition to 
better teachers and texts. . Many standard 1-3 p;pils have no desks or chairs and 
overcrowded classrooms prevail. Improved facilities as well as the assignment of 
new facilitieslteachers to iower primary schools are needed. ~eacher-pupil ratios 
for lower primary classes often exceed 60: 1, whereas those for upper primary are 



considerably lower. High repetition and excessive numbers of over- and under-age 
pupils exacerbate the crowded conditions. lndicators to measure progress in this 
area are: (1) decrease in percentage of pupils without chairs or desks at standards 
1-3, and (2)  reduction in pupil-teacher ratio from 56: 1 in 1991 to 54: 1 in 1997. 

3.5: lmorove ed- manaoement Improved 
educational management is also needed to improve primary education. Donor 
funds supported a thorough analysis of the ministry organization, both horizontally 
and vertically. Recommended measures to improve ministry management 
effectiveness included the restructuring and decentralizing of functions to clarify 
ministry/churchlparent/headmaster roles in school management and increase 
responsibility at lower levels. Also required for effective management are improved 
financial management capacity and strengthened information systems for policy 
formulation and analysis. lndicators to be used for measuring progress include: 
(1) full implementation of the restructuring plan by 1996, (2) full implementation 
of the plan to improve financial management capacity of the ministry by 1996, and 
(3) full implementation of the plan to improve the management information system 
of the ministry by 1996. 

The USAlD Primary Education Program directly supports the 
DFA Basic Education Action Plan. The strategic objective focus will directly 
support the reforms called for under the DFA Action Plan (target 1-3) including: 
increased equity in educational services, diversified sources of school finance, 
decentralized school administration, diversified sources of school finance and 
improved system management and efficiency to contain costs and boost quality. 
The Primary Education Program will provide a total of $25 million in assistance 
through FY 1996 which supports significantly the Congressional earmark for basic 
education. 

The program also suppons improved parental involvement in 
school committees, which is a key element of the Africa Bureau's Family and 
Development Initiative. Parents already make a significant contribution to school 
costs and their involvement in school oversight should help to increase 
accountability at the school level. 

USAID and the World Bank are providing the bulk of funding for 
the education sector investment program ($25 million each). Approximately $20 
million of the Bank funding is for primary education; the remaining supports other 
sub-sectors. Other donors include the EEC, Germany, and lreland, Britain, UNICEF, 
World Food Programme and AFDB. EEC, Germany and lreland support technical 
and vocational education. The British and EEC assist with secondary science and 
math education. The AFDB is financing secondary schools; the World Food 
Programme, school feeding and p r imaGnd  secondary agricultural education; 
UNICEF, early childhood and out-of-school youth programs; and UNDP, vocational 



education and manpower development. Overall, donor assistance is now more 
integrated through sharing responsibility for portions of the broad sector plan. 

F. Crosscuttina Areas 

Training, AlDS and democratization do not constitute program 
strategic objectives but are related to their achievement. Further, the Mission 
considers the AlDS component to be a target of opportunity. The relationship of 
each to the program is discussed below: 

1. Training 

Lesotho has made tremendous strides in building human 
resource capacity since the mid-1970s. However, the country still does not have 
sufficient technical and management skills to fill the 1,000 or more government 
positions occupied by foreigners. In the private sector, practical business and 
management skills are even more scarce. Further, with the decreasing number of 
unskilled jobs for miners in South Africa, improved skills are mandatory for 
employment in the formal sector or self-em~lovment. UNDP and the National . . . . 
Manpower Development Secretariat recently began to design a general national 
manpower training needs assessment to identify general areas of training for donor 
support. To complement this assessment and provide a basis for a new training 
project, USAID will review training needs in the private sector and those segments 
of the public sector that support private sector development. 

USAID's efforts in training will support the overall program 
strategy. Thus, individual sector projects will identify training needs and provide 
the specialized training required to develop institutional capacity to sustain project 
activities. While some long-term degree training will be conducted, much of the 
training is expected to be of shorter duration and conducted in Lesotho. The 
planned training project will target scarce public and private sector management 
and technical skill development that will also directly or indirectly support USAID's 
strategic foci. Much of the training is expected to build private sector capacity as 
well as strengthen the capacity of selected training institutions to provide 
management and business training. The project will support some degree and 
short-term U. S. training (including internships in private organizations), with the 
bulk of the trainina to be of short duration and conducted in the reaion or Lesotho - - 
in business, accounting, and organizational leadership. 

The objective of training activities is to improve selected 
management and technical skills. Indicators to be used for monitoring purposes 
include: (a) numbers trained, using the Participant Training Management System 
to track the number trained by long- versus short-term, gender, academic versus 
technical areas, and public versus private sector; and (b) impact measures (effects 
on productivity, income, etc.) to be developed during the training project design. 



The Mission is systematically completing a number of health 
and family planning activities and, where possible, integrating them with those of 
other donors. Accordingly, the Mission will no longer have a major program focus 
in these areas. This decision was based on several factors: the need to focus the 
program, the participation of numerous other donors in the sector and the lack of 
a well-formulated population policy and plan. Notwithstanding this decision, the 
Mission has identified an important target of opportunity in the health area as 
critical to address during the program period: AIDS. 

USAlD involvement will be limited to a social marketing program 
for contrace~tives and related education and information activities. The Mission 

~ ~ 

has identified a narrow 'window of oppor&nityg for initiating a social marketing 
program that may help stem the potentially rapid spread of AIDS. Sexually 
transmitted disease rates are high and increasing as is tuberculosis infection. 
Unless slowed now, increasing HIV infection rates will negate major progressmade 
in human resource development in the country. The Ministry of Health, with the 
help of the WHO, has drafted an action plan for AlDS and expects to approve it in 
the next few months. USAID's AlDS activity will support this plan with other 
donors, filling a niche where the Agency has particular experience and skills. 
USAID and ministry officials have agreed to carry out the private sector social 
marketing of condoms through the central Contraceptive Social Marketing ll 
Project. 

The objective of this activity is to increase the use of condoms. 
Indicators for measuring progress will include: (a) number of condoms sold, and 
(b) prevalence of sexually transmitted disease. The effort supports the DFA Action 
Plan by providing improved services to increase access to contraceptives. The 
activity also supports the African Bureau Family Initiative that emphasizes the male 
role in family planning and the Bureau's priority to stem the spread of AIDS. 

USAlD will support GOL efforts towards democratization by 
emphasizing increased participation in development activities, encouraging greater 
decentralization of responsibility and authority from central to local levels, 
strengthening non-government organizations for implementation and assisting with 
the improvement of government financial management systems to enhance 
accountability. The Mission does not plan to develop a separate project in 
democratization at this time but will emphasize approaches and activities in 
ongoing and new projects that support these ends. Further, USAlD will support 
small activities to be funded under the Africa Democracy and Human Rights Fund 
where the proposing U.S. agency can easily manage the activity. USAlD plans to 
develop a longer term strategy in this area in FY 1992 based on the analysis of key 
constraints and input from representatives of all U.S. Government agencies present 
in Lesotho. - 



With funding from the Africa Human Rights Fund, USAID and 
the Embassy have been supporting various democratization activities: (a) training 
of court clerks and magistrates under a grant to the Lesotho Law Society; (b) pre- 
election assessment needs and follow-on consultancies on legal constraints and 
election computer needs for GOL; and (c) workshops and publications to address 
legal constraints of Basotho women and increase their participation in democratic 
processes through a cooperative agreement with the Federation of Women 
Lawyers. USAID's WID Coordinator manages the latter activity which fits well 
with encouraging greater participation of women in development activities. 

Ongoing projects support greater local participation and 
government accountability as listed below: 

CNRM Formation of local grazing associations for managing 
rangelands 

FHI Support to two NGOs for promoting family planning 

HRD A Strengthening of Lesotho Chamber of Commerce to 
serve a facilitating role for private sector development 

LAPIS 

PEP 

Development of home gardens at the local level using 
Peace Corps volunteers; decentralization of extension 
services to district levels 

Decentralization of education management for central to 
district/sub-district level; improved participation of 
parents in school management; strengthening of 
financial management systems; objective to improve 
basic education to participate in political, social and 
economic development. 

A. Roaram Ma- 

1. mo- 

The program design is based on these expectations: 

- The bilateral OYB level will increase from FY 1992 level over 
the program period, stabilizing at S 12.0 million; 



Lesotho will receive Southern African Regional Program funds 
in FY 1992 and FY 1993 for the proposed 'Muela Hydropower 
Project; and 

- USAlD and GOL will continue to implement successfully the 
non-project assistance (NPA) initiatives in the agriculture and 
education sectors. 

USAIDILesotho's strategy is characterized by the following: a 
more focused program for realizing results, a decreased number of management 
units, the increased use of NPA for policy and institutional reforms. reduced levels 
of expatriate technical assistance where possible with greater reliance on GOL 
officials and local nationals for management and implementation, an increased 
emphasis on the private sector and, as already discussed, more coordination with 
other donors in design and parallel support for specific policy reforms. 

The USAlD program focuses on selected sub-sectors in 
agriculture and education for measuring program results. In agriculture, the 
program is moving from multi-sectors (crop production, range management, 
agricultural education, agricultural research, privatization) to two sub-sector 
emphases (range management and agricultural enterpriselprivatizationl. The 
program also reflects the timely completion of health and population activities with 
no new initiatives planned, exceptfor the small response to a target of opportunity 
in AIDS. The primary education sub-sector remains an important focus. 

While the number of discrete projects in agricutture and 
education will remain constant, Mission overall management units will be reduced 
with the completion of several regional healthlpopulation activities. The number 
is expected to stabilize over the program period. 

With the authorization in Se~tember 1991 of the Primarv 
Education Program, USAID established its second NPA to encourage policy and 
institutional reform. The Mission expects to maintain at least one NPA activity in 
each of the agriculture and education areas over the strategy period. 

In 1992, two large, multi-component, multi-agency projects will 
be completed--one in agriculture and the other in education. The proiects have had . . 

up to 27 - 30 long-term advisers each. Replacement projectslprograms have 
minimal long-term advisers (maximum of five) and rely increasingly on the 
respective GOL organizations for management and implementation. 

The program is increasing its efforts in private sector 
development and the use of non-government approaches. Ongoing agricultural 
projects support privatization of agricultural input supplies and a student enterprise 
program. The new training project will continue an emphasis on private sector 
training. The implementation of the Social Marketing Program in FY 1992 to 
provide condoms through the private sector and the proposed Agricultural 



Enterprise Initiatives Project in FY 1993 will expand direct efforts to involve the 
private sector in development. 

2. Indicabve Rmra  . . 
m for S- Period 

Resources from the DFA will continue to finance bilateral and 
most other efforts. GOL local currency-funded activities under the agricultural and 
education sector assistance programs will continue to supplement AID direct 
support. Please see the following page for USAID's indicative program for the FY 
1992 - FY 1997 period. 

3. New R-s 

New project designs for FY 1992 include the Small-Scale 
Intensive Agricultural Production (SSIAP), Lesotho Development Training (LDT) 
Project and the 'Muela Hydropower Project. SSIAP is a small project with the 
Peace Corps that extends an ongoing home garden activity under the Lesotho 
Agricultural Production and institutional ~ u ~ ~ &  Project. The PID is in draft and 
PP preparation is planned for the second quarter of FY 1992. For LDT, USAlD will 
obtain outside assistance to conduct a broad assessment of training needs and 
prepare a PID during the second quarter; PP preparation is scheduled for the third 
quarter. The Mission plans to utilize central or regional assistance to develop small 
AIDS activities in FY 1992. 

The third FY 1992 new start is the proposed capital 
development project: 'Muela Hydropower Project. The Mission plans to use 
REDSOIESA and consultants to assist with preliminary assessment/PID and PP 
preparation beginning in second quarter of FY 1992. 

One new project start is planned for FY 1993, the Agricultural 
Enterprise Initiatives Project. Preliminary assessment work is scheduled for the 
second quarter of FY 1992 to be followed by PID preparation through the third 
quarter. PP preparation is planned for FY 1993. 

New projects, one each in the principal strategic areas, will be 
developed in the FY 1994 - FY 1997 period. Progress in agricultural and 
educational policy and institutional reform will determine the substantive direction 
of these efforts. 

4. Policv and 1- R&~Q&Q& 

USAlDlLesotho places a high priority on policy dialogue on 
selected policy and institutional reform to support the achievement of program 
objectives. Many of these are directly related to the USAlD program, especially the 
ongoing education and agricultural sector assistance programs. Others are 
important for establishing or maintaining a supportive environment for growth. 





Related directlv ?o USAlD or-: 

- Privatization of Coop Lesotho, the agricultural input parastatal; 

- Implementation of national grazing fee; and 

- Espousing grazing association formation as an effective approach to address 
rangeland deterioration. 

Not related directlv to USAlD Droaram: 

- Full implementation of the Environmental Secretariat, based on the National 
Environmental Action Plan developed with assistance from the World Bank; 

- GOL divestiture of the National Abattoir and other agriculwral parastatals; 

- Development of a national crops production policy along the lines of the national 
livestock policy; 

- Development of a comprehensive integrated sector plan on crops, livestock, 
extension, technology, marketing, etc.; 

- Removal of subsidies of producer prices by government for some agricultural 
commodities, e.g., milk; 

- Approval of a mechanism to permit broader leasing of land for productive use 
(also applies to private sector below); and 

- Development and implementation of a sector monitoring system. 

Related directlv to USAlD D r m :  

- Full implementation of recurrent education budget increases as programmed in the 
Education Sector Development Plan (ESDP); 

- Full implementation of quality and efficiency measures under ESDP that affect 
primary education, including those relating to teacher allocation and training, 
improved structure and operation of teacher training college, cumculum and 
instructional material development and distribution, school-based assessment, 
school facilities, and age of school entry and attendance; and 

- Full implementation of measures to improve overall educational management. 



Not directlv related to USAlD or-: 

- Budget restreint for the National University of Lesotho and improvements in 
operational efficiency per objectives in the sector plan; and 

- Rationalization of the location and number of secondary schools in accordance 
with school mapping; maintenance of quality and efficiency of secondary 
education. 

Not directlv related to USAlD or-: 

- GOL divestiture of holding? in a wide range of enterprises; GOL implementation 
of ESAP program of parastatal reform, including privatization; 

- Development of a capital market, including development of a stock brokerage firm 
and venture capital company; 

- Streamlining of business licensing processes and review of Pioneer Industries 
Board investment criteria. 

- Full operation of the Investment Promotion Centre; and 

- Consideration of the development of an export processing zone. 

Livdromwer 

Related directlv to USAlD oroaram: 

- Increasing access to electricity by reducing hook-up costs. 

Not directlv related to USAlD or-: 

- GOL development and implementation of an effective investment plan for LHWP 
revenues included in the Special Development Fund. 

Related directlv to USAlD Drwrm:  

- GOL promotion of public educationlinformation on diverse methods to prevent 
spread of AIDS; and 

- Increased GOL leadership role in AlDS policy formulation and greater involvement 
of NGOs in AlDS implementation activities; 



Not directlv related to USAlD Droaram: 

- Formulation of population policy and development of action plan for policy 
implementation; and 

- Increased emphasis on NGOs for delivering population training and services. 

- Greater local level participation in development activities; decentralization of 
responsibility and authority for development wherever sufficient capacity exists. 

Objectives of the monitoring and evaluation plan are to: 

- Assess program performance; 

- Appraise specific interventions; 

- Inform AID, GOL, other donors and Lesotho public of 
impact of U.S. development assistance at project and 
program levels; 

- Strengthen GOL capacity in monitoring and evaluation; and 

- Modify the strategy, program or project activities. 

Activities to be carried out for monitoring and evaluation 
include: (a) annual preparation of Assessment of Program Impact report; (b) annual 
identification and execution of evaluations for projectslprogramslactivities; (c) 
semi-annual preparation of Project Implementation Reports, with periodic project 
committee meetings to review progress of each major projectlactivity; (dl annual 
identification and implementation of studies to develop data base, identify 
appropriate indicators or assess program impact; (e) annual identification and 
execution of research studies to provide analytical bases for policy dialogue or to 
inform Mission on program-related macro- or inter-sectoral topics; (f) annual 
identification and implementation of activities for developing GOL and NGO 
capacity for improved impact monitoring; and (g) preparation of periodic special 
reports or briefing materials for informing AIDMlashington, GOL officials, other 
donors or the general public on program impact. 

Most data collection and analysis for overall program monitoring 
and evaluation will be included as part of projectlprogram monitoring (see the 



program logframe in Annex A for data needs, etc.). Nonetheless, some special 
surveys or analyses to establish baselines or assess progress periodically at the 
goal and sub-goal levels will be necessary. During FY 1992 USAID plans to 
conduct the following special studies: 

- Agricultural enterprise survey to establish baseline for measuring 
Progress on sub-goal, strategic objectives and targets; survey will be 
incorporated into project design analyses; 

- Analysis of GOL census and education data to derive population and 
school completion projections for measuring progress on the sub-goal 
to improve the human resource base; 

- Survey to establish baseline for comparing income derived from 
within the range management areas and nationwide average; this 
Survey may be partially or wholly funded under the Community 
Natural Resources Management Project; 

- Survey for establishing baseline for assessing people-level impact of 
the proposed 'Muela Hydropower Project, to be conducted during 
project development or shortly thereafter; and 

. - Training needs assessment and identification of indicators for use in 
assessing impact under the new training project. 

The Program and Project Support Office (PPSO) will have overall 
responsibility for coordinating the preparation of plans and reports on program 
impact and for developing the annual plan of studies to be conducted. Technical 
offices will be responsible for data collection and analysis related to project 
implementation and results. But, PPSO and technical offices will share 
responsibility for projecvprogram evaluation. 

C. Slaff and Financial Reauireunmls 

1. and S m  

The Mission will follow these creneral vrincivles to use staff to 
manage and monitor the program more effectivel; in colhbor&on wirh the GOL: 
(1) "Basothization" of Dositions where feasible, (2) increased use of oroaram- - - 
funded personal service contractors (PSCs) or Participating Agency Support 
Agreements (PASAs) to provide implementation support for USAID, (3) integration 
ofprivate sector activities with technical office programs, (4) inclusion of 
monitoring function in the newly established Program and Project Support Office, 
and (51 expanded use of project committees for periodic implementation reviews. 



Effective management of the USAlD program will require a 
minimum of seven U.S. direct hires (USDHs) over the program period (see 
organizational charts in Annex B). USAlD attained this level with the May 1991 
departure of the Mission Assistant Director and PASA-funded CCCD Project 
manager. The recent Mission reorganization provides for USDHs in key staff and 
technical positions to be supported increasingly by FSNs as feasible, or U.S. or 
third country PSC specialists where necessary. Basotho staff now serve in key 
program assistant positions throughout the Mission. Further, the Basotho training 
officer has assumed increased responsibilities for in-country training activities and 
is expected to assume WID responsibilities in May 1992. The improved salary and 
benefit adjustments should enable the Mission to attract or retain qualified Basotho 
staff. 

Program-funded U.S. PSCs are expected to  assist the 
Supervisory General Development Officer to  monitor the education and hydropower 
projects. A t  least one program-funded third-country PSC will assist the Agricultural 
Development Office (ADO) and possibly more as one USDH position is eliminated 
in FY 1-992. With the transfer df private sector activities ~ O A D O  upon departure 
of the U.S. PSC, Basotho staff in ADO have assumed greater implementation 
responsibilities in this area. A PASA with the Peace Corps will minimize ADO'S 
management role for their FY 1992 start. 

The newly established Program and Project Support Office will 
be responsible for traditional functions of  program planning and budgeting, project 
development and evaluation, and coordination o f  project reviews. Additionally, this 
office will oversee program assessment and reporting, with support from the 
technical offices on project-level impact. The Mission is planning to  hire a PSC to 
assist USAlD and the GOL with the establishment of impact monitoring systems. 

Estimated OE requirements for the program period follow, 
showing an estimated 10 percent annual increase: 

USAID plans to use trust funds to  offset some OE expenditures. Trust funds are 
expected to  become available later in N 1992 through the Primary Education 
Program. While OE levels for FY 1991 and M 1992 jumped dramatically as a 
result of the revised salary and benefit structure for local employees, the Mission 
does not anticipate similar increases beyond FY 1992. 



Stat-t Indicator USAID Data Callaation 

I Achieve broad- I A. Real Per Ca~ita GDP 
I 11 baaed 

sustainable 
economic bl 1 B. Real Per Capita GNP 

I arowth 
- 

OOL/IMP data 

WL/IW Data 

SUB-WRLB 

I q r m  human 
resource bas. 

C. DNDP Human Developnsnt 
Index 

Suetain or 
i ~ r m  in- 

PRM/ECON 

PRM/BCON 

A. t of population, by gendar, 
over age 10 or 12 (depending 
on data availability) who 

CBL Annual report/IW Status 
Report on BSAP 

Statue Report on BSAF 

I Y URDP HDI 
report 

c&let*d iecondixy mchool 
Cwloted university 

I A. Incraae* in in- diffarentlal batman RMA and 
n a t i o ~ l  averaae. 

PRM/BMN 

O L  Bureau of GDO/BCON 
Statistic.; or 
MOB EMIS TBD 

-P Annual H- 
Develoment Report 

agricultural 
enteruriee 

I 
- 

I slJFY0~s and B. Increae* in incan8 from other sources 
aaro-entaxmrimom 

Derived from population 
projection8 (baaed on 1986 
census) and MOB data on 
school canpletere 

Ccaparative in- analyeie 
of F0YA and national average 

Aggregate inccme obtained 
from functional relationehio 1 

I 
- - 

with enterprise output and 
productivity variables 

-- -- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Feasibility to be determined 



:able 11: Output and productivity stratepic objective indicator matrix- 

statnont Indicator Source Rompon- USAID Data Collection/ 
mibility Analymim Method 

Strategic Objective 

1.0 sustain or improve A. Average fleece weight in data ADOICNRM I 
output and RMns increased f r a  - from RMD )Measured annually by LPMS: wool 
productivity'of in 1991 to - ~n 1997 wool )In August; mohair in January 
selected agricultural sheds or )Report publiehed in March 
sub-sectors 8. Ratio of average fleece LPMS ADO/CNRM )RMA technical assistance could 

wight within RMAs to )be used to assure timely 
average fleece weight I )publication 
national average increased I 
from - in 1991 to - in 
1997 

) 
C. Average animal weight RMAad- ADO/CNRM I 
within RMA increased from visors )Collected at auction sites; - in 1991 to - in 1997 )analyzed quarterly, report 

lpubliehed in December 
D. Ratio of average animal " AW/CNRtt I 
wight within to I 
average animal weight 
outside RMAs increased f r a  - in 1991 to - in 1997 
X. Ag . ADO/PW )Data collection to be included 
return to and of capital enter- )in the sccpe of work for Ag 
measured by enterprise lbusineme project design and 
internal rate of return )implementation. Enterprise 

linvestmsnt analysis to canpute 
P. 

t a r p e m r i s e s  

Targst 1.1 

1.1 Increame A. b of rangeland under report publiahed 
sumtainablility of improwd management 
rangeland remourca use incrsamed from OI in 1983 

mitam meamured 
in&x (RCII within RMAa to by TWD) every April/my. Analyred 
the RCI out~id. RDmm by RMD in mtaggerad longitudinal 
increamed from - in 1991 aeries of 4 - 5  yearm, with 
to - in 1997 indicative reportr every 1-2 



1.lA Establish A. No. of grazing plane 
effective range and implemented and enforced 
livestock manageanant 
in selected areas 

8. No. of houmeholds Annual tech. asst. team report 
participating in RMA published in March (review of 
livestock programs Grazing Assn. records); project 
increased from - in 1983 evaluation will refine review 
to - in 1997 
C. No. of Rsrn animals 
culled increased from - )Series of RMR surveys by 
in 1983 to - in 1997 outside local contractor, 

)reported every 1-2 years; 
D. No. of M A  animals sold )combine with annual Dec. auction 
through marketing programs )report prepared by RMR TA team 
increased fran - 
to - in 1997 
E. No. of impraved breeding Project evaluation scheduled for 
programs in -ration in Jan 1996, compared to baseline 
RJ~AE increased from - in f ran new RMAe 
1983 to - in 1997 

and rangeland 
management . RO. of stock omers 

aying fees each year report published in March 
ncreased from 0 in 1991 to 

Public finunce analysis of 
earn, tax/divi&nd subvention., tax and dividends 
rn to OOL, donor paymanta, loan guarantees and 

donor funding 



measures to reduce 
imbalance between owners issued permits published annually in March. RMA 

tech. asst. team updates in 
quarterly reports. 

cumulatively [increased 
in 1991 to - 

8. No. of animals culled 
per year through NCEP 
increased fran - in 1991 

per year through NCBP 
increased frcm - 

disseminated per year 
increased fran - 



Statement Indicator 

activity in eelected A. Change in annual eales 
agriculture-related volume (3-year reporting) 

8. Change in annual person- 
years of employment, by 
gender (3-year reporting) 

C. No. of new enterpriees, 
by gender of owner and 

D. Total No. of 
enterprises, by gender of 
omrr and gender of 
operator ( 3  -year 

1.2A Increase u n  of 

entrepreneurs B. Hemgement, technical, )Design into project 
and marketing services 
utilised (precise 
indicators TBD as project 

1.2B Betablish a tfmbmr of agricultural 
supply firma operating 

I .2C Improve policy WSP-funded consultant 
Design into project 



future energy 
COBtB 



!able I V :  Education otratagic objective indicator matrix 

Stat-nt Indicator 

Strategic Objective 

3.0 Imprwe quality A. b of ccmpleters for MOE/EMIS 
and efficiency of standards 1-7, by gender. 
primary education Overall (.exes combined) 

increase from 46.3t in 1991 
to 46.8b by 1997 

8. Maintained or increased MOE/PBP 
standard 3 achievement test 
scores, by gender 

C. Equivalent years per EI)E/EMIS 
caupleter, by gender. 
Overall, decreases frcm 
14.1 year8 in 1991 to 13.0 
years in 1997 

D. Cycle cost for cohort of WDE/ ECON/PEP 
collpleters decreases frcm EMIS/ 
856.8M in 1991 to $49.21 in ECON 
1997 (in 1991 price.) 

Target. for 3.0 

3.1 Increame OOL A. M E  recurrent budget MOE QDO/PEP/ 
f i ~ n c i a l  resources increased by 80b, in real ECON 
for primary education term#, from 1991 to 1997. 

B. 70) of the annual MOE MJE 
racurrmnt budget increase 
im allocated to primary 
education. 

3.2 Expand and upqrula A. 1,300 additional WDB 
teaching force teaching pornto amtabli8hed 

in primary education 8yatem 
(900 of them assigned to 
mtandnrdm 1-3) by 1996 

I 8. 450 teachers complete M2E 
in-memice qualification 
training from 1991 to 1996 

QDO/PSP/ 
BCON 

USAID Data Collection/ 
An.ly8i8 W.th0d010~ 

EMIS report published 
unofficially annually 
(March) for previoue school 
year. PEP to fund 
technical asst. 

Primary Education Program 
Report, tentatively to be 
published in Jan. for 
previous school year. AID 
project to fund technical 
assist. 

BMIS report published 
unofficially annually 
(March) for previous school 
year. AID project to fund 
technical aest. 

Computed f ran rnE and MOP 
data (September for prior 
OOL fiscal year) 

1 
) 
) Cmwutad fran WDE and MOP 
)data (September for prior 
)aOL fiscal year) 
) 
1 

Teacher Service Unit 
PEP-funded TA 

QW/PBP H~TC report .. I PBP-funded TA 



curriculum and standards 1-3 core eubjects Report (earliest probable 
publication is June) 

environment 
ran 63t to 30% in standard 
; fran 56% to 28% in 
tandard 2; and fran 43% to 

. S t ~ d A r d E  1-7 

C. mI)B MIS plan fully 
implemented by 1996 
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lademhip positions and makes policy and phming decisions? ( For exarnp1t, although 
prkxary teachers overwkmg1y female,, there are mere male hdteachers than 
female.) 

Agaio, in an education project, one mua be mnccmed a b u t  the aptm of  be mining 
POd htructio~lpi materials provided. Do the t a g  md makids help to re* or 
nir&orce gender steiwrypes? When the= is a canfidct between gender sensitivity and 
caaZmral sensitivhy, how is this resolvd? 

Finally, what example is provided by the project i ~ l f ,  con-g organizations Md 
USAHD? Emking bjond the numbers of project employes in variws categories, what 
positions do males md &males hold? What coastmints do males and females enmunter 
because of their gender? 

H m A  

We seem to be mining r n m  and m o ~  women - above 50% target. 

! 
I 



uSAIDm-0 
WOMEN IN D m -  ACnON PLAN 

1.Wmo- 

A. WID 0~~ FOR USAfD/LESOTMO 

The overall gender goal for the USATD/Lesotho Mission is to increase the involvement of 
women in the emaomic development of Lesotho. WID Objectives for USAH)/Lesotho are 
sprmmarked in Table 1 and are listed below: 

1. To increase women's Ncipation in economic activities 

2. To increase income of women involved in the agricultural sector 

3. To improve the primaty education in Lesotho 

4. To encourage famiIy pbmhg 

5. To reduce risk of contracting A I D S  

B. BACKGROUND 

1. GeneraI 

Lesotho is predominantly a mml society with more that 85% of the total population residing 
in rural areas. The livelihood of mral Basotho depends primaril.y on remittances from 
migrant labor, subsistence farming, mising of livestock, and cash crops. Because the 
landscape is predominantly m o u c ~ o u s ,  only a small proportion of land is arable (approx. 
13 %). UnconmUed p i n g  has contributed to soil emion an$ degmktion, and the coustq 
has become increasingly r e k t  on f d  imports ftom South Africa. Population pressure has 
led to an increasing mourn of landless individuals and scarcity of jobs, lading to kcfeashg 
reliance on the non-fomd business sector to provide income for families. 

hsotho women bave played a significant social and economic role in Lesotho. Baw&o men 
have traditionally spent their cMdhd as herdboys tending livestock, =d then left to work 
in the mines in tbe Rqublic of South Africa WA).  Women, in the absence of their 
husbands, have borne p r h ~ r y  responsibility for the daily management of the household, 
agricultural production, and decision making. Many women have m m d  to entrepreneurial 
activities such as egg or po~rltry production, vegetable or fruit production, market vending, 
as well as more b~ditiomi f d e  activities such as bitting, sewing, etc. as a way to 
supplement the oft= spolradic mi- h b r  remittances. Today these activities take on even 
more impomrrce. The dismantling of apartateid in lhe M A  wupld witb the decline in gold 
prices has lead to b e  m m k r s  of migrant mine workers returning home to Lesotho. Their 
return brings high unemployrneat rates, i n d  poverty due to ]lack of remittances, and 
social upheaval. 





r. -- 
D. Women have many 1. Schedule training sessions at All projectslprogms ' 
demands on their time those times when women are 
including subsistence farming likely to be more available (i.e. 
activities, ' fuel and water not during harvesting, planting) 
gathering, food preparation, and in close collaboration with 
responsibilities to family, etc. n~rat women 

][I. To increase income of A. kick of resources for 1 .  Increase number and volume Ag project in design 
women involved in the agricultuml entrepreneurs of loans made to ag-related 

management, technical and 
marketing services utilized 



n. TO improve the 
primary education in 
Lesotho 

I C. Lack of involvement of 1 women in and benefit fmm 1 livestock management. 

L 

D. Lack of marketable 
products in rural areas 

E. Legal andlor cultun~l 
inability of women to own or 
inherit land, livestock, 
property, etc. 

A. LF~gth of time currently 
needed to complete primary 
school 

B, Low percentage of primary 
school completers 

. . --- -- 

C. Not enough qualified 
teachers In schools 

D. Inadequate classroom 
environment 

1. Specific courses developed 
for women in livestock 
husbandry and management 
skills 

2. Improvement of animals and 
livestock products leading to 
higher family incomes 

1 . Incmse production of fruits 
and vegetables in remote 
mountain areas for home 
consumption and sale 

CNRM 

SSIAP 

1. Support Federation of 
Women Lawyers efforts to 
initiate law reform 

1. Decrease equivalent years 
per primary school completer 

Human fights Grant 

PEP 

I .  Increase number of primary / PBP II 

I .  Increase % of completers 
for Standards 1-7 

teaching posts in Lesotho I 11 

PEP 

I 

2. Provide in-service 
qualification training for 
teachers 

PEP 

1. Increase percentage of pupils 
with dcsks and chairs -- 

I 

PEP 

i 





2. Women in Agriculture 

Women weed, hm and harvest crops and prepare them for storage, consumption or sale. 
In addition they raise gigs, dairy cattle and poultry. According to the Gender Resource 
Awareness in National Development Report (Wornem Managers: the Key to Lesotho's 
Development 1989)' women eontribute h t  39 % of the @cultural labor in Lesotho. 
Men contribute about 324 in planting, preparing the soil, W e s t i n g  mops and managing 
livestock. Children, especially boys who herd livestock, contribute 29 % . Although 
women are very involved rn @culture, their potential has not been realized because 
many wamen are denied iTldependent responsibility and the traditional work women do is 
considered of Me  economic hgortauce. 

3. Education and mulovment of Basotho women 

Basotho women are better educated than m w  at aX levels except that of university degree. 
Many boys are unable to attend prinray school because of their herding responsibilities, 
and girls comprise the majority of students at primary and secondary schools as well as at 
the National Teacher Traiaiag College. Fifty-two percent of those attending 
technical/vdonal schools are women. Most primary md secondary school teachers are 
female, akhough males tend to predominate in a~trative/supervisory positions. 

The majority of civil servants irn the public sector are wamen. They usually remain at 
mid-level positions, and seldom mch upper-level, decision-making positions. Women 
are also employed in the private sector in areas such as large-scale industries, =tail sales, 
sentice companies, and cowage industries, as well as in other income generating activities 
mentioned above. 

4, Led status and cultural constraints 

The legal situation of -tho women is complicated by the dualistic legal system in 
Lesotho: Roman-Dutch t a w ,  and the Law of hrotholi (customary law). Women are 
constrained by civil laws which designate married women as minors, unable to enter into 
a contract, -k credit or employment without the approval of their husbands. They are 
also governed by the customary law. This is even more bindhg for married women; 
typically, if they are widowed they do not become majors, as under civil law, bur rather a 
dependent of the farnily heir. An unmarried woman, once she reaches major age, is at 
Liberty to make her own decisions about her life if she is deemed as having abandoned 
tribal custom and adopted a Western mode of life. The same is not me if an unmarried 
woman is regarded as sti l l  leading a traditional lifestyle. Such a woman remains a 
dependent of her father or her father's family until such time as she d e s .  

A retunaing migrant worker may feel the need to assert his dominance u p  return. This 
can lead to severe abuse which a woman oftea suffers in silence due to the traditional 
belief that men have the right to inflict harsh punisbent upan their wives and children. 
There is legal recourse for these wmen  under civil law, but the majority do not m k  
prorection frsm the law because the abuse is culturally acceptable. 

Women are also constrained fmm becoming fully involved in development by their fmily 
responsibilities, the traditional division of hbor, and Basotho custom. Women are tbe 
primary family caregivers and are responsible for family nutrition, the illness of a family 



m m k ~ r ,  and the care of young chi lhn .  Rural women am also responsible for 
managing the household, m q m t h g  water and fuel, tending the fields during the 
cultivation, weding and harvesting periods, a d  caring fox poultry or small livesrock. 
This often leaves very little t h e  for activities other than those devoted to basic 
subsistence. 

A. USAlDfLESOTHO PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS 

A project-by-projea description of WID activities is included in Attachment I. 

B- NQN-PROJECT ACTINITIES 

1. Human %?hts C-rative Ameement July 1993 - June 1992 

USAIDILesoBho bas entered into a amperative agreement with the Federation of W m e n  
Lawyers (FH)A) to administer a joint StatelAID Human Rights .Grant. The grant provides 
for funds for the organization to translate, print, hunch a d  dimlbute their book "What 
Every Mosotho Woman Should Know About the Law", and conduct a public awareness 
media campaign on human rights and the rights of women. As described in Sation 1.13.4, 
the legal situatian of women in Lesotho affects their ability to contribute to economic 
development. Women are unable, for example, to independently enter a business contract 
or obtain credit. The grant will also provide funding for two training workshops: I) FIDA 
Ofgmkation Strengthening and 2) Leadership Training for Democracy. In light of the 
upcoming elections scheduled far June 1992 and nmrn of the country to democratic rule, 
it is extremely important that women become kv01vd in the demmmtimion process at 
this time. 

2. Women in Development Library 

USAIDbsotho continues to maintain a library containing over 280 v01umes that deal 
with women in Lesotho andlox gender issues. The library is one of the few places in 
Lesotho where one can fwd under one roof a coIIectioa of literature perhhhg to women, 
and is often used by researchers and project pmmd from local organizations and donor 
agencies. 

USAID/Lesotho hi*&td in a bi-monthly meeting of donors and interested persons, 
including GOL personmel, university st;pff, and m-govemmentd o-tions to discuss 
gender-related issues in Lesotho. a'he meetings have cwthued on a regular basis for over 
two years and have dealt with such ksues as the legal situation of women in M o ,  
report on the kws of maintenance, women in business, a l ~ ~ v e  techn010gy, women in 
foetry, media and communication, etc- They provide a good h u m  for exchange of 
ideas and raising of gender awareness as well as promoting cobboation and avoiding 
duplication. 



4. m e r  Resource Awareness in National Development (GRAND2 

was am activity designed to assist devefoping countries in integrating women and 
girls PII~OR- fully into their national ecanomic development efforts and was carried out by 
Research T h g l e  Institute and the In*t&od Center for Raeach on Women under 
corbtmct with PKT&THD. Xo M o ,  the GRAND team in 1989 developed a 
dcmcornpo~ WID rural household model and pmtation which articulates the 
economic advantages sf women's contributions to agrialbuml pmduction, conservation, 
md iscome g d g  activities and describes strategies and mccmmen&tions to hpmve 
their participation in these mas. The presentation discusses the legal, institutional and 
customay mnstdnts whi~:h hpede women's participation in development activities. The 
GRAND Project wodced with ahree counterpats in the Bureau of Statistics @OS) in the 
h f i n k y  of Blaming and Economic ~~. A vidm version of the computer 
presentation, which was later pduced, pmvd to be a useful too1 t~ catalyze discussions 
on the situation of wornen in Lesstho and was distributed t~ key government personnel 
and institutes in I&Sotho* 

III. MISSON'S STRATEGY FOR -0 AND MONlTURZNG 
~ O ~ C E  UNDH-€ WID ACTTON PANI 

I A. LINKAGE OF WID 0BTECTZW.S WI[TPI MISSION PORTFOIJO 

1. Mission Gender Database and Gender R m r t  

A Gender Assessment Questionmire is disuibuted by the WID modhator to atl 
USWLesotho Pmjects and programs each year. All information reported by USAID 
projects and progams in response to annud Gender Assessment Questionnaires is stored 
in a I)- fde created for this purpose. The file includes the following information 
broken down by gender: I) number of pmjectlpmgram employees and mmterparts, 2) 
Numbers of short-tam and long-term trainees and subject of training, 3) Gender-related 
wnstrahits ts projWprogram participation, 4) General cormnents on pmjedprogram 
pQer  issues, 5) Project beneficiaries. These figures are summarized in an annual Gender 
Report which is distributed to USAID staff and to project/pmgrm personnel. 

2. Mission's Manaeernent and Infomation Svstem 

Gender has been listed as a cross cutting issue in the 1991 Program 
f n f o d o n  System for Strategic Management @REIN). A cross-cutting issue is a central 
concern that permeates most pr0g-r- tic activity but which b s  not constitute a 
program focus. Gender impact of p m j e c t s / p ~ s  is determined though the Mission's 
Management and Information System and -ugh the Gender Assessment Questionnaire. 
h.ogram data collection wiXl include the dkgpgation of &a by gender. When 
monitoring and e v d ~ ~ o n  cornp0nmt.s of new projects q i i re  additional data cullection 
systems to be deveSope4, andlor original surveys must be isstalkxi, gender will be 
integrated into such systems. The U S A E D / M o  WID Coordinator is involved in new 
project design and ongoing project review to ensure that gender issues me adaddress&. 



3. Monitoring of W~omance under WID Action Plan 

All new USAXX) pmjeddprograms (PEP, CNRM, SSIAQ, Ag pmject in planning stage, 
e g  project in p h t h g  stage) have gender integrated into their designs, and gmgress 
tawads reaching gender targets should ?x possible to monitor using data colltxted under 
the Mission's MIS, ~~y in cases where a good baseline suhvey is conducted. For aI1 
projects, progress toward WID objectives and targets will be h e w e d  though the 
periodic project reviews, program impact reviews ;ind gmject erraldorrs. 

Many of the gender considerations discussed above have already been implemented by 
USMDbmho. fisaggregated data coIWon by gender has increased, WID 
wmiclerations are included h CPSP, project design and evaluation activitis, members of 

-the sex bss ~ t i o ~ g r  uninvolved in an activity have in many cases been -ed for 
hvolvemeat (i.e. men in family phming) and gender awareness by Mission aafF seems 
high. 

Management steps to ensure gender integration are outlined blow.  These will focus the 
implementation of the WID Action PJan and help defray any setback due to the departure 
of the Coordinator in May 1992. 
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g a E S C m O N  OF WID ACTIVITIES 
U S D m O m O  PROJECTS AND PR06-S 

698-0462.32 Family Health IniWive Ii Plr,ject 0 
We of Project: Amgust 3,1987 - August 30, 1992 
LOP Funding Amount: $1,175,000 

The rmOI Pmject purpose is to Strengthen the capacity of govefnment and selected 
am-governed o r g d t i o n s  to implement effxtive f d y  planning 
information, education md commuaidon programs and to improve the delivery 
of f&dy planning sewices in ways compatible with the culture, resourns and 
development objectives of Lesotho. To accomplish this, the project activities 
include: 1) Wornation Education Comunication (EC) whose g o d  is to increase 
the &sotho population's howledge of family planning and to develop a f d y  
We education program; 2) Operation Research which provides iaaformatiori to the 
GOL on Community Based Dist&utiorn (aD) of contraceptives; 3) C~nmceptive 
Logistic Management and User Statistics which focuses on hpmving the 
contmepti.ve delivery system; 4) Family Planning m e m e n a t  Training whose 
goal is to hsme management skills of staff members of the Lesotho Planned 
Parenthood Association, MOH, and the Lesotho Catholic Secretariat. Close to 
ninety percent of the uaining conducted Wuuglh r%;Hl[ goes to women, and the 
overwhe'hing majohty of participants receiving information and contraception at 
the clinics are women. The icnpreansz sf made pmicipatisn in the fmly planning 
process has been recognized and ilEC materials targeting males are bejig designed. 

New Project: 936-3051 Social Markexkg for Change (SOldARC) 
Life of Pruject: July f 991 - July 1993 
LOB Funding Amoua: $149,658 (in country) 

The SOMARC regional project will offer a condom social rnarhthg progmn 
through the private Sector, to dimibute and prom- #.be use sf condoms. This-- 
project will help fulfill two of the Bdissioa WID Objectives: X) reduce risk of 
c0nmc"ig A D S  and 2 )  famiIgr pbmhg. Condoms will be do& by USAFD 
and supplied to a contracted wholesaler: who will distribute and sell the condoms 
at an a p x d  mark-up to various stores and shops throughout Lewtb. The retailers 
will in turn sell a$e products to the public. The product, called "Pmtecmrw, will be 
prom@& io SesoaSo d s i n g  the mass media, pht of prchase and person ZD 
person means of marketing information. AD the messages will be carefidy 
designed and pre-wed to assm tbe general public's axepan=. Effort will be 
made to involve key infomabats such as church and civic leaders artd =Nice 
providers to increase project effectiveness, & Bawaho societt it is common f ~ r  
men to have more than one sexual parmer, md wives may unsuspctkgly become 
infected by their husbands. The media campaign under SOMARC will help inform 
and educate women and men on the dangers of A I D S .  



698.0471.32 Dhri ent hpmvtmmt Project @MI) 
Life af 9-oje.a: Au 7 - DMX&E~ 31, 1991 
LO? Funding haunt:  $1,877,589 

a campreknsie rnmagsrne 
lev& management of Mtki 
management deveIopmezi "~Eanology withis the 
w~itlribute nmagmeat methods axxi 
management deve1wmmt ttxbology for s@n&&g cp&om-~weI 
amnagement of h d t h  prqpms h ! ~ g h o u t  Mdm. The mjsfity of 
the health system in Lesotho, md thus invoIvd with DMI, zm wefsom. 

698-0463.32 Human Resources Development h s i s m ~  Project 
Life of Yroject: 3dy 22, 1988 - Septemkr 30, 1992 
LOP Funding Amount: $1,2043,88631 

The HRDA Project provides osa-prnja h i k g  to stmngthes 1) the ~vemrmmt 
of Lesotho's ability to implement its private 
the private sector's capacity to matTibte t~ 
training funded by A goes $0 women. Priority areas 
improving labor an 
increasing the GOL capacity $0 manage h b k  ~s isums;  
sector employment capacity to d u w  arnernploymt an 
hbr remittances. 

Women benefit fro A m g  pmgmms by aqukhg buskas and other 
skills and becoming mmgcm. As of Ap& 1991, 
training to over of 450 pma (691 women) in bushas,  
computer skills. Others mended r e g i d  mdemw tndjor redved on-&e-job 
trainirag. hotho women are avahb1t: for trabhg, espe&Uy since so mmy 
Basotfio men are sway, arnd are k w ~  to 1 m .  

majority (69%) cf whom we= women. Ho o&r to 
classes more to the needs of 

3. %nary education 

632-0222 Basic a ~ d  Ndomd  on Systems Project @MWES) 
Life of Project: March 1 ,  1985 - January 31, 1991 
LOP ~unding bourn: 324,022,713 

The BPiPJFES project was &veIopd to s t m  the of Education 
capbiIi.ty to provide more efficient and effective education to primary age cM&n 



and income gene-g skills for the rural. poor. The project was divided into four 
mmpo~entc: 1) MOE strengthening, 2) cusriculum and hs$uctional mate- 
develqment, 3) teacher ~1-g and 4) mral skills training. At the National 
Cu~cu1unr Development Center xvetal new programs were deveioped including 
" B m m u g h  to Literacy", itern writing fgr the Primary Sclmol Leaving 
~ k i 0 1 1  and institution of m annual 13Qucatioz1 Day fair. The Thaba Tseka, 
d skills Training Center was established with BANFS fuadbg, and 230 full- 
t h e  stuGt311ts graduated fsm the center. Trabbg of Ministry of Education and 

. 

other dadona t  institution pernome1 was undertaken, and kVc;raI have completed 
their d e p  W g  in the ITS and are back in senior posi?ions. 

As part of the BANFES project, many Basotho women xceived hmining in 
education. BAXXWS contributed the highest number ef in-wuntry t d n e e s  of any 
USAfD/Imotho-funded pmgmm, namely 9013 persons, 61 % of whom were 
femdes. Shoat em regional educational training was amo.ded by 169 participants, 
(52 % fmdes, 48 % males), 33 .persons (55 % females, 45 Z mates) attended shda- 
term overseas tminbg, and 32 (44% females, 56% males) received l~ng-tern ' 

tmhhg in educration in the Z7.S. A. 

The BANES Project is coming to a close and most activities have already been 
phasexi out. The new Primary Education &gram (PEP) .will provide continuity of 
USAID involvement with primary ducation iu Lesotho. I 

632-0225 Priraary Bducazion Prodm (PEP) I 

Life of Project: September 3, 1991 - A u g ~ ~ t  31, 1991 
LOP Funding Amount: $25,000,000 

The goal of PEP is to cantribute to the economic and social development ia 
Lesotho by providing Basotho with improved basic education without reduchg 
8.ccea. The purpose of the program is to improve, the qyality and efficiency of 
primary ducation through the %stabfishme~t of a new policy framework and 
refomed hstimtiod structure. By the end of the six year p-, requisites to 

I 
iJirpmve primary ed~~cation wiil  be in place and some kpmvemen'is in eff~ciency 
and q d ~  wZ be cmerghg. In- the bnger term, a greater percentage of Basotho 
children e m U d  h phaty  school will cornp1ete it, aad students will have 
acquired more basic &Xs. Since girls comprise the majority of primary school 
students in Lesotho, they will be the major beneficiaries of PEP. The main . 

gender-related problem affecting access to p h q  e.duca!ion in Lesotho affects 
boys, not girls -- many boys do not adtend school in d e r  to out their 
responsibility to herd and carre for livestock. 

Primary school teachers, the majority of whom me women, will benefit fmm tbe 
trzlniag and qiaBcations they receive under PEP. In the long tern, sch001 fms, 
which are a considerne expense to familes, will be paid for, less years p r  
primary school compBeter, as efficiency increases. 

532-0221 Sesofho Agricultural Production and Irrdtutiod SqpAd.t (LAPLS)  
Life of Pruject: May 15, 1985 - August 3 1, 1992 
LOP Funclhg Amount: $27,711,159 



LAmS was scheduled to end in August 31, 1991, at which time the mpe of 
activities was significantly reduced. F W  end of project is now scheduled for 
August 1992. The Community Natural Resource Management project (CNah?rp, 
the Small Scale Intensive Agaiculturat Production (SSPAP), and an agriculture 
project now in the design stage will wntinue many of the M I S  activities. These 
new pmjects are BescriM blow. 

Basotbo women bave hefitted from LAPIS h g f i  training, employment, 
receipt of g d s ,  such as improved seeds, and semices. Under the W I S  project 
twentyeight women have been sent for longtenn overseas tmining in the following 
subjects: Home EcQmmics (6), Agricultum (12), Natural Resource Consemation 
(I), RangeNildlife (4): Business (2), Cornmunicatiodmedia (2), Social science 
(I), aud m q  more received incountry trabhg (m Gender Report, Attachment). 
Additionally, the EAPIS Project help! s u p z t  f a r  research cansultancies which 
fixused on women, t b  of wKch were centdy  funded under the CED/WID and 
Nutriaion in Agriculture (CA) Cooperative Agreements and the fourth, funded , 

a;rectny by the LAPIS Brrject. ' 

New project 632-0228 Community Natural Resource Management 
Life of Frojtx?: June 27, 199i - JUXE 26, 2001 
LOP Fmding: $14,085,000 

The Community Natur:: Resource Management ( C m  project purpose is to 
establish effective g r a ~ ~  .r* associations which will m g e  Usotho rangelands at . 
suaahbfe carrying capacities for livestock. It is expected that under this project 
an additional 180,000 hectares ('ha) of rangeland will be bmught under improved 
mauagement through community organizations affecting about 42,000 inhabitants 

~ e s  are of the participating mountain communities. The targeted benefichi 
hQvidud fivestock owners who have grouped themselves in associations for the 
purpose of managing their range resources for the c o r n  good of participating 
stock owners and other members of Lesotho's mountain community. 

The project aims to provide a six-person TA t a m  consisting of host country and 
expatriate professionals, Eraining and commodities. The TA team is to work in 
clme collaboration wrth the Ministry of Agriculture, Director of Livestock 
Services, in establishing the new Range Management Associations. Training will 
be provided to suitable government personnel and grazing association officers and 
employees. 

Specific courses will be developed for women md herdboys in livestock husbandry 
and management W s  under CNRM to improve their contribution to and the 
benefit they derive from improvements to rangeland conservation and livestock 
productivity. An estimated 160 males and IQO females in all will reokive aaining 
from the CNRM project. Spouses and family members of ~vestock holders will 
benefit indirectly from higher incomes from improved animafs and I i v m k  
products. Women's groups using livestock products, such as moh& and leather, 
should also benefit from the improved @ty of livestock herds, and a more ~~~ supply of products. 

New Project: Small Scale Intensive Agriculture Production (SSfAP) Project 
Life of Project: May 1992 - May 1997(?) 
LOP Funding Amount: $1,000,000 approximately 



The S S U P  project purpose is to increase ploduQioa of fruits and vegetables in 
these -mote mountain areas for home corawmption axld sales. This is to be 
achieved through promotion or extension of improved gardening techniques and 
production systems. 

The project will be implemented jointly by the W s t q  of Agriculture Nutrition 
Division and Peace Corps Lesotho. The smtegy is to pair a Peace Cops volunteer 
with a Nutrition assistant (who 51 every case is a female), faom the Ministry's 
Nutrition Division to Eve in identified remote mountain areas where the population 
has had only Mted exposure to vegetable and k i t  pmduction techniques. Using 
a low inpa%, "sustainable agriculture" approach, each field team works with as 
many as 100 individual fanners and gardeners (PO% of whom are women), to 
promote simU-&e high vaiue crop production. 

Bpctea project outputs include the establishment of several thoumd self- 
sustaining small fruit and vegetable plots, with s- number of beneficiaries. 

632-0224 Lesotho A@cultura]. Policy Support Program (UWSP) 
Life of Project: Jme 14, 1988 - May 14, 1993 
LOP Funding Amount: $15,MlO,000 

The W S P  Program hvolves policy refoms wEch am aimed at increasing the 
availabfity, diversity and efficient delivery of @culturaI inputs in order to 
increase overall agricultural productivity. They are also aimed at the edorcement 
of new policies in the livestock sub-sector for mge consemation, livestock 
marketing, livestock production and &a1 heal&. In giuaicuh, W S P  is 
expected to benefit women, who are the d o m h t  group of farmers of s a n d  land 
hoIdmgs and home @en plots, by incmsing the availability of agricuItural 
inputs. 



USAlD/LESOTHO GENDER 
OCTOBER 1991 



Candace H. B d ,  Women ia Development Coonhator 

This Gender a e p 0 ~  is the second to be issued by USAID-o. The material contained 
in this document is based on a Qmder Assessment QuestioMaire completed in April 1991 
by ~epmmtatives hm each of 7 USAID-funded projects and programs in M o .  A 
D W E  mpwrter file has been established at the Mission to keep a permanent gender 
database. The data is used to help assess cuprent projectslpro~s, identify gender 
constraints and oppor&~nities in Issotho and analyze the implications sf significant gender 
diffemnces for development design or adap?atiun. It is expcted that the Gender 
,Assessment Questionnab be w m p l d  by USAID projects and p m ~ s  at regular 
intervals as part of pmjectlprogram evaluation. USAID'S Women in Ikve1cpment Policy 
stresses that gender roles oonstitute a key variable in the socisecam~c condition of any 
country - one that can k decisive in ?he success or fdure of development projects. 

n. & F U ~ S  

A. mjects and P r o m s  Reporting 

Gender Assessment Quatiomaims were administered to all wen USAID projects and 
progmms ia April 1993. (Table 11, one pmject fewer than in the previous gender xeport 
since the l 3 E k L ~ C O M  project ended in 1994). It should be pointed out that BANES, 
DMI and CCCD gmjects, although included hem, are dso ending in 1991. 

T m  1: USAID P R O J E c T S . I P R O G ~ S  RESPONDING TO GENDER A5SESSMENT 
Q ~ O ~ A I R . E S  - APRIL 1991 . 

--. 

AGRICULTURE 

BASIC SON-FORMAL EIlUCATlON EDUCATION 



Table 2: Personnel Associated with USAID ~rojec ts/~to~ram& . ( ~ ~ r f  1 1991) 

ProjectlProgram Personnel Information 

Project/ TA's TA's Prof Prof Non-prof Non-prof Counter- Counter- COL 
P rog ran (FI) (F) LHlre LHLre Lflite LHire parts parts empl 
Title ( M )  ( P I  (M) (F) (MI (F) (n) 

PHI X X  0 0 0 
LAPSP 2 0 3 
CCCD 1 0  0 
MRDA 0 0 1 
DH I 1 0  0 
BANFES 3 0 0 
LAPIS 18 1 3 

*ajr Total +** 
25 1 7 

GOL PCV RCV Other Other 
t n p l  (M) ( P I  (MI (P) 

( P I  

TA = lLthnical Advisor 
Prof LHfre = Professional local hire contract 
Non-prof LHire = Non-proEeselona1 local hire contract 
GOL empl = Government of Lesotho Employees funded by project/program 
PCV = Peace Corps Volunteers 
Other = Project/Program employees not listed in other categories 
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Numben of pemml currently 
by category, are h w g  in 'P%b 2. 
a m b e d  134,37 1 of who we= 
pmj&pre~s, 97% were male and 396 were fm&, 
tmhid &visor and all other p r o j d p m p m s  eqloyed d y  male ~ ~ h n i d  advisors 
as sf April 1991. With the end of' most B activ-i* k F & m  IWI, BANFES 
Oecimic218 advisors, seved ;rf whom were 
kd J W Q f f e s ~ i ~ d S  k~hlded 64% d e ~  36 % 

c o u n k ~ ,  54% were males a d  46% 
~ I ~ y s s l  by W S D  pmgmms were 76 
vdu~~teers, associated wi& &t XNIS  project d y  , w m p W  56% mds 44% , 

- females. 

Personnel data shows that, ~f %he 1 d . y  
females in professional positions, while females mbaJ.u des in m-pmfessio~ 
pftions. &sotho wunbe e for @cluP@d and 
eduatism~H pmjeets, md pjw. Peace Corps 
voPunen mb @OL gmjm emp10yees were mostly mak. 

Tne Chdf:r  & m e a t  QueIstiomk requested projedpmgrams to list numbers of 
%mimes by category. The figurns listed as p f t , ~ e d p ~ - % u n d e d  tminees represent the 
me of project totals as of April 1991 for each projectlpqgam. Numbers are nat 
wmctd for repetition, so the same persons may have attended several different taining 
sessions and have been "countedm more zhan one trainee. . 

Talk 3 shows the totd numbers of mates and females receiving pmjectlprogram 
s u g y m ~  training, broken down by in-country, segioaal, and overseas tnhhg and by 
subject matter. The majority of all training hndd by USAID prqjdpmgnms was in- 
wuntry training, totalling 16,605 (46 % males, 54 % fmales). Those receiving inauatry 
trainltng in .health, family panning, home mnomics, bus&-, education, computer, , 

secretaid, arid on-the-job training we= primarily females, Males were the main 
recipients for i n a n t r y  tdnhg iB @cuBtupe, nab& mcnmm and consemation, 
mgiwildlifeflivestock management, ~ smt iodrnana~a:n t  and 
cammunaicaeions/m~~ Females slightly manurnbed males for bcowrby tmhhg, while 
d e s  dominated regional and overseas tnkhg. 

Training i n f o d o n  is furtber bmkn down by location aad slumtion of training in 
Tab& 4 - 8. The %AWE4 project contributed the highest number of in-counq tmiaees: 
9013 prsoris, 61 % of who were females, were t m b d  (Table 4). Under the W S  
gmject, over 2300 peasons (94% =ales) m i v d  in-country tdnhg in mge, wijlwe or 
livespock management. More thin one thousand persons (98% fmdes) mxived in- 
country training in health through the CCCD and D M  projects. 

Tabk 5 shows m~mbers of persons lreceiving grojectlpmgram-funded he-term ~gional 



mining Africa, k t  outside 
=&gory were for mg~/wilWe/ii 
15% females) tbmgh M I S ,  f~Llowd by duat iod 

sessions in agriculfme, mge/w~~ellives%sck 

phdng, home ecrsmmics, computer, and d . Regional trabhg ccoanm wee 
by males (61 % males, 39% females). Only 4 p m s  attending project of 
long-sewn mining within Africa outside of Lesotho ('Table 6). 

Numbers of males and females receiving short-tern overseas g of six mods or 
less are shown in Table 7. Of the 70 participants h short-term eve- tmirhg, 44 
(63%) were mates and 26 (37%) were fedes. The majority of sboxt-em ovenem 
trainees (45) attended education sessioas. 

IWc 8 shows p j ~ P r o ~ - ~ n d e d  long tgm ave- trainhe, by geader and 
subject. Most tmhees who m i v e d  h g - t m  overseas training studied agriculture (70% , 

males, 30 % females), education (56% males, 44 % fmdes) or m & w i B W e / ~ v ~ k  
management (75% males, 25% females). Of the total 108 mines sent overseas for more 
than six months, a% were me!§ and 4Q% f d e s .  

D. -ants receiving other pro~ect/progmn oumts 

Each projet or program was asked to report the numbers of gwrticigmts &edy involved 
in USAD-funded projects and progmm in ways o&er &aa mining or employment. 
ghese numbers an h a t e s  given by project persomeI and in some cases c a ~ o t  be 
documented. This category was esbabBshedt rn  port those &vhg goods or s e ~ c e s  
from the project, e.g., fanners who have b 1 p  s u C ~ ? i ~  with d s  of a new variety, 
ranchers who have joined grazing associations, women wbu . w i v e  birth wnmI gills, 
radio Listeners of a health or education program, xhml cMd.ren participating in an 
education project, etc. Spouses and f d c s  were no? ;iacIud& h these figures unless they 
themselves dimtly participated. Results we shown in Table 9. 

=Ie 9: Number of Participants i~ VS Pmj-hgrams who R m  
Goods or Services OTHER THAN Training or Employmernt 

d- 

PROJECT/ MALES E%huLEs 
PROGRAM 

NOT A V ~ ~  NOT AVAILABLE e---b--+ 



6 I 11 

MBFES figures included prhaq school pupils (156,979 boys (45 %), 191,854 girls 
(55 %)) ad schml teachers (1507 maies (28 1) and 5388 females (78 96)). FHI 
wxtd that it was impsdbie to determine numbers of h s e  receiving goods or services 
because, drkmgh M y  phmi~g  mhem h v e  impact on m y  M a h  areas, numbers 
me ma available. U P I S  qmted 3841 paticigants of whi~:h 39% were males and 61 1 
were females. M P  had no numbers to repox9 at &is time, and m-g 
pmjectdpmgrams reprkd no puticipants in this category. 

TsMc 10 summ- constmints to pject pticipation. For the purposes of the 
qtkestiomak, consfmints were deW as any-thing that hampers rnalboys or I 

womdgirls fmrn zeceiving goods or services from the project, b r n  atteading tmhing 
- sessions spons0rraB by the project, or fmm b h g  employed by the project. Project 
rep-mtives circled either YES, NO or DK [don't h o w  wbetfier it is a constmint or 
nut) for each gender and category. 

I ~ 

Dasa c o E a e d  to show constraints to project participation ideate only whether pmject 
representatives perceived that a constraint was present. It does not @dicate the degree of 
constraint, or whether males and females experienced Merent constmhts within tbe . 
same category-Those f a g  out Gender Assessment Q u e s a i o ~  were asked to 
comment m major coasmhts to project participrion. Comments are listed in Appzdr 
1. 

F. Baseline. RecoFded and TQEported 1)ata 

Baseline Surveys w m  conducted by LABSP, CC W and M S .  Each of the 'basehe 
surveys cuUectd gender specific ix6armation. The m & g  f a r  pmjects/programs 
reported that no basehe surveys were conducteG, 

Each projedpmgnm was &ed whether ti3e data thgt they mrd patainhg to the'u 
project was sepaaated by gender. Two pmjects rqalPed that they did separate data by 
gender, two projects sometimes d data and 3 p m j e d s l p m ~ s  did not record 
data p t e d  by gender. 

Wen asked w k t k  projdpmgam reporting documents sepmte data by gender, two 
pro&rams reported Phat rhey did, and 3 pmj&pro$rams (43%) did not, two projects 
sometimes &sagregat& data. A breakdown by pmje-t of the above information can be 
found in Thbb I I. 

I 

6. Gender Siratelev 

Rep~sent2tives fram each project and p m m  to comment on gender issues 
2. 



Table 10: USAID Project/Program dender. fnf orlaat ion 
CONSTRAINTS TO PTOJECT PARTICIPATION 

Y=Yes, I t  i e  e constraint  N=No, i t  l e  not  a conatraint 
DmDonlt know whether i t  i e  a constraint or not 

Prof e c t  Legal Legal Cultural Cultural Time con- Time con- Migrant Migrant Eco- Eca- Educa- Educa- 
t l t le  Isauer Issue8 prectfcem practicee atralntn s t ra in te  Status etatun nontic nomlc t ional  t tonal  

(Fl) (P) or  bel iefs  or beliefa (H) (PI (N) (PI (HI ( P I  (P) 
(U) (PI 

FHI I1 n Y Y Y Y Y Y Y n n Y Y 
LAPS P d d Y Y d d d d Y Y '  Y Y 
CCCD n n B Y Y Y n n Y Y Y Y 
HRDA n Y n Y Y Y n n n Y n n 
DM I n n n Y n Y d d n n n n 
BANFES n n Y Y n Y Y n Y Y n Y 
LAPIS n Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 





and tmhen ia agriaPaural projects may sericwsly affect pmjw 
hvolvemeaa~ by women. 

h mgefwil~cP~vestock management, the high number of male training 
pa&@uts, in cumjmrisan with fmde patidpants, k pbab1y due to the 
seelatad pmaices of the Basotho, which g e m d y  dictate that men or boys 
W e  cattle, sheep and pats. The overall numbers .receiving incountry 
training in m g e / w i t W d f i v ~ ] l i  management inamwed considerably 
s h  last year* 

U e  particplation in M y  pcar;ning a d  health projects remain& very 
low, with moa project or pmgam training supplied to women. Eqecially 
in light of the h m i n g  theat of A D S ,  m m  h K  be emuraged to take 
much more ~ n s i i b ~  in these amas, atid tmirhg s should 
include them. A USAD strategy shmM be devised to target &e male 
population in my fibre health or W y  pkimhg projedprogmns. 

c. -c~pan- 
. 

I i v h ~  other proiect outputs 

BANFF$ included primary school children as project participants receiving 
goods or senices other fhan bahhg or employment. Numbers tberefore 
reflect the high percentage of girls who attend primary schwI compared to 
boys, who are often kept out sf school to herd and care for livestock. New 
policies to be i n~ tu ted  under the upcoming R h q  Education Pro- 
(PEP) may have an effect on enrollment m s .  It is expected, however, &at 
as long as boys are the primary herden their formal schooling will suffer. 
Primary school teachers included in the BAMW figures of pmject 
beneficiaries reflec* the predominantly female teaching pqmlation. 

LAPIS repofled that most participants ~e~eiving goods or services from the 
W X S  pmjm (61 %) were females. Although these numbem are estimates, 
they reflect the high female involvement of women in agiicuhre and the 
scarcity of men in aural areas. 8ne would expect a proportionate amount of 
mining to be suppied to women when they m i v e  goah or services. 
Umfortunate1y mining figures (Section IIC) CIQ not substantiate &is, as the 
vast majority of trainees in these subsectors were mdes. 

p. Consmints to Pmjm Ruti~jption 

Legal wnstmints w m  listed by half the projects as a Ximitation to women's 
participation. Much more needs to be leamed about the legal nights of 
women in Lesotho imd the h w  they &ea their  tion on in 
development. Th9 dual l e d  system ia use in Usozltao is errtreEaely 
complicated. The limitation of women's legal capAy depends in part on 



As ~~ in the 1990 Gender Report, technical advisors hired by USAID 
projects and progra~ns were ovemklaringly mates (Table 2). This carried 
though for dl pmjects in dl sectors. Sine uhs: majority of Basatho 
involved in amp f ' g ,  horticulture, poultry, pig-raising mel fuel w d  
gathering are women, it is h i g y  x&co~ended ahat mare women be 
employed as aecEcal advisodconsuIgants in @cultud projects. 
S i d k 1 y  for primmy education pmjects, where the avenvheaming majority 
of both teachers & pupils are female, an effoa should be made to employ 
more women as pmjdpmgm.tu teebid advisors or pmfessiod 
conmctors. Hdth  pmjeds deal p r k d l y  with Basotho women, yet again 
are W e d  mainly by mak techdrd advisors. If we as donors are to 
develop the potential of ksc3tR0, we must develop the women, and this 
means making mxe that  the^ are women involved in the phmiug, 
executing and evaluating of USAD projects, and that women iue pnsent 
among pmfessional cantractor%. 

Numbers of locally hired professional and non-professional employees, 
Govement of Lesotho employees, counteqwts and Peace COTS 
volunteers are sum- in Table 2. 

The number of female regional or overseas tmhes and the ratio of femaIe 
to mde trainees is genemy lower at the regional or oversea level than at 
the in-country level. 'fhis may reflect the cultural values of the Bastho 
society which is more likely to accept traiaing of women at home. On the 
other hand, it may mean that qualified female 4- for overseas and 
regional training are bypassed in nomination p d u m .  U S D  should 
encourage the nomination of women for dl types of tdnhg gmgmns, 
including regional and overseas programs. 

The gender ratio for tmhees in agricuIture seems to be the apposite of 
what would be expected. Only 29% of tbe in-country trainees were women, 
despite the fact that women practice much of ;he zgiccalture and, in fact, 
comprise the majority i IRSOtho, due to the large numhr of d e  migrant 
warkezs a b h  in South Afria. As 11~0meaded in the 1990 Gender 
Report, USAID should investigate constmints which prevent w m e n  from 
attending haun thy  training sessions in agricubre, and adjust the courses 
accorchgIy. Perhaps timing of the trihbg is not coordhmtd with tbe . 
work sched~le of women, who may be unable to attend &e to their 
planting, weeding, hawesting, housebold or other activities. Altemative1yY 
the locations of the courses may b proBlematic, as m e  wamea may not 
be able to leave their children or may not be allowed t~ spend the night 
away fmm home. The almost exclusive presence of male technical advisors 



whether women are ruled by common (Roman-L)utcb) or customary 
(&sotho) law, their age and marital status, and where and how they 
manid.  A woman subject to customary law, for example, is a peIpetual 
minor. She cannot own pmperty, enter into a business or credit contract, 
undergo a m e d i d  ~ ~ o n a ,  or enter into an &sationat idhrtion without . . .  the consent ~f br husband. It is ckar that current laws cjmmma& @st 
Ebotbo women. The extent to which tlaese laws b i t  women's 
contributions ED economic de:veloprnent in Lesotho is not known. 

USAID should s u p r t  local efforts to d u d e  women about their I@ 
rights and efforts to h m u c e  Iegislation to improve the legal situation of 
women in Lesotho. Legal constraints hamper women in every sector of the 
economy. h @culture, women m o t  become effective fbm martagen 
until they have the !%d right to own property and have some corm1 over 
the h d  they farm. In f d y  pbning, women sbould have the right to 
c b s e  birstn ~ o r s g o l  to space their babies. U S D  does not currently have a 
priva* sector project in *ration, so no data was coUected on legal 
consfxabts to business or entrepreneurid activities. Bowever, it is 
e e d  that unless women can i n d v & ~ i a y  enter into business 
C O I I ~ ~ ,  sign He@ documents and negotiate credit, the business of 
Lesotho will IE d e r  tremendous constraint, and mnomic p w t h  will 
I€m& !mntd. 

2. Other constraints 

Cultural practices or beliefs were cited by at] projects and pfograms as a 
constraint to women's ec ipat ion and by 75% of the projecWpmgrams as 
a canmakt to men's participation. Recognizing and unde-g of the 
cultud constmints can lead to increased effectiveness of USAID pmjects 
and programs. USAD shuld use the Wnder W Q ~ O I I  Framework at all 
levels of project design and evaluation to help incorporate gender and 
carlhd considerations into dl development activities, 

Time canstmints affect both genders. Constraints may include lack of time 
to participate in projectstprojects or i n a b ' i  to ~wticipate bemuse of 
timing that cod'!.icts with duties. Scheduling of pmjectlpmgram activities, 
training and meetings should consider daily and smooal schedules of tug& 
population. Project activities should be umfuUy p h e d  to take into 
accwnt the existing workload of the @cipnts, and be careful not to add 
more duties to already overburdened schedu8es. 

Migrant status was cited as a constraint to both male a d  female 
participation in gmjectslpmgrams. Migrant status probably includes both 
migration outside of Lesotho, as well as -tion to cities within Lesotho, 
although tlhis cannot be determined from *k qestiormke. The rate of 
md-to-uhan migration in Lesotho is c u m E y  hcmsing. 

Education was listed as a constraint to project participation for both genders 



by 75 % of the pmjec€s/progmms. The Md level of pwtk5pnt.s 
should be kept in mind n h  planning projects, training pmpms, and 
seminars. For example, a business aaining class cmhcted in the rival 
areas which q m e s  i~ E~glish or at a level above Standard 7 is highly 
tadib1y to succeed, unless participants are carefully screened, which would 
restrict project benefits to fewer people. 'Ik new R i m q  Educaticm 
Program (PEP), with it's emphasis on gosd basic education, will bcpfuUy 
make a difference in the o v e d  Ii~eracy and numeracy rates h Lesotho. 

UnfoitunateIIy only 50% of the p'rojdpmgans commented on the major 
amstmints that prevent or limit project/pmgmm ~ C ~ O I I  (Appdk 8). 
The next Gender Assessment Questionmire shcvtd q u i r e  a reply to every 
qpl.idle question. 

E. Basehe. l3amW and ReDorted Data 

Of the USAIDksotho projects and programs, 63 % reported that they did 
not sepaxate data by gender in reporting da:uments, and 58% did not 
record data sepaxatd by gender. Gender Requiirements for USAD are very 
clear in stipulating that sex-disaggregated data should be collected in all 
research or data-gathering. Because aU policies, evea those seemingly 
unrelated to gender, may have significant impact on both sexes, it is 
important to keep records separated by gender. AU projects and programs 
should sepate data by gender, not just in those instances when there 
seems to be a si@cant gender difference, but in dl rqmrts and 
documents. The Mission will maintain a gender data bank with data 
supplied by Gender Assessment Questionnaires. 

.F. Gender Strateeies 

In the Gender Assessmat Questionaaire, project/program representatives 
we= give3 space to "amment on gender issues in their 
projwts/pmgrams". Seventy-five percent of the pmjdpmgrams 
m s p d e d  with comments (Appendix 2). Insights into gender issues by 
pmjecb/program personnel, mtegies used to ovemrne gender constraints 
and benchmarks established to measure progress are not easily collected in 
ttnt: quantitative portion of the Gender Assessment Questiommixe. Perhaps 
in t ? ~  future, there sbouM be a few more uanative questions kcluded to 
&tab Phis tpz of i o P o ~ o n .  Also, in t?k next Gender Assessment 
Questionmire, a reply to every applicable question will be mandatory. 



Specific rcxommendations have beea made &roughout this report, and are 
q t e d  below: 

It is recommended that USAIDhsotho prnjcc!! 4 programs: 

1, Enamage the hvolvement of women in the phmhg, executing and 
evaluahg of USAD gmjects and programs; 

2. Encourage more women to be employed as techuical advisors in USAID- 
fuadd pmjects/pmgrams; 

3. Advocate the nomination of Basotho women for all types of training 
- p m p s  including regiond and overseas progmms J 

4. Investigate gender constraints to participation by women in agricultural 
project mining sessions; 

5. Deve1op a USAID strategy to target the male po~ulatioc in &y future 
health or family planning projects; 

6. Addres~ the lack of participation by boys in primary schooling, and 
errsure that these boys have access to formal or non-formal education in 
Lesotllo; 

7. Support local efforts to educate women %bout their legal rights and 
efforts to introduce IegisMon to improve the legal situation of women in 
Lasotho; 

8. Use the Gender fnfomation Framework at all levels of project design 
and evaluation to help incorporate gender and c u W  considexations iato 
all development activities; 

9. When schedulirng pmjectiprogram activities, consider the M y  and 
seasonal. schedules of the target population, md take into account the 
existing vofiuad of participants; 

10. Consider the educational backgrwnd of gmicipnb when pfaaning 
tmining c~urses in any sector; 

11. Separate data by gender, not just in those i a w  when t k ~ e  seeros 
to be a gender cornlation, but in all reports and documents. 



c- ON 'mB MAJOR co- TEAT pIwvm'r OR 
UMlT P B C U H X W R ~  PmBBAgIOM 

TAlam 
FROM GENDEX ASSESSMENT Q ~ Q N N A X R E S  11991 

The major c o n d a  is tbe general perception that crop ageialtune is not a primsvy 
economic activity, and thus does not w m t  significant investment in improved 
tecblogy. It is therefore left W I y  to women who hce sevee constraints in regard 
to money, h e ,  access %o and d t ,  and decision-making authority. fivestack 
(cattle and d ruminants) me paitnady a d e  domain, but minimHiTlg investment 
rather than maximking pmduction is still the rule. 

Manid women we not pensionable within the civil service which means they often retire 
(no incentive to serve until h m e n t  age) or don't reth until hey are very elderly . 
( m o t  retire because thy n& to keep earning). 

Time constraints and lack of access apply to m d  areas wkre  clinics are less numerous. 
Cultural practices and beiiefs include Iglisconaqxions abut the cause and cures for met 
childhood diseases. Economic constmhts ape evidend by a dropsff in chic attendance 
due to higher user fees and temination of food distribution. 

fn addition, staff tumGver and unavailability have caused severe prob1ems for the 
popuhtion's access to h dth care (especially the bge number of doctors and nurses 
leaving for the Republic of South Africa) 

It is important to note that while males and females may experience constmints in the 
same category, &e specific constraints may be quite different, e.g. cultur;ll 
pracoi&liefs. SimiIarfy, while both genders may experience economic constraints, 
these may be more severe for women than for men. 

Cultural practicesIbeliefs are a constmint since modern famiIy phmhg is condemned by 
most hsotho churches and is still a "new" concept for many. Migrant labor is also a 
consmint since the men who are away do not want their spouses EO use family plaaning 
and many women are not free (or simply do not feel free) to do so without their 
husbands' consent. 



It seems for workshops, attencbce is gsod for the first few days. Some geapie can't 
seem rn afford being away fmm their Iwshess for a whole week. 



GRK5€AL cmb4Mmm ON P 6 a ~ m ! ~  
~~~~ 

TAKEN 
FROM GBNDER ASSEWMEW QUHSTIONNK: 

jLAPIS 

The M S  project was designed in recognition of the hp&me of aamm in U s t b ' s  
agricultural economy and of the gender-rehted constminks they ffice. Our approach has 
been to w ~ r k  around or help alleviate these c o n s t d n ~  a practical. PBIzgms to date 
indicates that the approach has been su&l, as women b v c  bean at Beast as successfuE. 
as men in taking up and pmfitiog from the mxious types of irschmology put fornard. 

Women within the stry of Health feel discrimhated against - senior policy-making 
positions are held hugely by men, while women occupy mid-kve1 positions. Therefore, 
women are relucmt to ccbmse the administrative ah as a a m e x  nur~iag), . 
because they believe tbey w a  not be promoted within this mdm. Et is f i c u 9 t  to attract 
g o d  women to admkistriativ Jmanagement positions. 

FMI 

Tfie major gender issue in Family Planning is L e d o  is the need to involve the males in 
the project, ie. targeting  the^ in Infomratim, Educatiow and Cornmu.niCation pmgams 
and determining male attitudes through 8pexzition Rewmrh pmjects, 

Mjject focus is on young chilQren and their cm%&en, who are o s d y  women. Health 
education messages are disseminated nationwide fir both men and womei. But action is 
mostly bken by women, who have the greatest say in i n t h e i r  children's health caxe. 

More attention will be given to men's role in deterdnhg mtment of serious illnesses. 
Research found that men have an important role in desednhg where children wiP1, be 
treated for acute respiratory Xkaions and for helping arrange transpml for severe5ry ill 
children (i-e., providing taxi bm). HopefuUy the M X s t q  of Health will consider this as 
it develops Wth ducation messages. 

In assessing gender issues in a primaq education project in a country iti which there are 
more females than males in primary school and primary teachers lrre predominantly 
female, it is impo~ant to look not only at the numbers of males and females involved, but 
also to examhe the levels and type of involvement by gender. For example, who holds 





The Kingdom af Les~cha, a small mountainous country of 
30,444 sq. Ba. cempletely surrounded by the Republic aE South 
Mrica (RSA) , achieved independence in 1956, It has the highest 
fowllands in the world am3 is the only country with a l l  its land 
situated more than 1,000 meters above sea level. Tkc climate is 

erate w i t h  well-marked seasons and the vegetation is 
p r e d o y  grassland, with almastno natural forests. Poverty 
is widespread due partly to a highly skewed income distribution: 
in 2.986, 67 percent of abS households, acd 71 percent of rural 
ones, had income below the poverty level af Ffaloti $6 .00  per 
month, The! population doubled from 0.9 million in 1960 t o  1.8 
million in l990, with annual population growth increasing from 
2.3 percent in 1965-80 to 2.9 percent in 1980-88. The urban 
population, which increased from 6 percent sf total population 
in. 1965 to 19 percent in Z988, has been growing at &out 7-3 
percent annually. Life expectancy at birth was 57 - 3  years in 
1990 and the under-f ive mortality rate was 13.6 percent. The 
adult literacy rate was 73 percent in E985 and primary school 
enrollment is one of the highest in Africa. In 1988, 48 percent 
of the popdlation had access to safe drinking water. The key 
f eatvre of the economy is its linkage wf th and dependence on RSA- 

IX, iWWF:Um SImPjeY DggdAWD 

A, Income Trends 

Lesotksols annual real per capita GNP growth rate of 5.2 
percent Between 1965 and 1989 was exceeded by that of only five 
coujn~ries in the world, including Botswana (World Bank, 1990) . 
National income grew fastest duzing the 1990s:  real GNP and real 
GDP increased annually at about 7 percent and 8 percent 
respectively during 1970-1979. Many factors accounted for this, 
including high agricultural production, expanding constmction 
and service sectors, increased migrant workerst remittances and 
the start of diamond mining (Matekane 1990) . Gxowth was much 
lower during the 1980s. Between 1980-1983, drought, closure of 
the diamond mine, reduced remittances and the devaluation of the 
Rard accounted Ear an annual decline of 0.7 percent in real GDP, 
although real annual GNP rose at 5 percent. Over the period 
3984-1989, real GDP and ~ e a l  GNP increased annually at 5 - 7  and 
2.2 percent respectively. From 1985 to 1989, real GNP per 
capita dropped by 1.1 percent annually. TkLUs, economic 
perfaxmance during the last decade was disappointing. However, 
the 1990s seem to offer brighter prospects: in 1990, real GDP and 
real GMP rose at 7.3 percent and 4.1 percent respectively. 
Indicators of domestic output and national income from 1984 to 
1990 are given in Table I. 

 he GOL revised its national account data in 1990/91. Hence, 
discrepancies exist becween these and other statistics computed 

i 
I from the earlier series. 



Table I 
patisnal Income Indicators, 1984-1990 

Indicators 19B4 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 
w-8 
m 
GDP per capita 308 6 6  388 461 598 079 800 
GMP pen capita 6 9  709 757 8975 1097 1225 1416 

Constant 1980 Prices 
(Percent Annual Chancres1 
GDP 8 . 3  3.5 -3.3 7 . 3  11-4 4.1 7.3 
GNP 4 . 6  -2.3 -2.6 6.7' 9.1 -2.2 4.1 
GDP per cayiza 5 . 8  1.5 -5 .4 4 . 6  8.4 1.8 4.9 
GNP per capita. 1.8 -4 .3  -7 .4 4 .0  6 . 6  -4 .6 1.9 

Constant 1960 Prices 
. (Pearcent 1 
GDP share in GHP 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1993 B1; 1990 data are 
provisional estimates . 

B. Aquresate Su~nlv Structure 

Combining real GDP at market prices and imports of 
goods and non-factor ~ervices, real aggregate supply has shown 
an increasing, albeit fluctuating, trend sincle 1986. In constant 
1980 prices, real aggregate supply rose by 20.1 pexceat in 1990, 
from Maloti 659.7 million in 1 9 8 6 .  During the 1S80s, real 
resources grew by 1.8 percent annually. Domestic output formed 
45.0  percent of real aggregate supply during tke 1980~3, 
increasing from 44.9 percent in 1980 to 51.5 percent in 1990. 
In contrast, imports of goods and non-factor sewices formed 55.11 
percent of the supply of real resources, but their share fell 
from 55.1 percent in 1980 to 48.5 in 1990. Since intiependence, 
GDP has been much smaller than GNP because of net factor income 
from abroad, mainly remitt-ces from Bgsotho migrant workers. 
The contribution of domestic output to real national income from 
1983 is shown in Tale 1 while the share sf workers remittances 
to both noainal GDP and nominal GNB is given in 'fable 2. In 
f 990, remittances were about $416.3 millilon (Maloti 1077.5 
million), constituting 43.7 percent and 77.4  percent of nominal 
GDP and nominal GP@ respectively. Because the domestic base to 
generate a sustainable level is limited, the growth achieved so 
far is fragile,  

Table 2 
Contribution of Miarant Workers4 Remittances to  GDP and GNB 

(Percent of Current Prices) 

1986 1987 9 8 8  u.42 &=Q 
GDP 9 5 . 2  96 .2  85.1 82.9 77.4 
GNP 4 0 - 5  49 -5 46.3 4 6 . 0  4 3 - 7  

Source: Computed from Central Bank of Lesotho (3991 B). 



C. Acrarecrate Deriprad Stmcture 

Consumption absorbs a large proportior, of available 
resources, greatly exceeding investment in the utilizaSion of 
real aggregate supply, hrriag 1985-3490, real eonsumption was 
87.8  percent 02: real GNP, but exceeaed real GDB by 54 percent of 
W P ,  resulting in a dfssaving gag. Real final coasumption 
expenditure increased by an annual average of 1 .2  percent during 
the 1980%, accounting for three-quarters of total supply. In 
3390, aggregate eansumptioa was 6 7 . 5  percent of to ta l  real 
resources and 6 8 . 6  percent of natisnalnominaldisgoaable income. 
-During 1985-96, hausehold and government expenditures accounted 
f& 75,9 percent and 19 .4  percent of total real consmpti~.n, 
respectively. Durin% the  same period, the ratio of gross saving 
to gmss nat iozlal disposable income averaged 23.8 percent and has 
sham an increasing trend. In 1998, gross saving was 3 8 - 0  
percent sf nomixzal GXP, The structure of aggrega%e demand is in 
TabPe 3 .  

Due to slowex growth in the early years 0% the decade, 
real inve~tment increase6 by 5 . 8  percent annuialfy during the 
1 9 8 0 ~ ~  aLthough real ifivesk~ent g r e w  by 8 . 8  peEeent during 9485- 
90 However, as a ratio cf total sclpply of r&al resmrces, real 
gross investment was 24.1 percent in 1990, the @me as in LOSO, 
sithough t$e ratio has increased in the laaE two years. Z e a l  
grcss investment formed 12-2 percent af real 0NP over the period 
1985- 5990 .  Building and constmet ion, f uel.le6 in recent years 
by the establishment of factory shells .by the Lesstho Natio~ril 
Development Corporation { D C )  and c=anstmctf oo un8er the Lesotho 
Efghlsnds Water Frajeet (LHW),  dominate gross fixed c a ~ l t a l  
Lomation. Private seetor share in n d n a l  gross Investment has 
risen in recent years, g r ~ m  75.2 percent i n  3988 ts 81.0 percent 
in 1990, ExcLudfssg LHRB f lows ,  public investment, which was 
about 25 percent of GNP in 1990, is lower than g ~ i ~ i X @  
investment. 

Table 3 
s s ~ ~ _ e m a n ~ f a r ~ e a l ~  

(Constant 1980 Prices - Percent Shares) 
rss3.lesr3987198_8A2E2xB.Q 

Fin-, consusrtption in GDP 1.72 1.67 1.62 1.66 2.31 1.31 
Final csnsw~tiom in daatand 75.4 77.4 75.9 74.8 67.4 67.5 
Households [final csnsumption)77.6 75.1 7 5 . 8  7 8 , 2  74.4 74,5 
Government ( f f ~ 6 P  C O ~ S ~ ~ ~ O D ) ~ ~ . ~  18.3 37.7 16.0 18.3 37.7  
Gross investment in demaat3 19.0 16.1 15.9 16.6 22-1 24.1 
Saving ratio (nomim33 20.9 19.4 28-1 16.6 34.4 31.4 

Source: Computed from Central B ~ n k  of Lesotho (1391 BE; I989 and 
1990 data are prsvisioaal. 

XZI 

A. sectoral Structure of GDP 

The first major Saatrrre of the structure sf GDP is that 
agriculture declined, the secondary sector expanded and services 
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maintained their share in GDP, At independence, agriculture 
accounted for 70.3 percent of ~ominal GDP at mzrket prices, but 
its share dropped to 40.7 percent by 19?0/71 and reached 15.1 
percent in 1990. See Table 4 .  

Table 4 
Evolution of Seetoral Structure of GDP at Market Prices 

(Percent of Current Prices) 

ss!zSZ 1966/67 1970/71 >980/81 1990 
Primary 7Q.3 40.7 25.7 15.1 
Agriculture 68.2 40.7 19.3 14.7 

Secondary 
Manuf actuxing 
Construction 

Tertiary 25.9  5 2 . 8  43.9  38.6 

Source: Computed from I M F  (1972), INF (1976), IMF (1986) and 
Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 3). 

On average, agriculture eontributkd f 5. 'it percent of 
real GDP during 1985-1990, compared ra 11.9 percent for 
manufacturing and 54.7 percent f o r  services- The sectoral 
coxltsibutiss, to reai value-added in recent years is sbown i n  
Table 5. 

Table 5 
Sectoral Contribution to Real GDP at  Market Prices 

{Percen t )  
1985 I386 1987 3988 ZiEi2 ux! 

Primaq 17.9 16,s 16-4 17.3 15 - 2  14.9 
Agric. 17.9 15.8 315.9 17.1 1 0 . 0  14.2 

Secondary 23.0 21.5 23 -2 24.4 29.2 31,1 
Mamfac. 9.5 10.8 11.6 12.5 13.7 i3.5 
Constlr. 12.7 9.9 11.0 11.1 14.7 16.7 

Tertiary 5 2 - 7  56 - 2  55 .2  53 .7  5 5 . 8  -- 54.4 

Source: Cmputed from Central  Bank sf fiesoth~ (1991 B). 

The contribution of value-added in agriculture to real 
donsestic output continues to decline due in part to highly 
adverse weather conditions, diminishing arable land and degraded 
grazing land. Nonetheless, agriculture employed at Pesst 50 
percent of the domestic l a o r  farce in 1990, although it pfovic3es 
less than 40 percent of all ho~sehclds with their main source of 
income. However, a significant percentage of income and 
employment in manufacturing comes from agriculture-reldted 
business such as processing. Livestack productiaa is 23w the 
dominant sectoral activity, contributing 51,4 percent of tatal 
real value-added by agriculture to GDP ia 1996. 



Mining was a significant source of income and 
employment with the opening of the diamond mine in 1977. Since 
the closure of the main mine in 1983, diamozd mining has been 
dormant while other minerals are not available in commercial 
quantities. 

The manufacturing sector, consisting mainly of agro- 
industries, especially foodmills, breweries, canneries, textiles 
and leather, increased its contribution to growth in the last 
decade. Most manufacturing activity is undertaken by private 
sector firsne. Public sector participation in the manufacturing 
sector: is concentratedin pharmaceuticals andnon-rnetalproducts. 
?&nufacturfng value-added (VA) increased its contribution to 
aggregate real GDP at factor cost f rsm 6.4 percent in 1980 to 
13.5 percent in 1990. The textile, clothing and leather sub- 
sector has increased its share of VA from 14.7 percent in 1982 
to 39.8 percent in 1990 and is ~ a w  the largest export earner. 
~ o s t  ~f this expmded activity is due to the relocation of RSA 
firms and some Far East investors in Lesotho to take advantage 
of the investment incentives and escape sanctions. Manufacturing 
growth is not linked sufficiently to domestic resources and is 
of relatively low labor content. =so, the gmwth rate of 
manufacturing value-added has fallen significantly from 19.1 
percent in 1984 to 5.6 percent in 1990. Industrial development 
psiicy focuses on improving the investment climate and 
szrengzheni~g the institutional base, 

The buildkg and construction.sector share fluctuated 
%a t3e 5 9 8 8 ~ ~  but was at 12 - 9 9  percent of real GDP at factor cost 
24 8990- 3% prospects for increased growth are strong due to 
construction activity being generated under the Lesotho Highland 
Watcr Project L .  The potential is also bright for the 
electricity asd water sub-sectors due to the LHWP, This $2.54 
,ki%16011 groject, aimed at diverting surplus water from the Senqy 
IOrzn~el river system to RSA and generating electricity for 
Lesotho, was hitiated in 1986/87 and would provide several spin- 
offs fox the Lesotho economy, including increased industrial 
devel~pment, tourism and employment. 

me tiervice sector was the second largest contributor 
to Bcmes'-,ic output at independence, but is now the largest. The 
sector is dominated by finance and insurance. 

The second major characteristic of domestic output is 
that grivaee sector contribution is daminant, accounting for 
about 65 percent of GDP in 1988 (Labat-Anderson 1989). 
Considering the major role of workersv remittances i n  the GNP, 
pr&vaZb sector contribution to GNP is likewise substantial. The 
private sector dominates agricultural production, Public sector 
contribution to a~riculture is mainly in marketing and processing 
Ithzough several parastatals such as Coop Lesotho, Natioaal 
Abattoir, Lesotho Flour ills and Basotho Fruit and Canners. 
Although private sector firms dominated construction, GOL 
finances a substantial portion of construction activity, 
especially under the LHWP. The GOL is predominant in 
communications, public utilities, finance and insurance. 



High economic growth has not been translated into 
adequate employment. The total labor force of 623,385 (1985/86) , 
with a participation rate of 56 percent (76 percent for males and 
37 percent for females) was projected to increase by &ouZ 20,000 
annually to 754,000 in 1990. However, the 1990 labor force was 
estimated at 637,000 (Central Bank 1931 B) . In 1985-86, 66-2 
percent of the labor force was employed in agriculture, 7.3 
percent in the secondary sector and 25.6 percent in services. 
The private sector is the largest source of entphop~~nt: in 
1985/86, the informal private sector accounted for 90 pervent of 
total domestic employment; of the balance, the private &lector 
accounted for 43 percent. The 60 key formal private s;tctor 
companies currently employ 11,430 workers. Micro- and Six11 
enterprises {MSEs) employ over 150,000, the second largest single 
source of employment after agriculture, and much more than 
migrant employment in RSA. Despite the  kar9er number of 
enterprises in the small-medium category, employment creation per 
enterprise is much higher in the large enterprise group, at 
187-4, compared to an average of 1.5 for MSEs. The textiles and 
agsto-industry sub-sectors generatemost .em;?loymentpexenterprise 
at 320 and 241.3 respectively. The central'gme~entrs a h r e  
in employment is small : in 1986, 5 percent of the labor force was 
employed in government semi ces , excluding parastatals . In 1490, 
totah employment in the central government sector CP8,SDS) was  
marginally higher than employment in manufacturing industries 
(18,693 1 . In the manufacturing sector, almost 25 percent af paid 
employees work in the food processing and beverages sub-sector 
which is dominated by parastatals. The structure of employment 
partly reflects the dual-structure of the labor market, with a 
shortage of skilled labor and an overwhelming surplus of 
unskilled labor. Unemployment, currently estirated at about 25 
percent, would have been worse but for migrant employment. 

. . 
A key feature of the labor market is migration for mLne 

work in RSA- A t  least 40 percent of total household incame comes 
from migrant mineworkersf remittances. Migration of Lesotho 
labor to RSA mines has recently started to decline due to falling 
world gold prices, rising mine operation costs, absolute 
reductions in RSA mine labor force and the RSA policy of 
replacing migrant workers with South African labor. The- numbers 
of Basotho migrant workers in RSA are in Table 6. Basotho 
recruitment by the two largest sources of mine exnployaent in RSA 
will decline to an expected 97,000 in 1991 and about 85,000 in 
1992. This large reduction has sharply exacerbated uaemployme-nt 
and portends dire consequences for the Lesotho ecanomy. 

Table 6 
Averase Number of Basot-ho Mineworkers i n  South Africa 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1981 B; 19931, fMF (1972) - 



Minimum wages are fixed for various categoxies of labor 
by tripartite negotiation involving GOL, employers and workers' 
representatives. The minimum wage is lowest for light industrial 
workers in training and highest for heavy vehicle drivers, w i ~ h  
a epread of about 2.29 percent. Minimum monthly wages were 
increased in 1984, 1987 and 1989. A recent 51 percent rise in 
April 1991 took the wage level to Maloti 180 fox unskilled labor. 
Civil service and forces salaries were increased by 22 percent 
on average in April 1991 while teachers received 67 percent 
increase, Civil service and forces salaries were increased by 
a further 20 percent in June 1991. The flat across the board 
increases maintained the spread between low- and high-salaried 
public servants. Presently, a typical entry-level civil service 
salary is about Maloti 290 per month. Migrant labor earns higher 

.wages than domestic unskilled labor, Miners' wages rose by 21 
percent in 1989 and 17 percent in 1990 in nominal tenns while 
their recorded remittances increased by 15 percent and 24.7 
percent, respectively (Central Bank 1991 A) . Remittances by a11 
migrant workers increased by an annual average of 16.6  percent 
during 1986-98. Minerst deferred pay sent hbme through Lesotho 
Bank has been reduced t o  30 percent from 60 percent. 

D, Prices 

Lesotho prices move broadly in line with those in RSA. 
Annual consumer (urban household) price inflation generally 
declined from 1985-1990. The average rate of inflation was 11.5 
percent in 1390, but rose to 18.4 percent by July 1991. The 
trend i n  annual average inflation is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7 
7 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 B) , IMF (1990) . 
E. Fiscal 

Total GOL budget for the current 1991/92 fiscal year 
is Maloti 957.3 million (about $337.1 million at the current 
exchaage rate). Revenues and grants rose from 26.4 percent of 
GNP in 1985/86 to 30.7 percent in P990/91, while expenditures and 
net lending rose from 32 - 6  percent to 34.2 percent in 1989/90 
before falling to 31.9 percent in 1990/91. In 1990/91, GOL 
receipts totalled Maloti 819.0 million ($316.2 million) . The 
development of total GOL expenditures as a ratio of national 
income is shown in Table 8. 



GDP 

Table 8 
Total Expenditures as U t i o  of GDP and GNP 

[Nominal Ratios) 

GNP 25.1 11.8 28.8 34.7 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 B) ; IF (1972, 1977, 19863 - 
GDP and GNP are at market prices. 

In 1990-91, GOL revenues were 44.1 percent and 24.9 
percent of nominal GDP and nominal GNP, respectively. Government 
revenue is mainly derived from tax revenw, with crrstoms duties 
dominating since the renegotiation of the Southern Rfrican 
Customs Union (SACrU) Agreement between 1968/69 and 1969/70. In 
1990/91, total GOL receipts and revenuew were Maloti 819,O 
million ($316.2 million) and Maloti 613.7 million ($236.9 
million) , respectively. The share of custom duties in total 
receipts fluctuates considerably but is still the major source 
of revenue, followed by sales tax inflows. Mine workers * incomes 
are not taxed; hence, income tax is a relatively small portion 
of revenue. However, partial action was taken in 1990/91 to 
introduce a recruitment levy. The structure of GOL receipts in 
recent years is shown in Table 9 .  

Table 9 
Structure of GOL R e c e i ~ t ~  

(Percent share in Total Receipts ) 

1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 19901'91 
Total Revenue 91.0 82.7 79 - 2  77 .6  74.9 
Customs Rev. 48 - 2  43.5 41.5 38.9 43.3 
Sales tax 16 -3 16.0 16 -2 15.1 13-6 
Income tax 7.9 7.6 5 - 4  4.7 4 .5  
Company tax 3-1 2.2 3.7 2 . 7  3-5 
Non- tax 15.5 13.4 12.5 16.2 10.1 
Grants 9 . 5  17.2 2 0 . 8  22.4 25.1 

, , 

Source: Computed from Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 3)- 

The GUL budget was in deficit at independence but 
generally turned to a surplus is the 1970s. The re-emergence of 
budget deficits in the 1980s prompted the introduction of the 
general sales tax in 1982. Due to the customs union arrangement, 
the GOL has relatively little direct control over budget revenue 
such that expenditure control is the main instrument sf fiscal 
policy in controlling the deficit. Over the period 1985/86 to 
1989/90, the annual budget deficit was 7.5 percent of GNP, but 
due to revenue-generating measures and the expenditure controls 
initiated under the Structural Adjustment Program ( S A P )  in 
1988/89, the deficit was reduced considerably, reaching 1.3 
percent of GNP in 1990/91. Since 1976, domestic banks have 
financed the budget but since 1 9 8 9 / 9 0 ,  foreign borrowing has been 
the major source of deficit financing. Government revenues 
account for a small portion of capital expenditures as donors 



traditionally finance most of the capital budget: the proportion 
of the capital Sudget financed by donor grants and loans has 
increased from 67 percent during the early post-independence 
period of 1966/67-196917 (IF 1972) to 82.6 percent over the 
period 1 9 8 9 / 9 0  to 1991/92. 

In 1990/91, total GOL expenditure was Maloti 855.7 
million ($330.4 million) of which 5 2 - 2  percent was recurrent 
expenditure. Recurrent expenditure is the major share of GOL 
spending, averaging 59.3 percent of the total budget &ring the 
period 1986/87 to 1390/91, although the share dropped from 70-9 
percent in 1986/87. Personal molments accounted for 40.8 
-percent of recurrent and 24.2 percent of total budgetary 
expenditure annually during th i s  period. The economic 
classification of GOL expenditure since 1985/87 is given in Table 
30. 

Table 10 
Economic Classification of Recurrent Exaenditure 

(Percent 1 

1986/87 3987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 
Emoluments 40.9 38 - 7 44.3 4 0 , O  39 -9 
Interest 10.3 9.9 11.3 22.4 18.4 
Subsidies 8.2 0.6 7.3 8.9 10.2 
Others 40.6 42.8 37.1 25.7 31.5 

Source: Computed from Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 B) - 
Subsidies include transfer payments. 

In terms of t h e  sectoral allocation, recurrent 
expenditure on eco~lamic sezvices is the lowest among all 
categories, averaging 14.4 percent of total recurrent budget 
annually from 1985/96 to 1990/91, compared to 34.6 percent for 
central governvent services, including the military. Over this 
period, agriculture received 40 -7 percent of the annual recurrent 
expenditure on economic services and 5.7 percent of the total 
recurrent budget, wh:.le industry and mining accounted for I. 2 
percent of the total. Social and community services were 
allocated 32.7 percent of the total annual recurrent budget over 
the period while public debt interest and other trmsfers 
accountea for 18.3 percent, In contrast to the pattern of 
recurrent expenditure allocation, the bulk of capital 
expenditures cover economic services: over the period 1986107 to  
1991/92, at least 71.1 percent of the total capital budget was 
allocated to economic services, including agriculture, 
industries, power and water. 

F. Monev and Credit 

The financial sector consists of the Central Bank of 
Lesotho (CBLI , formed in 1982, three comercial banks (the 
Lesotho Bank, Barclays Bank and Standard Chartered Bank), three 
non-bank financial institutions (LesothoAgricultural Development 
Bank, Lesotho Building Finance Corporation and Leaotho National 
insurance Company) . The Lesotho N a t i c l l r l l  Development 
Corporation, the Basotho Enterprise Development Corporation and 



. . 
the Lesotho Coopzrative Credit Union League also provide 
specialized financing as part of their activities. The function 
of b-er to the GOL has been traditionally performed by the 
Standard Chartered Bank. The CBL sets the minimum savings 
deposit rate and the prime lending rate, while the market sets 
the other interest rates, The CBL also sets minimum liquid 
assets and cash reserve ratios for the banking sector aimed at 
reducing cannnercial banksr holding of foreign exchange reserves- 
There are 38 bank branches and agencies in the country and the 
commercial banks hold about 74 percent of private sector claims. 

Money supply is influenced more by domestic credit 
supply than .by. the level of foreign assets although in 1990 
monetary expansion resultedmainly fromsignificantgrowtn in the 
latter, During 1984/85-1988/89 broad money supply (M2) increased 
at an annual rate of 17 percent but the ratio of broad money to 
GMP averaged 28 percent. Generally, money supply is under- 
est inated  due to  the lack of data on Rand in circulation. 
Etxcluding government anf non- resident deposits, the levels and 
components of money supply for the period 1987- 1990 are presented 
in Table 11, 

Table 1I 
Monev Su~nly and Comonents 
(Maloti 000; end of period) 

Money Supply ( 2 )  
Maloti circulating 
Deposits 
Demand 
Call 
Savings 
Time 
Miner Deferred Pay 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 Bl . 
Domestic credit increased annually at 22.9 percent on 

end-of fiscal year basis from 1984 to 1988. However, due -to 
canpliance with structural adjustment credit ceilings, growth of 
net credi t  to government turned negative in 1990 due to the 
reduction in net government credit. The levels of domestic 
credit are in Table 12. 

Table 12 
Domestic Credit 

(Maloti 000; end of period) 

Ew 1988 1989 
Private sector 103.2 136.0 161.9 
Statutory bodies 7.6 24.0 24.6 
Government (net 1 174.2 245.7 304.2 

Tota l  2 8 5 . 0  405.7 490.7 

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 31. 



Begiming in 1988. credit is being directed away from 
household cansumption to production. The share of business 
enterprises in total private sector credit increased from 53.1 
percent in 1987 to 66 -5 percent in 3990. Including migrant 
mineworkera* Deferred Pay Fuid deposits, the private sector 
aemuneed far 81.3 percent of total commercial banks1 deposits 
at she end af 1990 b u ~  received 45.5 percent of total domestic 
erredfe. Banksp liquidity ratios are high (80 percent at the end 
af 29892, bpPylng large capacity to lend. However, leading is 
Eow&ue! partly to %ow private sector demand for credit, lack of 
aceeptahke eslEateraP arid risk-aversion. Lending is increasing 
nevertheleas, The distributive services continue to account for 
the largest share af credit to business enterprises, receivin; 
34 perrrent of leacling to enterprises in 1990. The sectoral 
credit d2stribution is shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 
Sectoral Credit D i s t r i b a  

(Percent) 

1988 - 1989 -1990 
Wnuf acturing 10.0 7 . 0 '  9-0 
Construction 21.0 19 - 0  18.0 
Other dev, sectors 22.0 25.0 19.0 
Distributive senrices 32.0 33.0 34.0 
Other services 15.0 16.0 2 0 . 0  

Sovrce: Central Bank of Lesotho (1990 3) . 
Interest rates move broadly in line with those in RSA 

but are generally lower: currently, the one-year time deposit 
rate is 3 percent lawex than the RSA average and the prime 
lending rate is 1 percent lower. The savings deposit rate is now 
15.5 percent and prime lending rate is 20 percent. Given the 
current level of inflation, the savings deposit rate is currently 
negative in real terms. 

IV. THE EX- SECTOR 

A. Balance of Pavments 

The overall balance of payments turned positive in 1988 
and recorded a surplus of Maloti 165.6 million ($63.9 million), 
in 1990, representing 6.7 percent of GNP. The large surplus 
occurred because of the 288 .? percent increase in the current 
account position sir~ce 1989. The current account improved as a 
result of a sharp increase in unrequited transfers, especially 
for the EHWP, higher workers1 remittances and slower growth of 
merchandise imports. The balance of payments position is shown 
in Table 14.  



Table 14 
Sumnary Balance of Paments 

(Maloti 0 0 0 )  

1988 1989 ld!BQ 
Current Account -154.5 -62.8 118.5 
Long-term capital 123.8 120.2 91.9 
Official short-term capital 34.4 -54.0 -44.8 

Overall balance 3.7 3.4 165.6 I 
Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 B). 

Exports have increased significantly in the 1980s, 
especially since 1986, and are now dominated by manufactured 
goods, especially textiles. In 1990, however, exports declined 
.sharply because of a fall in wool and mohair export earnings 
occasioned by drops in world market prices. Three developments 
characterize Lesotho's export trade in recent years. First, 
exports have grown substantially, albeit from a low base, at an 
axnual rate of 21 percent during 1985-1989. Secondly, the 
s tmcture of exports has changed with eufactured goods, 
especially textiles, dominating, even as food, wool and mohair 
exports, the traditional export comodities,  also grew. Third, 
the direction of merchandise export changed as exports to the 
European Economic Comnity and North America grew from 10-8 
percent in 1985 to 37.4 percent in 1990 while the share to SAW 
countries fell from 86.7 to 59.7 percent. Rising exports were 
facilitated by the establiolunent of new factories, supported by 
attractive investment incentives arxd a growing export financing 
scheme. The private sector accounts for almost all export 
earnings: the traditional exports of wool and mohair are in the 
hands of the private sector which also accounts for the majar 
sources of the recent growth in export earnings. Import growth 
has slackened from 39-1 percent in 1988 to 2.5 percent in 1990. I 

The trend in merchandise trade is shown in Table 15. 

Table 15 
Merchandise Trade 

(Maloti 000) 

Imports 776.9 
zw 

929-4  
19.88 
1310.3 

A ? u  
1594.0 

Ei!2Q 
1641 - 4  

Exports 58.0 95.7 144.9 172.6 155.4 

Trade gap growth 
rate ( 8 )  7 . 2  16.1 39.6 22 .0  4.5  

Source: Central Bank of Lesotho (1991 B) . Imports are 
commercial, excluding donations. 

3. External debt and assistance 

In 1990, 77.2 percent of total public debt ($462-5 
million) was external, 81 percent of which was concessional: 



debt service as a ratio of export xevenue was 4.7 percent. Aid 
per capita stood at $64-4, the third highest among low income 
countries in 1988, corresponding to 26.3 percent of GNP: between 
1982 and 1988, Lesotho received $699 million net aid 
disbursement. Total external debt rose from $8 million in 1970 
to $281 million in 1988, representing 36.5 percent of GNP. Long- 
term debt service represented 3 percent of GNP in 1988 and 4.7 
percent of export of goods and services in 1990/91. Net official 
reserves covered 5.6 weeks of imports in 1990191. 

I?, DBPmE#CY 

The utilization of total supply illustrates the core of the 
external dependency problem. The gap between total domestic 
expenditure and GDP has widened since independence: in 1966/67, 
consumption was 27 percent higher than GDP but rase to 65 percent 
during the 1980s. Lesotho.depends on imports and other foreign 
inflows, especially migrant workers~dttances, to fill the 
dissaving gap, which makes the economy extremely vulnerable to 
external factors. The level of national income is vulnerable to 
labor income from a single RSA industry, mining. fn 1990, 
migrant workers in RSA remitted about $190.9 million (Maloti 
515.1 million), constituting 20.9 percent ~ ~ ' G N P  and 37 percent 
of GDP. 

Apart from the increasing dependence on labor income and 
trade revenues, other facets of Lesotho's dependency on RSA - 
include commodity and factor prices which are closely influenced , 

by RSA prices, falling crop production partly due to rising 
levels of mine labor wages making f a d n g  less attractive, 
increasing imports of food and manufactured products, and a high 
content of imported inputs arrd services in domestic 
manufacturing. A wjor example o f  clependency is RSA financing ' 

of the LHWP. The dependency of Lesotho on a regional economy 
dominated by RSA is geographic, has histoxical antecedents and 
is nade functional through a number of institutional linkages - - 
principally, SACU and the Common Monetary Area (CMA) which are 
discussed below. Other regional institutions are the Southern , 

African Development Coordination Council (SADCC) and the Eastern 
and Southern African Preferential Trade Area (PTA). 

SACU is an economic integration arrangement between RSA and , 

Lesotho (L), BOtSWaPa (Bl and Swaziland (S) in 1969, with Namibia 
(N) joining in 1990. The arrangement allows duty-free movement 
of goods and services among member countries, but not labor, and 
the imposition of a common external tariff against its trading 
partners. Under SACU, custom and domestic excise duties 
collected by member countries are placed in the RSA State Revenue 
Fund and distributed according t~ each member's proportional 
share in total imports and domestic production that bear excise 
duty. The revenue-sharing and cozipensatory payment arrangement 
is based on a basic rate, a stabilization factor which guarantees 
the LBSN countries a mininun payment of P7 percent of the 
member's dutiable base, but with a lag of t w o  years, and a 
compensation factor. Under the CMA, the RSA R a n d  is circulated 
as legal tender, along with the local currency at par value and 



the Loti (singular of Maloti) is fully backed by the Rand and 
other convertible currencies held by RSA, The arrangement also 
requires unrestrictedtransfer of funds betweenmember countries, 
including a uniform exchange control regulation in relation ,to 
the rest of the world. Tnese institutional linkages have strong 
implications for employment, prices, fiscal and monetary policy, 
trade and balance of payment of Lesotho. , . 

SAW receipts are the major source of government revenue, 
constituting 53.5 percent of total government revenue, excluding 
grants, over the period 1986/87-1990/91. RSA is providing part 
sf the investment an6 loan guarantees for the balance of $2.4 
billion to finance Lesotho's water resources development under 
ehe LHWP. In the medium-term, LHWP receipts will increase 
significantly and become a major source of public revenue after 
1997. Lesotho relies on trade with RSA involving imports of 
food, other wage goods, energy, services, inputs and exports of 
commodities and labor. In 1990, 59.7 percent of all merchandise 
exports and 94.1 percent of merchandise imports involved the SACI: 
area, mainly RSA, resulting in a trade deficit of $656.7  million 
(Maloti 1,465.2 million). Due to the trade linkage, prices in 

RSA determine the general level of domestic commodity and factor 
prices. Further, the recent d e p r e c i a t f ~ ~  of the Rand has 
increased the value of Lesotho's foreign debt. . 

Lesotho's dependency on external markets and capi ta l  is a 
result of its small geographic area, a limited natural and human 
resource base, its completely landlockled location as an island 
surrounded by a semi-developed economy, and its svall population 
and domestic market, The most important outcome of this I 

dependency is the significant loss of autonomIy. in domestic 
policy, not only to promote desirable ends but also to address 
distortions imported from the RSA economy. Lesotho has little 
control over the international value of the Maloti. The QUIA, the 
free movement of funds and interdependence sf financial markets 
between the two countries and the excess liquidity of the 
domestic banking system limit the scope for independent and 
direct money and credit policy. Recently, the government has 
shifted to indirect cootrol through expansion of the money market 
and development of other financial instruments. The gavememt 
has relatively little control over budget revenues due to SAm; 
hence, the clef icit is mainly managed through expenditure eantrd. 
Since the supply of Maloti can increase only with a corresponding 
deposit of Rand with the South African Beserve Bank, the 
government can finance its budget deficit only by borrowing or 
reducing foreign assets. Consequen',ly, given the high import 
dependency of the economy, q a n s i o n  of public expenditure 
negatively affects the current account without necessarily 
increasing output. Although the restrietee ability to print 
Maloti should promote fiscal an3 monetary discipli~e, it fuels 
the need fox foreign resources and indirectly co~tributes to 
public borrowing, which helps crowd out private sector credit. 
On the positive side, the Malati is stable and convertible 
because F t  5s underwrittan by the Rand. 



. . 

Dependence on the RSA is part of a wider reliance on overall 
foreign trade, development assistance, investment capital and 
skills, Foreign participation in domestic businesses, especially 
in industry and distribution, is pervasive- Donors play a key 
role i~ domestic financing. Expatriates supply several critical 
skills required to manage the economy. 

- .. 

To redress the structural aad macro-economir: imbalances in 
the economy, persistent low growth, worsening internal and 

-external balances and rapidly dwindling r'areign resenres, the GOL 
began implementing an IMF-supported tkree-year structural 
adjustment program (SAP) in 1988683, followed by a three-year 
enhanced structural adjustment program ($SAP) in 1991/92. The 
major objectives of the SA2 were to restore a viable balance of 
payments position by reducing the current account deficit , 
restore domestic balances by reducing the budget deficit, and 
maintain stable prigre levels in order tc begin to lay the 
foundation far sustainable growth. The overall adjustment ' - 
program is aimed broadly at reducing budget and balance of 
pavents deficits, achieving price and monetary &ability, 
diversifying the productive and export base- and enhancing the 
role of the private sector. So far, the program has facilitated 
increased growth in GDP through progress towards achieving 
internal and external balances. 

A. Structural Adjustment Prosram 

Key conditionalities under SAP covereddomestic and net 
government credit, goverment budget deficit and public 
expenditures, exchange rate, and, external sector issues of net 
concessionary debt, net external reserves, current transaction 
restrictions and bilateral payment agreements. The major policy 
measures and instruments focused on agricultural and land 

, 

reforms, industrial development, public enterprises, monetary and 
credit policy, the external sector and debt mnagement The WX; 
planned to expand and diversify agricultural p~aduction and 
improve land tenure, inprove extension, create grazing 
associations and introduce grazing fees to re6tkec overgrazing, 
legalize land leasing and adopt competitive pri@&ng gmPicias. 
Under industrial reform, the GOL was to further expand 
-uf acturing by encouraging private investment in export - 
oxiented and import-substitution industries and e up an 
investment promotion unit. To ensure that public enterprises 
require minimal or no budgetary support for recurrent operatfms, 
the program involved flexible pricing, especially of utilities 
and semices, increased cost recovery from consmeas to achieve 
full price pass-through, establishment of evaluation unit for 
State-owned enterprises and divestiture of selected public 
enterprises. In order to direct financial xesources away from 
government borrowing to the private sector and mobilize domestic 
savings, the GOL intended to maintain ceilings for total domestic 
and government  redi it, retire outstanaing government debt, 
introauce new financial instruments and encourage capable non- 
bank enterprises to islsue financial paper and pursue appropriate 
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